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Abstract
The main objective of this thesis is the development of a novel approach to the integral
modelling of flexible aircraft. As an exemplary application, the model is to be applied
to the flight loads analysis of a large transport category aircraft encountering a wake
vortex. The focus is on the aerodynamic and aeroelastic model, which should sat-
isfy several requirements from industrial practice: straight-forward model generation,
consideration of existing model components and a trade-off between computational
efficiency and physical accuracy.
The aerodynamic model consists of two parts, a database describing the distributed,
non-linear steady aerodynamic load on the quasi-flexible aircraft and an unsteady, in-
compressible, potential-based vortex ring method formulated in the time domain. The
governing equations of the numerical method are derived for lifting surfaces and non-
lifting bodies, followed by the linearised formulation in state space form and special
cases for quasi-steady and harmonic motion. To improve the accuracy of the unsteady
vortex lattice method, a correction method using steady reference data is proposed.
Additionally, an order reduction based on balanced realization of wake sub-models is
outlined. Finally, an incremental formulation of the numerical method is derived and
cast into the typical notation used for rational function approximation (RFA), thereby
allowing the direct use in existing aeroelastic analysis tools.
It follows the description of the structure and mass models and the non-linear equa-
tions of motion of the flexible aircraft. This is supplemented by the equations of struc-
tural loads and a presentation of options to obtain linearized equations of motion.
To interconnect the aerodynamic and reduced-order structural models, a coupling
method based on beam interpolation elements and orthogonal rigid lever arms is de-
rived. The method is able to map forces and displacement on all 6 degrees of freedom,
conserves virtual work and can be set up in a highly automatized way.
The application of the aircraft model is demonstrated for the flight load analysis of a
large transport aircraft encountering a wake vortex. The influence of the relative wake
vortex position on component structural loads is analysed. By comparison of differ-
ent modelling approaches, the importance of combining flight dynamics, structural
dynamics and unsteady aerodynamics for flight loads considerations is worked out.
The major contribution of this thesis is the comprehensive presentation of a low-speed
integral model of the flexible aircraft, useful for flight physical analysis in the time and
frequency domain. The model satisfies industrial process requirements and contrary
to customary approaches is directly established in the time domain.
iv
Zusammenfassung
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung eines neuartigen, integralen Berechnungsmod-
ells des frei fliegenden, elastischen Flugzeugs und dessen beispielhafte Anwendung
auf die Bestimmung von Strukturlasten, die auf ein großes Transportflugzeugwährend
des Durchfliegens einer Wirbelschleppe einwirken. Der Schwerpunkt der Arbeit liegt
auf der aerodynamischen und aeroelastischen Modellierung, wobei speziell die aus
der industriellen Praxis motivierten Anforderungen nach einfacherModellgenerierung,
Berücksichtigung vorliegender Modellelemente und einem ausgewogenen Verhältnis
von numerischer Leistungsfähigkeit zu physikalischer Genauigkeit berücksichtigt wer-
den.
Das zweiteilige aerodynamische Modell umfasst eine datenbankbasierte Komponente
zur Beschreibung der verteilten, nicht-linearen, stationären Luftkräfte am quasi-fle-
xiblen Flugzeug sowie ein instationäres, auf inkompressibler Potentialtheorie im Zeit-
bereich basierendes Wirbelringverfahren. Die das numerische Aerodynamikverfahren
beschreibenden Gleichungen werden für Tragflächen und Verdrängungskörper herge-
leitet und daraus die linearisierte Formulierung in Zustandsform bestimmt. Davon
ausgehend werden die Spezialfälle für quasi-stationäre Strömungszustände und har-
monisch schwingende Bewegung abgeleitet. Zur Genauigkeitsverbesserung wird eine
Methodik zur Korrektur mit stationären Referenzdaten vorgestellt und ein Ordnungs-
reduktionsverfahren basierend auf Balanced Realization für einzelne Nachlaufstreifen
eingeführt. Schließlich wird eine inkrementelle Formulierung desVerfahrens abgeleitet
und in die für rationale Funktionsapproximation von Luftkräften übliche Notation ge-
bracht. Es folgt die Darstellung des Struktur- und Massenmodells sowie der nicht-
linearen Bewegungsgleichungen des flexiblen Flugzeugs. Ergänzt wird dies um die
Bestimmungsgleichung für Strukturlasten sowie die Beschreibung von Möglichkeiten,
linearisierte Formen der Bewegungsgleichungen zu erhalten. Zur aeroelastischen An-
kopplung des aerodynamischen Modells an das kondensierte Strukturmodell wird ein
Kopplungsverfahren mit finiten Interpolationsbalkenelementen und orthogonal pro-
jizierten starren Hebelarmen hergeleitet. Das Verfahren transportiert Verformungen
und Kräfte aller sechs Freiheitsgrade bei Erhaltung der virtuellen Arbeit und erlaubt
das weitgehend automatisierte Verknüpfen der Teilmodelle. Anhand des Durchflie-
gens einer Wirbelschleppe wird die Anwendung des Gesamtmodells auf die Berech-
nung von Strukturlasten eines großen Verkehrsflugzeugs demonstriert. Eswird gezeigt,
in welcher Weise die Relativposition von Flugbahn und Wirbelschleppe die Lasten
an den einzelnen Flugzeugstrukturkomponenten beeinflusst. Durch Vergleich ver-
schiedener Modellierungsansätze wird die Relevanz der kombinierten Betrachtung
von Flugmechanik, Strukturdynamik und instationärer Aerodynamik zur Lastenbe-
rechnung herausgearbeitet.
Der Beitrag dieser Arbeit liegt in der umfassendenDarstellung eines für niedrigeMach-
zahlen gültigen integralen Flugzeugmodells für flugphysikalische Anwendungen im
Zeit- und im Frequenzbereich, welches industriellen Anforderungen gerecht wird und
entgegen üblicher Vorgehensweise direkt im Zeitbereich aufgestellt wird.
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1 Introduction
In the early 1950ies, the development of the Boeing B-47 Stratojet bomber depicted
in Fig. 1.1 marked a turning point for the engineering fields of flight dynamics and
aeroelasticity. Because of its new thin, high-aspect-ratio swept wings with underslung
engines and a slender, long fuselage, the need to consider aeroelastic effects in the
design process assumed critical importance. The relatively low frequency of the struc-
tural modes reduced the frequency separation between the flight dynamic modes and
the structural vibrations and caused a coupled dynamic response of the aircraft to
external disturbances such as control surface input or gust. New experimental tech-
niques for wind tunnel flutter analysis (such as the one by Kinnaman [65]) had to be
conceived that took into account the flexibility of the entire aircraft including the abil-
ity to undergo rigid body motion. Also the method of analyzing dynamic response
to control surface excitation was revisited by Cole et al. [22] to confirm the validity
of the quasi-static aeroelastic approach traditionally applied in flight dynamic anal-
ysis. The assumption of quasi-static aeroelastic behavior presumes that the change
of aerodynamic loading occurs so slowly that the aircraft structure is always in static
equilibrium, or, in other words, the aerodynamic forces do not excite structural vibra-
tions [35]. Taken from Cole’s report is Fig. 1.2, which compares the pitching velocity
frequency response to elevator deflection at the center of gravity obtained from flight
test with a rigid and quasi-static aircraft model. Two important conclusion could be
drawn from this diagram: first, the assumption of a rigid aircraft is invalid even at
low frequencies. Second, the quasi-static assumption begins to fail once the excitation
frequency approaches that of the structural modes around 5 radians per second. In
a follow-up report, Cole and Holleman [21] presented results obtained by a dynamic
response model including some wing and fuselage structural modes which confirmed
better agreement with flight test for excitation above the frequency of the short-period
mode.
Certification requirements for transport category aircraft today reflect these early find-
ings as illustrated by the following quotations from the flight loads relevant parts of the
European Certification Specifications for Large Aeroplanes (CS-25, Subpart C: Struc-
ture):
§25.301 Loads “If deflections under load would significantly change the distribution
of external or internal loads, this redistribution must be taken into account.”
§25.305 Strength and Deformation “Where structural flexibility is such that any rate
of load application likely to occur in the operating conditionsmight produce tran-
sient stresses appreciably higher than those corresponding to static loads, the ef-
fects of this rate of application must be considered.”
§25.341 Gust and Turbulence Loads “Loads on each part of the structure must be de-
termined by dynamic analysis. The analysis must take into account unsteady
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Figure 1.1: Boeing B-47 Stratojet
Figure 1.2: Frequency response of pitching velocity at CG due to elevator deflection of
the Boeing B-47 (from Cole et al. [22])
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3aerodynamic characteristics and all significant structural degrees of freedom in-
cluding rigid body motion.”
§25.473 Landing Load Conditions “The method of analysis of airplane and landing
gear loads must take into account at least the following elements:
1. Landing gear dynamic characteristics
2. Spin-up and springback
3. Rigid body response
4. Structural dynamic response of the airframe, if significant.”
The respective aviation regulations have lead the transport aircraft manufacturer’s de-
sign office to establish different types of aircraft models used in the task of design loads
analysis. Designmaneuver loads analysis typically relies on non-linear rigid body sim-
ulation models similar to the ones used for handling quality assessment and piloted
simulation. The models use a database of steady, non-linear aerodynamic loads with
quasi-static aeroelastic corrections to reflect the elastic behavior of the airframe. It is as-
sumed that the electronic flight control system (EFCS) is designed to prevent the pilot
from exciting structural modes, for instance by means of structural filters, and there-
fore the quasi-static aeroelastic assumption is valid. Gust and turbulence loads and
loads due to oscillatory control surface failures are determined with incremental lin-
earized, dynamic aircraft models including unsteady, linearized aerodynamics where
it is assumed that the perturbation of the rigid body motion is only small. The analy-
sis is typically performed in the frequency domain and requires a linearization of the
flight control system. Due to the complex kinematics of the landing gear, ground loads
are typically obtained by non-linear multi-body simulations, often including structural
modes and neglecting the aerodynamic loads. By postulating that the different types
of design loads will not be imposed on the aircraft simultaneously, the total envelope
of design loads can be found from merging the envelopes of the three analyses.
This segregated approach to design loads analysis, even though proven, bears the
likelihood of physical inconsistency, requires to some extend data redundancy and
demands expertise for building the various types of models. Therefore, from both a
physics and business point of view, it is preferable to develop a so called integral air-
craft model (IAM) capable of simultaneously fulfilling the requirements of all fields of
design load analysis. With this IAM, the traditional specific loads models could not
only be consistently derived, but additional tasks could be performed:
1. design and validation of non-linear flight control laws, especially in regard of
structural mode control and load alleviation functions
2. loads analysis for combined maneuver and gust or turbulence
3. assessment of flexible aircraft handling qualities in piloted simulation
4. assessment of the loads aspects of special upset conditions as for instance aircraft
wake vortex encounter (WVE)
The global objective of this thesis is the development of an IAM for the last application,
the flight loads analysis of WVEs. In the following literature review, previous work in
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the field of integral modelling with a focus on the aerodynamic model is summarized.
Also modelling approaches typically used for wake vortex encounter studies are re-
viewed. Then the objectives and contributions of this work are presented, followed by
the outline of the overall structure of this document.
1.1 Previous Work
1.1.1 Unsteady Aerodynamic Models for Simulation
In order to simulate arbitrarily maneuvering aircraft taking into account unsteady
aerodynamic effects, a time-domain representation of the aerodynamic forces is re-
quired. There exist indirect and direct methods, the former constructing the time re-
sponse from existing solutions for oscillatory, step or impulse type of motion and the
latter directly solving the time-dependent governing equations of the flow field.
From the indirect methods, the use of the indicial function concept to model linear and
linearized unsteady aerodynamics dates back to the first half of the 20th century. By
way of convolution, the aerodynamic response to arbitrary motion is aggregated from
the response due to a series of step inputs. For a two-dimensional airfoil in invis-
cid, incompressible flow, the work by Wagner [130] and Küssner [72] describing the
transient aerodynamic load due to step change in angle of attack and step vertical
gust, respectively, laid the foundation for this approach. The incompressible, invis-
cid two-dimensional case of an isolated airfoil was treated by von Kármán and Sears
[129], Söhngen [114] and Garrick [39]. Jones [59] extended the approach to wings of
finite aspect ratio. Klein [67] derived indicial functions for the downwash at a horizon-
tal tail and Klein and Noderer [68] investigated the impact of unsteady aerodynamics
on the longitudinal motion of an aircraft. A review of the incompressible two- and
three-dimensional approach for inviscid flow is given by Cicala [19]. Mazelsky and
Drischler [87], Lomax et al. [81] and Tobak [123] analyzed unsteady inviscid subsonic
and supersonic aerodynamics of airfoils, small aspect ratio wings and wing-tail com-
binations. Indicial functions for two-dimensional, viscous incompressible flow were
obtained by Brar et al. [9] using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Alternatively,
Guendel [46] demonstrates that the response to arbitrary motion can be constructed
from the convolution of impulse response functions. The response to displacement and
velocity impulse input was obtained from a time-stepping panel method. The Laplace
inversion integral was used by Edwards et al. [31] to simulate the subsonic and super-
sonic inviscid behavior of an airfoil with flap.
Time domain models based on the rational function approximation (RFA) of frequency-
domain aerodynamic forces have been obtained in several ways and were compared
by Smith et al. [113]. There exists a vast number of options for calculation of these
harmonic aerodynamic forces. Thin airfoil solutions were found for the incompress-
ible case by Küssner and Schwarz [75] and for the compressible case by Küssner [73]
and Wille [134]. For lifting surfaces in inviscid, subsonic flow, the doublet lattice
method (DLM) by Albano and Rodden [1] and kernel function approaches like the
one by Laschka [78] have the widest use in industry. The effect of airfoil thickness in
two-dimensional, unsteady, incompressible potential flow was considered by Giesing
[44] applying a surface panel method and also allowing for the interaction of multiple
bodies.
For the transsonic flow regime, time-linearized methods based on potential flow like
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the Transonic Doublet Lattice method by Lu and Voss [84] or based on the Euler equa-
tions like the approach by Ni and Sisto [96] can directly give computationally compet-
itive solutions.
When transforming the Laplace approximations of frequency-domain aerodynamic
forces into the time-domain, the resulting number of states characterizing the aerody-
namic lag behavior depends on the order of the approximating function. Roger [105]
approximated the generalized forces with one set of denominator poles common to
each generalized coordinate. To reduce the number of required lag states, Vepa [127]
introduced the matrix form of the Padé approximation. Karpel [63] developed the
so called Minimum State Method that iteratively approximates the generalized forces
with a set of denominator poles common to all generalized coordinates. Dinu et al.
[27] recently obtained approximations based on Chebyshev polynomials and showed
its superiority in terms of accuracy, computational cost and system order compared to
the matrix Padé approximations. Zrenner [141] derived transfer functions between the
quasi-steady aerodynamic load from a lifting line method and the unsteady load from
the doublet lattice method. The transfer functions were then converted to equivalent
filter functions in the time domain. Mönnich [92] derived filter functions for the delay
effect of downwash on the horizontal tail for longitudinal aircraft motion based on a
lifting surface method combined with a starting vortex model.
Turning to the direct methods, surface panel methods (based on Green’s theorem) using
combinations of source and doublet panels have widely been used to solve the prob-
lem of unsteady potential flow. For two-dimensional incompressible flow, Basu and
Hancock [6] computed the time history of flow around an airfoil due to a step change
in angle of attack, sharp-edged gust and harmonic oscillation. Arbitrary unsteady mo-
tion in two-dimensional subsonic flow was analyzed by Long and Watts [82]. Maskew
and Rao [86] applied a modified time-domain version of the commercial panel code
VSAERO to the incompressible analysis of helicopter rotor blades undergoing a pitch-
ingmotion. The code used constant doublet and source panels on the wing surface and
linear doublet panels in the free wake. Using a similar approach but with a rigid wake,
Ruiz-Calavera [107] analyzed the unsteady behavior of wings. van Staveren [125] ap-
plied the same method using a rigid wake to analyze the gust and turbulence response
of a business jet configuration. Willis et al. [135] developed a formulation represent-
ing the far-field wake as vortex particles and implemented a pre-corrected FFT-solver
and a fast multipole tree algorithm to accelerate the free wake computation. Eller [33]
developed an unsteady panel method using triangular panels and a computationally
efficient separation of near and far field. The time-domain formulation of the unsteady
boundary value problem for subsonic potential flow is presented in the exhaustive
review by Morino [93].
By far the most frequently applied direct method is the unsteady vortex lattice method
(UVLM) for incompressible potential flow. Konstadinopoulos et al. [71] applied the
method to study delta wings with leading edge separation and small aspect ratio rect-
angular wings with tip separation undergoing prescribed motion. Strganac [116] used
the method in a closely coupled aeroelastic analysis of a rigid wing with elastic sup-
port and an elastic wing below and above the critical flutter speed. Kinnas et al. [66]
used the method to simulate the unsteady behavior of ducted propellers. Ye [137]
also applied the method to delta wings with leading edge separation and introduced a
multi-step method for the wake relaxation to improve the accuracy of the wake posi-
tion. Ramsey [99] introduced a de-singularized version of the Biot-Savart law to study
the free wake of moving hydrofoils, instability of shear layers aerodynamics of sails.
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The UVLM was applied to thick wings by Karkehabadi [60, 61] and in the following
used for active control of a high aspect ratio flexible wing by Hall [48]. Preidikman
[98] employed the method to investigate flutter of bridges and of a business aircraft
wing. Cattarius [17] applied the method to the analysis of store flutter on a fighter
wing where the store body was also modelled using a vortex lattice. Wang [132] stud-
ied stability of formation flight and simulated a free to roll flexible wing of high aspect
ratio. Gologan and Schneider [45] presented a continuous-time matrix formulation of
the UVLM using a fixed wake and applied it to the aeroelastic response simulation of
a regional transport aircraft. A discrete-time matrix formulation using a fixed wake
was presented by Hall [49] and served as the reference model for Eigen-decomposition
based reduced order models. Another particular field of application for the UVLM is
the study of flapping flight, see for instance the implementation of Fritz and Long [38]
using a decaying wake model or the optimization effort to maximize flapping perfor-
mance by Ito [56]. An excellent step by step description of the method appearing as a
reference in most of the aforementioned publications can be found in the textbook by
Katz and Plotkin [64]. A version of the vortex lattice method valid for purely oscilla-
tory motion was derived by Laha [76] assuming a fixed wake. An attempt to introduce
the effect of compressibility by means of a simple Prandtl-Glauert transformation con-
tained in the Biot-Savart law was presented by Szymendera [117].
All aforementioned direct methods fail in the transonic flow regime where the appear-
ance of shocks leads to unsteady effects not captured by the linearized potential flow
equations. Alternative approaches must be applied that require an significantly higher
computational effort due to the need to discretize the entire flow field rather than the
wetted surface only. At the lower end of that computation scale, still solving the poten-
tial flow equations in a reduced form, transonic small disturbance methods as the one
applied by Ballhaus and Goorjian [5] can be found and are able to capture harmonic
shockmovement ("Type A" according to Tijedeman [122]) for small motion amplitudes.
Alternatively, the full potential equations can be solved at higher computational cost,
see for instance Isogai [55].
At the upper end for the practical analysis of full aircraft configurations in the time
domain are methods solving the Euler equations or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations, commonly referred to as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) meth-
ods. Farhat et al. [36] presented a three-field approach (structure, dynamic mesh and
fluid) for the simulation of the pull-up maneuver of a generic fighter aircraft based on
the solution of the Euler flow equations. Geuzaine et al. [43] applied a similar method
to aeroelastic response calculations of an F-16 fighter aircraft in steady and accelerated
flight as well as under high vertical load factor and compared their results against flight
test. Henke [52] reported on aeroelastic simulations of the LANNwing and full aircraft
configuration coupling an Euler code with boundary layer to a modal structural model
and compared the results to experimental data and flight test. Steady state maneuver
solutions for flexible fighter type aircraft using CFD were also reported by van Gelder
et al. [124] and Raveh et al. [100] both solving the Euler equations. The rolling motion
of a flexible delta wing mounted on a sting was simulated by Einarsson and Neumann
[32] using a coupled RANS, structural dynamics and flight mechanics model.
1.1.2 Integral Flexible Aircraft Models
The equations of motion of the flexible, free-flying aircraft have been derived by nu-
merous authors. By using various levels of simplifying assumptions, a more or less
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compact formulation can be obtained. Milne [91] and De Veubeke [26] both presented
general developments of the equation of motions without treating in detail the aero-
dynamic forces. Youssef et al. [138] studied an integral inertially coupled model ignor-
ing aerodynamics. Assuming constant angular body rates, Eigenvalues for the system
were determined and the impact of angular rate on the stability behavior was quanti-
fied. Owing to its simplicity, aerodynamic strip theory allows closed-form solution of
the flexible aircraft equation of motion as demonstrated by Waszak and Schmidt [133],
Ro and Barlow [103] and Meirovitch and Tuzcu [90]. Siepenkötter and Alles [112]
made use of this closed-form solution to study the non-linear stability behavior. As
examples of more complex aerodynamic models, Drela [29] and Gologan and Schnei-
der [45] applied unsteady lifting line theory and the UVLM, respectively, to their IAM.
In the latter publication, the time derivative of the bound circulation was forgotten in
the calculation of unsteady aerodynamic forces. Eller [33] developed a time domain
aerodynamic surface panel method to link to the flexible aircraft equations of motion.
A large number of publications is dedicated to the idea of supplementing existing
models by the effect of structural dynamics and their resulting aerodynamic loads.
Thereby it must be distinguished between supplementing flight dynamic models for
the rigid aircraft and models where quasi-static aeroelastic corrections are already in-
cluded. For the former case, Buttrill et al. [15], Schuler [111], Hanel [50] and Damveld
[24] developed add-on aeroelastic models relying on unsteady aerodynamic forces ob-
tained from RFA of frequency domain generalized forces. For the latter case, care must
be taken no to double account for the quasi-static effect and therefore a split of the
aeroelastic model into quasi-static and incremental dynamic contributions must be per-
formed. A splitting method based on spectral decomposition was proposed by König
and Schuler [70] employing again RFAs. An alternative approach, referred to as the
residual model method, was applied by Dykman and Rodden [30] using quasi-steady
vortex lattice aerodynamics and by Lavretsky [79] and Winther et al. [136] using the
p-transform of flutter point aerodynamic solutions. Looye [83] extended the approach
to proper treatment of aerodynamic lag-states and Reschke [102] was the first to use a
quasi-steady aerodynamic distribution model rather than total aircraft coefficients for
coupling the rigid body motion and modal equations of motion.
1.1.3 Wake Vortex Encounters
Typically, aircraft wake vortex encounters are simulated using steady aerodynamic ap-
proaches like strip theory (Vicroy and Nguyen [128]), lifting surface (Kloidt [69]), vor-
tex lattice (Lampe et al. [77]) or surface panel methods (Walden and van Dam [131]),
that provide aerodynamic increments to existing flight dynamics simulation models.
It is assumed that the incremental aerodynamic forces induced by the wake are not
altered by aeroelastic effects, i.e. that the aircraft does not deform under the incre-
mental load. Unsteady aerodynamic effects and wake deformation were considered
by Karkehabadi [62] who applied the unsteady vortex lattice method with wake rollup
to two aircraft passing each other on prescribed trajectories. The adequacy to use the
vortex lattice method (VLM) for wake vortex effects was validated by Rossow [106].
Compared to flying quality and controllability studies, publications investigating the
aspect of aircraft flight loads during WVE are only very few in number. The engineer-
ing study by Brown [13] used a simplified aircraft model restricted to lateral motion
and employing the Wagner indicial function to model the unsteady aerodynamic be-
havior. The paper by Luber [85] presents analytical predictions and flight test results
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of the dynamic loads and accelerations of a fighter aircraft during aerial refueling and
air combat but offers little insight in the employed model.
1.2 Objectives and Document Structure
The goal of this thesis is the development of a novel approach to the integral mod-
elling of flexible aircraft. The model should enable the combined flight loads analysis
of aircraft maneuvers and atmospheric disturbances, both for large amplitude motion
in the time domain and small disturbance and stability analysis in the frequency do-
main. This requires proper representation of both rigid body motion and structural
dynamic behavior of the aircraft, not only in terms of equation of motion, but also
in terms of aerodynamic forces distributed over the aircraft. The aerodynamic model
must cover the non-linear, quasi-steady aerodynamic effects stemming from the low
frequency rigid body motion as well as unsteady, transient aerodynamic loading in-
duced by structural vibration and atmospheric gust. Awell-balanced trade off between
accuracy and computational performance must be chosen in order to permit large scale
parametric studies and use in iterative optimization processes. Also establishing the
model must require a low effort and must be automatized to a large degree for the pur-
pose of low process lead time and quick integration into parametric design processes.
After the model has been developed, its usefulness is to be demonstrated in a suitable
scenario relevant to flight loads analysis.
To reach these objectives, several model components are addressed in this thesis. In the
first part of Chapter 2, the non-linear, quasi-steady aerodynamic model is described. It
builds on an aerodynamic database that is queried by the flight state vector of the air-
craft and yields the aerodynamic load distributions over the entire aircraft. In order to
map the strip loads to a set of discrete aerodynamic forces on a surface reference grid,
a mapping procedure conserving the total sum of forces an moments is established. In
the second and major part of Chapter 2, the unsteady aerodynamic model is derived.
Rather than starting from the customary frequency-domain based aerodynamic forces
and moving to the time domain by RFA, the incompressible, potential-based unsteady
vortex lattice method directly in the time domain is chosen here. The governing equa-
tions are derived leading to a discrete time stepping method applicable to both lifting
surfaces and non-lifting bodies. In addition, a linearized formulation in continuous
time state space form is consistently developed. This includes a solution of the singu-
larity problem for non-lifting bodies when only vortex loops are used as singularity
elements. Special cases for quasi-steady and steady flow are derived next. Based on
the linearized formulation of the UVLM, the frequency domain harmonic vortex lattice
method (HVLM) is derived. It permits aeroelastic stability analysis and additionally
can serve as a means to optimize the wake discretization of the UVLM by direct com-
parison with the wake-less frequency-domain DLM. The next part is dedicated to a
proposal how to correct the UVLMwith steady aerodynamic reference data from wind
tunnel or other high fidelity data sources to increase the accuracy and applicability of
the method. To decrease the model size and increase the computational performance
of the state space formulation of the UVLM, a order reduction of the wake states by
way of balanced reduction applied to the wake panel strips is presented. Finally, nu-
merical examples illustrating the influence of wake discretization and approaches for
rate of incidence modelling are provided.
Chapter 3 contains the description of the reduced order mass and structural model.
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The equations of motion for the flexible aircraft and equations of load with the under-
lying assumptions are presented. After that, alternative ways to obtain linearized small
disturbance formulations from the linear modal equations of motion or the non-linear
equations of motion are laid out.
The aeroelastic model integration, that is the connection of structural and aerody-
namic models, is described in Chapter 4. To introduce the discrete aerodynamic forces
from the two aerodynamic model parts into the aircraft structure and in turn translate
the elastic deformation into deformation of the aerodynamic grid, an interconnection
method based on finite interpolation elements is developed. The method is capable of
interconnecting all 6 degrees of freedom on the aerodynamic and structural nodes and
is particularly suited for reduced order structural models. In the second part of Chap-
ter 4, model integration options depending on the desired application are presented.
The application of the flexible aircraft loads model is demonstrated in Chapter 5 us-
ing the example of wake vortex encounter. After introducing the wake model of a
super category transport aircraft, a flight loads study for different encounter scenarii
of a heavy category aircraft is presented. A variety of aircraft models with increas-
ing complexity are compared in terms of structural loads and acceleration results and
conclusions with respect to the adequacy of the models are drawn.
The final Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and proposes next steps
recommendable for future research and improvement of the presented model.
1.3 A Motivational Example
This section introduces the residual model method (RMM) as a tool to consistently
combine steady and unsteady aeroelastic data from different sources. Using the popu-
lar example of the typical aeroelastic section, the RMM is derived and its applicability
to the simulation of flexible aircraft is deduced.
1.3.1 Aeroelastic System
Consider a NACA 1608 airfoil with a flap located at 75% of the profile chord which is
part of the aeroelastic system depicted in Fig. 1.3. The system is modellized by a ten-
sion spring with stiffnessKh constraining the motion along the vertical coordinate h, a
torsional spring with stiffness Kα constraining the pitching motion α of the complete
airfoil and a torsional spring with stiffnessKδ constraining the flap deflection δ. Struc-
tural damping of the system is not considered. The structural state of the system can
be fully described by the vector of generalized coordinates x = {h, α, δ}T. The relative
position a of the elastic axis (positive when the elastic axis is aft of midchord) and the
relative position c of the flap hinge (positive when the flap hinge is aft of midchord)
are given as fractions of the semi-chord length of the airfoil b. Defining the system
control vector u = {αc, δc}
T with commanded incidence αc and flap angle δc, the linear
equation of motion of the system reads
Mx¨+ Kx = p+ Kcu (1.3.1)
whereM is the structural mass matrix
M =

m Sα SδSα Iα Iδ + b(c− a)Sδ
Sδ Iδ + b(c− a)Sδ Iδ


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Figure 1.3: Aeroelastic System of an Airfoil with Flap
and m is the mass of the complete airfoil, Iα and Sα are the moment of inertia and the
static moment of the complete airfoil with respect to the elastic axis and Iδ and Sδ are
the moment of inertia and the static moment of the flap with respect to the flap hinge.
The structural stiffness matrix K and control matrix Kc are defined as
K =

Kh 0 00 Kα 0
0 0 Kδ

 ,Kc =

 0 0Kα 0
0 Kδ


as a function of the aforementioned spring stiffnesses. The vector of aerodynamic
forces andmomentswith respect to the elastic axis and the flap hinge, p = {Fh,Mα,Mδ}
T,
is obtained by transformation of the vector of non-dimensional aerodynamic coeffi-
cients p˜ = {CL, CM25, CH}
T
p = q∞TEAp˜
where q∞ is the dynamic pressure and TEA is the transformation matrix
TEA =

 2b 0 02(1
2
+ a)b2 4b2 0
0 0 4b2


depending on geometric values only. All non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients
CL =
F
2q∞b
CM25 =
M25
4q∞b2
CH =
MH
4q∞b2
are referenced to the full chord length 2b of the profile.
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1.3.2 Non-Linear Steady Aerodynamic Data
In this example, steady non-linear aerodynamic data for the airfoil is obtained using a
surface panel method coupled to a boundary layer solver1 at incompressible, viscous
flow conditions described by a Mach number of M = 0 and a Reynolds number of
Re = 1. 106. For comparison, also inviscid results neglecting the boundary layer are
computed. Polars are acquired for both the clean profile and with upward and down-
ward flap deflection as depicted in Fig. 1.4.
δ = 3◦
δ = 0◦
δ = −3◦
y
x
Figure 1.4: NACA 1608 Airfoil with Flap
In a post-processing step, the incremental effect of flap deflection δ is separated from
the effect of angle of attack α, so the profile lift coefficient CL, pitching moment coeffi-
cient with respect to 25% chord CM25 and flap hinge moment coeffcicient CH formally
can be written as:
p˜NL(α, δ) =


CL
CM25
CH


α,δ=0
+


∆CL
∆CM25
∆CH


α,δ
(1.3.2)
In the following, this precomputed aerodynamic forces are denoted by the superscript
“NL” .
In Fig. 1.5, the lift and pitching moment coefficient of the profile without flap deflection
are plotted as a function of angle of attack (black line) and compared to results neglect-
ing viscosity (red line). For large positive and negative values of angle of attack, the
non-linear influence of flow separation becomes apparent, in particular in terms of the
pitching moment. In Fig. 1.6, the incremental lift and moment coefficient due to flap
deflection δ are depicted. Again, flow separation leads to a strong dependency of flap
efficiency on angle of attack in the viscous case. Finally in Fig. 1.7, the hinge moment
coefficient of the flap as a function of angle of attack and flap angle is shown.
1.3.3 Linear Unsteady Aerodynamic Model
Because of the potentially rapid motion of the system, a theoretical unsteady aerody-
namic method (in the following denoted by the superscript “US” ) valid for incom-
pressible, inviscid flow can be used instead of the steady non-linear database. The
1for a description of XFOIL see http://rafael.mit.edu/xfoil
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Figure 1.5: Airfoil Lift and Pitching Moment (Incidence Effect)
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Figure 1.6: Incremental Lift and Pitching Moment due to Flap Deflection
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Figure 1.7: Airfoil Hinge Moment and Incremental Hinge Moment due to Flap Deflection
method represents the airfoil with flap by a chain of flat plates and thus neglects the
airfoil thickness and camber, for details see Küssner and Göllnitz [74]. Adopting the
notation typically employed for rational function approximation of frequency domain
aerodynamic forces, this linear model can be written as a first order differential equa-
tion system for the aerodynamic lag states and an output equation yielding the aero-
dynamic coefficients
x˙A = E0x+ E1x˙+ R xA (1.3.3)
p˜US =


CL
CM25
CH


US
= A0x+ A1x˙+ A2x¨+ D xA
Here xA is the vector of aerodynamic lag states and E0,E1 and R are the lag state system
matrices characterizing the influence of the airfoil wake. The aerodynamic coefficient
output is computed using the aerodynamic inertia A2, damping A1, stiffness A0 and lag
state D matrices. A quasi-steady version of the aerodynamic model (in the following
denoted by the superscript “QS” ) neglecting the aerodynamic mass effect and tran-
sient lag effect can be derived by letting x˙A = x¨ = 0:
p˜QS =


CL
CM25
CH


QS
=
(
A0 − DR
−1E0
)
x+
(
A1 − DR
−1E1
)
x˙ (1.3.4)
If the aeroelastic system is excited at low frequency, the accuracy of this type of model
is typically sufficient.
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1.3.4 Static Analysis using Non-Linear Steady Aerodynamic Data
As a first step we would like to study the static aeroelastic behavior of the system us-
ing the steady non-linear aerodynamic data presented above. Due to the interaction of
the structural flexibility and the aerodynamic loading, the steady state response of the
airfoil will deviate from the commanded incidence and flap angle and consequently
its aerodynamic effectiveness will be different from the rigid case. Neglecting the tran-
sient response of the system to the control input, i.e. assuming steady state x¨ = 0, we
can solve for the state vector in static equilibrium for a given control input u:
Kx = q∞TEAp˜
NL + Kcu (1.3.5)
Because the aerodynamic loading p˜NL is a tabulated, non-linear function of the state
variables α and δ, this equation must be solved iteratively. The resulting aerodynamic
forces in static aeroelastic equilibrium can be stored in reference to the commanded in-
put parameters to yield a new database that can be regarded as an "elastified" or quasi-
flexible version of the aerodynamic data (in the following denoted by the superscript
“QF” ). This introduces dynamic pressure as an additional independent parameter and
therefore the aerodynamic model equation becomes
p˜NL,QF(αc, δc, q∞) =


CL
CM25
CH


αc,δc=0,q∞
+


∆CL
∆CM25
∆CH


αc,δc,q∞
(1.3.6)
In Figs. 1.8-1.10, the variation of airfoil lift, pitching moment and flap hinge moment
with dynamic pressure is shown, where the location of the elastic axis has been chosen
to be a = −0.6. For this position of the elastic axis, the effect of flexibility is both a
reduction of aerodynamic efficiency as well as a shift of the non-linearities with respect
to angle of attack. For the flexible hinge moment, this is a result of the rotation of the
complete airfoil about the elastic axis in combination with the elastic deformation of
the flap.
1.3.5 Static and Dynamic Analysis using the Linear Aerodynamic
Model
We now turn to the static and dynamic analysis of the aeroelastic system employing
the linear aerodynamic model. Three types of equation of motion for the aeroelastic
system can be constructed depending on the choice of structural and aerodynamic
model, where the aerodynamic coefficients have been defined as output quantities y:
Model A is taking into account both the ability of the system to vibrate and unsteady
aerodynamic forces according to Eq. (1.3.3) and can be written as
Mx¨+ Kx = q∞TEA (A0x+ A1x˙+ A2x¨+ D xA) + Kcu (1.3.7)
x˙A = E0x+ E1x˙+ R xA
y = A0x+ A1x˙+ A2x¨+ D xA
Model B considers the vibrational behavior of the system but considers only quasi-
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Figure 1.8: Flexible Airfoil Lift and Pitching Moment (Incidence Effect)
steady aerodynamic effects according to Eq. (1.3.4):
Mx¨+ Kx = q∞TEA
[(
A0 − DR
−1E0
)
x+
(
A1 − DR
−1E1
)
x˙
]
+ Kcu (1.3.8)
y =
(
A0 − DR
−1E0
)
x+
(
A1 − DR
−1E1
)
x˙
Model C is the steady-state solution obtained fromModel A by letting x¨ = x˙ = x˙A = 0
and thus considers only the steady structural and aerodynamic behavior of the system.
x =
[
K − q∞TEA(A0 − DR
−1E0)
]−1
Kcu (1.3.9)
y =
(
A0 − DR
−1E0
)
x
The output of these three models will be increasingly dissimilar the higher the fre-
quency content of the input signal.
1.3.6 Comparison of the System Response
To illustrate the impact of modelling assumptions on the response of the aeroelastic
system, simulations of a ramp input for angle of attack combined with a doublet input
for flap angle are carried out. The results in terms of the state variables are compared
in Fig. 1.11 also including the non-linear static results from section 1.3.4 denoted as
Model D. Several important observations can be made. First, the flap doublet excites
the system to vibrate at reduced frequencies where unsteady aerodynamic effects can
be observed and therefore Model A and Model B yield different transients, mainly for
the heave coordinate and the flap angle. Second, the results of Model C can be seen as
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Figure 1.9: Flexible Incremental Lift and Pitching Moment due to Flap Deflection
the mean value about which the oscillations predicted by Model A and B occur. Nev-
ertheless, due to the simplifying assumptions of the unsteady aerodynamic method,
this mean value does not match the results from Model D which include the effects of
thickness, camber and viscosity. Looking at the transient aerodynamic loads acting on
the aeroelastic systems as shown in Fig. 1.12, we can observe the same characteristics
and it can be concluded that for a reliable sizing of the tension and torsion springs it
is desirable to combine the characteristics of Model A and Model D, i.e. modulate the
dynamic behavior of Model A onto the static behavior of Model D. In the following
section, modelling approaches to achieve this will be outlined.
1.3.7 The Residual Model Method
The most straightforward approach to combine the two aerodynamic data sources
would be to simply remove the steady aerodynamic contribution Eq. (1.3.9) from the
unsteady model Eq. (1.3.7) and add the contribution of the rigid non-linear database
Eq. (1.3.2). This coupling based on rigid aerodynamic data however is not the direc-
tion in which we would like to proceed here. Rather we would like to make use of the
non-linear aerodynamic data including the static aeroelastic correction from Eq. (1.3.6)
and superimpose only the incremental dynamic contribution coming from aeroelastic
model of Eq. (1.3.7). To avoid double accounting of the static aeroelastic effect, the
overlap between the models must be removed before adding their outputs. To this end
we postulate
The static behavior of the aeroelastic system is equivalent to the quasi-flexible cor-
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Figure 1.10: Flexible Airfoil Hinge Moment and Incremental Hinge Moment due to Flap
Deflection
rection contained in the non-linear aerodynamic database.
and combine Eqn. (1.3.7) and (1.3.9) to produce an incremental dynamic output:
Mx¨+ Kx = q∞TEA (A0x+ A1x˙+ A2x¨+ D xA) + Kcu (1.3.10)
x˙A = E0x+ E1x˙+ R xA
x0 =
[
K − q∞TEA(A0 − DR
−1E0)
]−1
Kcu
y = A0 (x− x0) + A1x˙+ A2x¨+ D xA
This model yields the aeroelastically corrected aerodynamic forces without the static
aeroelastic contribution, an approach referred to as residual model method (RMM).
Even though not too apparent in the case of the simple example given, there are several
good reasons for this approach:
1. The static aeroelastic correction can be based on a different structural model than
the one underlying the dynamic aeroelastic model. For instance the static correc-
tion can be based on a highly detailed structural model in physical coordinates
whereas the dynamic model can be limited to a low number of important dy-
namic modes unable to accurately capture the static behavior.
2. The computationally expensive iteration to obtain the non-linear static aeroelastic
correction can be performed once as a pre-process.
3. Both models can be individually adapted to match experimental data. For in-
stance the static model can be adapted to match flight test or can be the result of
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Figure 1.11: Response of different aeroelastic models
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a wind tunnel measurement with a flexible model. The dynamic model can be
adapted to match ground vibration tests.
4. The dynamic incremental model can be treated as a simple add-on to an existing
static analysis process.
The benefit of the approach for the aerodynamic loads of the typical section become
obvious in Fig. 1.13. Shown are the aerodynamic pitching moment correlated to the
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Figure 1.13: Comparison of Correlated Aerodynamic Loads
aerodynamic lift for the input described in Section 1.3.6 and the convex hull of the cor-
relation typically used to determine the sizing cases of the structure. From the compar-
ison of Model A and Model C the importance of the dynamic structural and unsteady
aerodynamic behavior for the given system excitation becomes evident. However due
to the missing effects of thickness, camber and viscosity, the envelopes are shifted rela-
tive to the one fromModel D. Application of the RMM pastes the incremental dynamic
aeroelastic behavior of Model A onto the loads from the non-linear static Model D and
yields a result that combines the advantages of Model A and Model D.
This thesis shall provide the model constituents necessary to apply the outlined cou-
pling method to a full aircraft configuration with the aim to improve the time domain
computation of flight loads when both large amplitude quasi-static effects and un-
steady dynamic effects must be considered simultaneously.
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The simulation of aircraft in flight requires the knowledge of the external forces acting
on the body, of which the aerodynamic forces are of paramount importance. At the
heart of every simulation platform lies an aerodynamic database, that feeds the dif-
ferential equations of motion with the momentary aerodynamic forces and moments
according to the aircraft state. Typically, during maneuvering of transport category
aircraft the aircraft states change slow enough for the airflow to adjust to it instanta-
neously. Therefore the quasi-steady approximation of the aerodynamics is justified,
e.g. the momentary flow field does not depend on the history of the aircraft motion.
Once the aircraft experiences aerodynamic disturbances that have higher frequency
content or that are of discrete nature as it is the case for atmospheric gust or rapid
control surface actuation, unsteady aerodynamic effects appear and require additional
modelling.
In this Chapter, the aerodynamic building blocks of the simulation model for com-
bined maneuver and gust are described. In Section 2.1, an overview of the provided
legacy database for quasi-steady aerodynamics is given and necessary extensions for
the coupling with a structural model are outlined. The description of the numerical
unsteady aerodynamic model follows in Section 2.2, where the derivation of the gov-
erning equations, the solution method and numerical examples are presented.
2.1 Quasi-steady Aerodynamic Database
During the design cycle of a new aircraft, aerodynamic properties of the airframe ge-
ometry are obtained from several sources. In the early stage, when the geometry def-
inition is not yet frozen, semi-empirical methods and simple numerical methods help
to establish the design concept. Once a limited number of promising configurations
has been short-listed, more costly numerical analysis, for instance computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), and early wind tunnel campaigns can be initiated. After the design
freeze, the aerodynamic view on the design is successively elaborated by more exten-
sive numerical and experimental data acquisition and finally confirmed by flight test.
The means to share the bulk of aerodynamic design information with the engineering
community is typically an increasingly detailed database, into which new data from
the aforementioned sources must be continuously integrated in a consistent manner.
The database describes the aerodynamic loading of the aircraft as a function of numer-
ous parameters that can be categorized as follows:
1. parameters describing the motion of the aircraft: for example angle of attack, rate
of rotation about one of the body axes or control surface deflections,
2. parameters describing the flight regime: for example Mach number or if the air-
craft is in ground effect,
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3. parameters describing the aircraft configuration: for example the setting of slats
and flaps or the state of the landing gear.
To reduce the amount of stored data and to provide a continuous description of the
aerodynamic behavior, analytical functions of the category 1 parameters are typically
fitted to the raw data. The analytical models are then stored for a carpet of discrete
parameter values from categories 2 and 3, as for these analytical descriptions are not
required or would be too complex to establish. The availability of analytical models
also facilitates the understanding of the physical behavior of the aircraft and addition-
ally permits the systematic alteration of the aerodynamic characteristics. For instance,
at an early stage of the development cycle, the aerodynamic data can be based on
the scaled analytical model of a previous aircraft design (provided the aerodynamic
characteristics are expected to be similar). The analytical model is also helpful for the
consistent update of the database once new aerodynamic data is available and for the
identification of key aerodynamic parameters during flight test.
The aerodynamic data set required for flight loads analysis largely exceeds the amount
of data for pure aircraft response simulation, e.g. handling qualities (HQ) assessment
or pilot training. The latter focusses on an accurate representation of the non-linear be-
havior of the total aircraft and usually only distinguishes between wing-fuselage-pod
(WFP) and empennage contributions to the overall aerodynamic load. In a wind tun-
nel, this type of data can be obtained by using separate balances for the entire model
and the empennage or by differential measurement with and without tail surfaces.
Typical wind tunnel models in high lift and cruise configuration are shown in Fig. 2.1.
Flight load analysis, however, requires the knowledge of the aerodynamic load distri-
(a) High Lift Configuration (b) Cruise Configuration
Figure 2.1: Wind Tunnel Models (Source: DLR)
bution over the airframe in order to quantify the loads critical for sizing of the struc-
tural components. The data acquisition in a wind tunnel must be performed by mea-
suring both, pressure distributions on the aircraft surface and total aircraft and empen-
nage loads for data harmonization. Typically this imposes limitations on the level of
complexity of the analytical aerodynamic model due to the fact that consistency must
be maintained down to the level of sub-components as slats and flaps. Take for in-
stance a typical total aircraft lift curve CL over angle of attack α as depicted in Fig. 2.2.
Up to the onset of stall at α1 the lift curve slope is approximately constant, e.g. lift
is a linear function of angle of attack. Beyond α1, the lift curve exhibits a non-linear
behavior as indicated by the dashed-dotted line and reaches its maximum (CL)max at
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Figure 2.2: Piecewise Linear Incidence Model
αs. Rather than attempting to retain the exact non-linear lift curve, the aerodynamic
model for loads analysis establishes a piecewise linear lift curve model able to capture
the onset of stall at α1 and the maximum lift at αs. This implies that only one con-
sistent set of component distributions needs to be derived for each region rather than
storing the full set of load distributions for numerous angles of attack. Depending on
the stall behavior of the given aircraft, the number of linear regions can vary. The stall
breakpoint α1 must be carefully chosen to ensure that the sectional stall behavior on
the wing is adequately retained. To this end, the stall onset of a mid-wing station can
be taken as the reference.
In the following section, some examples of analytical model assumptions are pre-
sented.
2.1.1 Examples of Modelling Assumptions
The starting point for the development of modelling assumptions is the Taylor series
expansion of the aerodynamic loads with respect to the parameters of interest. Some
aerodynamic effects on the aircraft can be modelled as a function of a single parameter
only, effectively using only the first order term of the expansion. As an example, loads
due to incidence can be described by the following piecewise linear formulation
Ci,α =
∂Ci
∂α
(α− α0) + ∆C
upper
i,α
∆Cupperi,α =
{ (
∂Ci
∂α
)upper
(α− α1) for α > α1
0 for α ≤ α1
with i = x, y, z, l,m, n
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where α0 is the incidence for zero lift and α1 is the incidence of stall onset. Other
effects, for example incremental loads due to sideslip angle β, must be modelled using
two parameters and thus require also some of the second order terms of the Taylor
series expansion
∆Ci,β =
(
∂Ci
∂β
+
∂Ci
∂β∂α
(α− α0)
)
β
with i = x, y, z, l,m, n
The non-linear behavior of some aerodynamic effects would require additional higher
order terms to be retained and it is often easier to partially tabulate the data in favor of
a complex analytical model. As an example, incremental loads due to aileron deflection
δa are modelled as
∆Ci,δa = ∆Ci0|δa +
∂Ci(δa)
∂α
∣∣∣∣
δa
(α− α0)
with i = x, y, z, l,m, n
and consequently use an analytical model for the incidence effect and table-lookup for
the deflection effect.
2.1.2 Quasi-Steady Approximation
In addition to steady state information, the aerodynamic database used here contains
loads for rotational rates about the body axes, also referred to as aerodynamic damping
loads, and rate of incidence. To illustrate the difference between these effects, three air-
craft motions with zero rate of pitch, zero rate of incidence and combined rate of pitch
and incidence, respectively, are depicted in Fig. 2.3. Acceleration about the vertical
body axis, e.g. rate of angle of attack, is an unsteady aerodynamic effect that in gen-
eral requires a transfer function model. As pointed out by Etkin [34], the conventional
derivatives fail to give an accurate value of the instantaneous forces, because they are
independent of the history of the motion. However, for transport category aircraft the
time scale for rigid bodymotion is typically large and the flow field is changing slowly.
Therefore it is adequate to approximate rate of incidence effects using a non-linear lag-
in-downwash model as described by Etkin and Reid [35]
∆Ci,α˙ =
∂Ci
∂α˙
α˙ = −
∂CHTPi
∂α
(
dǫ
dα
)∣∣∣∣
α
lH
V
α˙
with i = x, y, z, l,m, n
with the underlying assumption, that the downwash at the tail ǫ does not immediately
react to a change of angle of attack on the wing. The delay is characterized by the
time a fluid particle on the wing requires to convect to the horizontal tail ∆t = lH
V
,
where lH is the lever arm of the horizontal tail, typically taken as the distance between
the quarter chord points of the aerodynamic mean chords, and V is the flight speed.
In other words, the tail downwash ǫ(t) corresponds to a wing incidence α(t − ∆t).
This approximation considers the contribution of the horizontal tail only, the sidewash
effect on the vertical tail and the unsteady wing lift are neglected.
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(q = 0, α˙ 6= 0, γ˙ 6= 0)
(q 6= 0, α˙ = 0, γ˙ 6= 0)
(q 6= 0, α˙ 6= 0, γ˙ = 0)
Figure 2.3: Significance of Rate of Pitch and Rate of Incidence (after Etkin and Reid [35],
Moulder et al. [94])
2.1.3 Static Aeroelastic Considerations
Structural flexibility causes the aircraft to deform under aerodynamic load which in
turn affects the aerodynamic characteristics. Because it is not feasible to acquire the
full set of aerodynamic data for multiple aircraft shapes, typically the shape of the
aircraft in cruise condition with a representative mass distribution is determined and
data production is performed for that reference shape only. The resulting database
for the rigid aircraft then requires additional aeroelastic corrections for deviations of
mass distribution, flight condition and load factors from the reference condition. The
correction terms are typically derived by linear aeroelastic methods and significantly
increase the size of the database. In Fig. 2.4, the actual wing shape of a transport aircraft
during flight test is shown in comparison to the corresponding correction model. An
(a) Flight Measurement (b) Correction Model
Figure 2.4: Aeroelastic Deformation
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Figure 2.5: Mapping to the Reference Grid
exception is the modelling of the angle of attack at the horizontal tail αr, that already
includes a term due to the vertical load factor nz
αr = α+ ih −
∂ǫ
∂α
∣∣∣∣
α
α−
∂ǫ
∂nz
nz
and captures the change of downwash angle ǫ due to the distortion of the wing.
2.1.4 Mapping of Load Distributions
The aerodynamic loads contained in the database are stored as distributed sectional
forces and moments. To ensure consistency of the load transfer into the structural
model, a mapping of the one-dimensional distributions onto a two-dimensional aero-
dynamic reference grid must be performed. The mapping procedure translates the
sectional forces and moments into discrete forces acting on the panels of the reference
grid as depicted in Fig. 2.5. Integrating the lift and moment distributions between
the boundaries of a chordwise strip of the reference grid yields a strip load vector
p = {Fx, Fy, Fz,Mx,My,Mz}
T, that must be matched by the total load and moment re-
sulting from the discrete panels forces on the strip . Because the number of panels per
strip NC is typically more than 6, there are more unknowns than constraint equations
and an assumption has to be made how the forces are distributed in the chordwise
direction. To this end, the first two Birnbaum-Ackermann normal distributions as de-
scribed by Schlichting and Truckenbrodt [109] are selected as shape functions and are
shown in Fig. 2.6. They represent the pressure distribution on an inclined flat plate and
parabolically cambered thin airfoil, respectively, and are seen as a simple, yet physical
choice. In a first step, the mapping procedure is applied to the z- and y-components of
the load. An equation system for NS strips with the shape function scaling factors as
unknowns is set up
pz = SCaz (2.1.1a)
py = SCay (2.1.1b)
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Figure 2.6: Load Distributions according to Birnbaum-Ackermann
where pz and py are the strip load vectors
pz =


Fz,1
−My,1
...
Fz,NS
−My,NS


, py =


Fy,1
Mz,1
...
Fy,NS
Mz,NS


,
stemming from the stripwise integration of the load and moment distributions coming
from the database. The strip summation matrix S
S =


S1 0 . . . 0
0 S2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . SNS

 with Sj =
[
1 . . . 1
∆l(1, j) . . . ∆l(NC(j), j)
]
,
sums up the panel forces in one strip and computes the strip moment with respect to
its leading edge using the panel lever arms∆l. The shape function coefficient matrix C
C =


C1 0 . . . 0
0 C2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . CNS

 with Cj =

 C0(1, j) C1(1, j)... ...
C0(NC(j), j) C1(NC(j), j)


contains the values of the shape functions. The weighted coefficients of the first and
second Birnbaum-Ackermann normal distributions are
C0(i, j) = 2
∆c(i, j)
c(j)
√
1− ξ(i, j)
ξ(i, j)
C1(i, j) = 4
∆c(i, j)
c(j)
√
ξ(i, j)(1− ξ(i, j))
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respectively, where ∆c
c
is the relative panel chord and ξ is the non-dimensional chord-
wise coordinate of the panel centroid. Finally az and ay are the vectors
az =


az0,1
az1,1
...
az0,NS
az1,NS


, ay =


ay0,1
ay1,1
...
ay0,NS
ay1,NS


with respectively 2NS unknown scaling factors. The force components p˜z and p˜y of a
panel i in strip j are then computed from
p˜z(i, j) = {C0(i, j) C1(i, j)}
{
az0,j
az1,j
}
p˜y(i, j) = {C0(i, j) C1(i, j)}
{
ay0,j
ay1,j
}
In a second step, the x-component of the panel forces p˜x is found by distributing the x-
component of the strip load proportional to the magnitude of the mapped forces from
step 1. This purely empirical assumption is chosen for convenience. For a panel i in
strip j this can be written as
p˜x(i, j) =
√
p˜y(i, j)2 + p˜z(i, j)2∑Nc(j)
i=1
√
p˜y(i, j)2 + p˜z(i, j)2
Fx,j.
The resulting mapped discrete forces are finally sorted into the overall vector of aero-
dynamic panel loadsPNLA of length 6NP with all aerodynamic moments about the panel
centroids set to zero:
PNLA =


p˜1
...
p˜NP

 with p˜i =


p˜x
p˜y
p˜z
0
0
0


(2.1.2)
To illustrate this procedure, Fig. 2.7 depicts the mapping of the aerodynamic loading
of a typical transport aircraft wing. In Fig. 2.7(a), the database output of distributed
force fz and moment my versus the non-dimensional spanwise coordinate η = 2y/b
is plotted. By stripwise integration, the strip forces Fz and moments My as shown in
Fig. 2.7(b) are obtained. The solution of Eq. (2.1.1) yields the shape function parameters
for incidence az0 and camber az1 drawn in Fig. 2.7(c), that lead to the discrete forces on
the reference grid in Fig. 2.7(d).
2.1.5 Implementation
The implementation of the aerodynamic database into SIMULINK consists of three
modules as depicted in Fig. 2.8. For a given aircraft state, the aerodynamic compo-
nent module (ACM) outputs the contributions of the aircraft components (wing, fuse-
lage etc.) to the total forces and moments. In addition, every component contribution
is further split up into aerodynamic effects. Also control surface hinge moments and
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Figure 2.7: Example of Mapping Procedure for a Wing
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Figure 2.8: Implementation of the Aerodynamic Database
normal forces are provided. The output of the ACM is input to the aerodynamic distri-
bution module (ADM) which assembles the resulting aircraft load and moment distri-
bution by scaling component unit distributions. Both, ACM and ADM are production
legacy codes written in FORTRAN and are ported to SIMULINK using MEX-Functions
in conjunction with M-S-Functions1. The aerodynamic mapping module (AMM) that
performs themapping procedure outlined above is as well realized as anM-S-Function.
1see The Mathworks [120, 121] for details
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2.2 Unsteady Aerodynamic Model
Multi-point aerodynamic models that take into account the local inflow at the main
aircraft components in conjunction with constant aerodynamic derivatives, can be an
efficient tool to analyze rigid aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence (Brockhaus
[12], van Staveren [125]). For the analysis of flexible aircraft, this approach is unsat-
isfactory because the unsteady interaction of structural vibrations with the air flow
cannot be modelled without a representation of the local aerodynamic loads. There-
fore, a distributed unsteady aerodynamic model in the time domain is necessary to
supplement or replace the quasi-steady aerodynamic database described above. In the
following, an unsteady aerodynamic model for incompressible potential flow is de-
rived, based on a time-stepping procedure. To enhance the applicability of the model,
linearized versions in the time and frequency domain are derived together with cor-
rection and order reduction methods.
2.2.1 Governing Equations
Conservation of Mass
The continuity equation results from the application of the law of conservation of mass
to an infinitesimal control volume fixed in space (Eulerian approach). It relates the rate
of change of mass in the control volume to the mass flux across its boundaries and
yields the following equation
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ(∇ · V ) = 0 (2.2.1)
where ρ is the density of the fluid, t is the time andV is the vector of local fluid velocity.
Here the substantial or total derivative
D( )
Dt
=
∂( )
∂t
+ V ·∇( ) (2.2.2)
has been used, that combines the local and convective time rate of change.
Conservation of Momentum
Application of Newton’s Second Law to an infinitesimal control volume fixed in space
yields the momentum equation
ρ
DV
Dt
= ρf +∇ · Πij (2.2.3)
where f is the vector of body forces per unit volume and Πij is the stress tensor. The
equation relates the rate of change of momentum in the control volume and the mo-
mentum flux across its boundaries to the body forces and surface forces exerted on the
fluid in the control volume. Its validity is not limited to continuum flows, but as we
seek a model for subsonic air flow, we now make the following
Assumption 1 (Newtonian Fluid) If air is treated as a continuum, there exists
a linear relationship between stress and the rates of strain at some point in the fluid.
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In this case, the stress tensor can be separated into contributions from pressure and
viscosity (see Tannehill et al. [119]), respectively, which yields
Πij = −p δij + τ ij (2.2.4)
with the Kronecker product δij , fluid pressure p and the viscous stress tensor τij . By
substituting Eq. (2.2.4) into the momentum equation Eq. (2.2.3), one obtains theNavier-
Stokes equation
ρ
DV
Dt
= ρf −∇p+∇ · τ ij (2.2.5)
which is the momentum equation for a viscous, compressible Newtonian fluid. The
numerical solution of these equations for engineering applications today is computa-
tionally not feasible and even solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations, a time averaged version of the Navier-Stokes equations, is very expensive -
the typical order of magnitude for the flow solution around a full aircraft configuration
is several hours per flight point. The rapid estimation of unsteady aerodynamic loads
therefore requires further simplifying assumptions as follows:
Assumption 2 (Body Forces) For air, the influence of body forces, most com-
monly the gravitational force, is small compared to pressure and viscous stress:
f ≈ 0
Assumption 3 (Viscosity) For high Reynolds number, viscous effects are con-
fined to the thin boundary layer on the aircraft surface and the outer flow can be
computed neglecting viscosity. Therefore the viscous part of the stress tensor van-
ishes
τ ij ≈ 0
By these assumptions, Eq. (2.2.5) becomes
DV
Dt
+
1
ρ
∇p = 0, (2.2.6)
which is the inviscid momentum equation without body forces also known as the Eu-
ler-equation. A further simplification is possible if the fluid particles do not rotate
about their axes:
Assumption 4 (Vorticity) The flow field is irrotational and therefore vorticity
vanishes
∇× V = 0
As a result, velocity can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar velocity potential
V =∇φ
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This assumption is valid if there are no shocks in the flow field and the rotational flow
is only contained in the boundary layer. Expanding the total derivative of the local
fluid velocity in Eq. (2.2.6), the total acceleration of a fluid particle can be written as
DV
Dt
=
∂V
∂t
+ V ·∇V = (2.2.7)
=
∂V
∂t
+
1
2
∇ (V · V )− V × (∇× V )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
where the last term vanishes due to Assumption 4. By substituting this result back into
the Euler-equation Eq. (2.2.6)
∂V
∂t
+
1
2
∇ (V · V ) +
1
ρ
∇p = 0,
rearranging, and using the definition of the velocity potential, we obtain
∇
(
∂φ
∂t
+
1
2
(V · V ) +
∫
dp
ρ
)
= 0.
The integral of this expression is referred to as the unsteady, compressible Bernoulli-
equation in terms of the local time derivative
∂φ
∂t
+
1
2
(V · V ) +
∫
dp
ρ
= 0 (2.2.8)
or alternatively
Dφ
Dt
−
1
2
(V · V ) +
∫
dp
ρ
= 0 (2.2.9)
in terms of the total derivative of the velocity potential. If we limit ourselves to low
flight Mach numbers, we can make the final
Assumption 5 (Compressibility) The fluid is incompressible and therefore den-
sity is constant
ρ = const.
and by performing the integration from the undisturbed fluid to an arbitrary point in
the flow field, we obtain from Eq. (2.2.9) the pressure coefficient for unsteady, incom-
pressible potential flow
cp =
p− p∞
1
2
ρ∞V 2∞
= −
2
V 2∞
Dφ
Dt
+
V · V
V 2∞
(2.2.10)
in terms of the total derivative of the velocity potential. To obtain the governing equa-
tion for the velocity potential, Assumptions 4 and 5 are applied to the continuity equa-
tion Eq. (2.2.1), yielding Laplace’s equation
∇ · V =∇ ·∇φ =∇2φ = 0 (2.2.11)
for incompressible, potential flow. Even though the time derivative no longer appears
in Eq. (2.2.11), Laplace’s equation is valid for both steady and unsteady flows.
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Transformation to moving coordinates
The derivation so far was based on an Eulerian point of view, e.g. a stationary frame of
reference. For the analysis of maneuvering aircraft, it is more convenient to transform
the governing equations to a frame of reference attached to the body moving with
velocity V kin. The local velocity vector V can be written as
∇φ = V = V kin +w
where w is the relative fluid velocity perceived from the moving frame of reference.
The total derivative of the potential in the moving frame becomes
Dφ
Dt
=
∂φ
∂t
+w ·∇φ =
∂φ
∂t
+w · (V kin +w)
and consequently the pressure equation Eq. (2.2.10) becomes
cp = −
2
V 2∞
∂φ
∂t
+
V kin · V kin
V 2∞
−
w ·w
V 2∞
(2.2.12)
As will be shown later, it is also convenient to retain the formulation in terms of the
total derivative
cp = −
2
V 2∞
Dφ
Dt
+
(V kin +w) · (V kin +w)
V 2∞
. (2.2.13)
The continuity equation Eq. (2.2.11) is invariant to transformations of the frame of ref-
erence and therefore also holds in the moving frame.
2.2.2 Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method
Laplace’s equation is an elliptical partial differential equation resulting in a boundary
value problem. It can be solved by distributing elementary solutions on the problem
boundaries and determining their appropriate strength in such a way that the follow-
ing boundary conditions are fulfilled.
Boundary Conditions
On the body surface, the boundary condition of zero normal flowmust be satisfied, e.g.
the body surface must become a stream surface. In terms of the unknown potential φ
this can be stated as
(∇φ+ vS + vG) · n = 0 (2.2.14)
where vS is the total velocity of the body surface relative to the fluid at rest, vG is the
local atmospheric disturbance velocity and n is the surface normal vector, all values
perceived in the moving coordinate frame. The total velocity of the body vS is
vS = vR + vE
where vR is the velocity due to rigid body motion and vE is the velocity due to struc-
tural deformation.
The second boundary condition requires that fluid disturbances caused by the moving
body diminish in far distance from the body. In the body axis frame this can be stated
as
lim
|r|→∞
∇φ = 0 (2.2.15)
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where r is the position vector of an arbitrary point. Because the first boundary condi-
tion affects the normal derivative of the potential and specifies the flow outside of the
body immerged in the fluid, the problem is called the Neumann exterior problem.
Solution by Vortex Ring Elements
The potential vortex is an elementary solution to Laplace’s equation and is used by
classical lifting line, lifting surface and vortex lattice methods (see any textbook on
fundamental aerodynamics, for instance Anderson [2] or Katz and Plotkin [64]). In this
thesis, the unsteady version of the vortex lattice method is applied, using vortex ring
elements instead of horseshoe vortices. In the steady case, vortex rings are equivalent
to horseshoe vortices but offer the possibility to also model non-planar lifting surfaces
and bodies by placing the rings on the camber surface or the body surface, respectively.
This choice of singularity element satisfies the Helmholtz vortex theorems that state
Theorem 1 (Helmholtz) The strength of a vortex filament is constant along its
length.
Theorem 2 (Helmholtz) A vortex filament cannot end in a fluid. It must extend
to the boundaries of the fluid or form a closed path.
As shown in Fig. 2.9(a), the lifting surfaces are divided into a regular grid ofNP quadri-
lateral panels and vortex ring elements are placed between the quarter chord lines of
streamwise adjacent panels. As shown in Fig. 2.9(b), body surfaces are also discretized
with a regular grid of triangular panels at the body apexes and quadrilateral panels
away from it and vortex rings are placed on the edges of the panels. On the triangular
panels, the vortex rings consist of only three filaments.
For lifting surfaces, the surface boundary condition Eq. (2.2.14) is enforced at panel
collocation points located at the intersection of the three-quarter chord line and the
panel center line. As pointed out by James [57], this placement of singularity and
collocation point satisfies the two-dimensional Kutta condition and yields the exact lift
and moment results for a flat plate. On bodies, the collocation point is located at the
panel centroid.
Time dependence of the problem is introduced by the motion of the body axis frame
and the according change of the boundary conditions. Additionally, by way of
Theorem 3 (Kelvin) The time rate of change of circulation around a closed curve
consisting of the same fluid elements is zero.
a wake will be generated behind the lifting surfaces. In terms of the total derivative of
the circulation this can be stated as
D
Dt
(ΓP,total + ΓW,total) = 0
which implies that any change of the bound circulation ΓP,total effects a change of circu-
lation in the wake ΓW,total. Therefore in the time stepping procedure, after each solution
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Figure 2.9: Discretization with Vortex Ring Elements
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Figure 2.10: Wake Development
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Figure 2.11: Example of Panel Indexing
step the position of the lifting surfaces in the earth fixed reference frame is updated
and a column of new wake panels is released from the trailing edge, see Fig. 2.10. The
circulation of each newly released wake panel is set equal to the circulation of the trail-
ing edge panel it was released from and therefore the Kelvin-condition is automatically
satisfied. During the first solution step, when no wake panels have yet been shed,
the spanwise downstream vortex segments of the panels next to trailing edge form
the starting vortex. Bodies are assumed to generate no lift by maintaining zero total
circulation and therefore do not require wake modelling.
To facilitate the following derivation, each panel is identified by an index pair (i, j),
where j and i describe the panel strip number and the position in that strip counting
from the leading edge, respectively. The total number of strips is denoted by NS and
the number of panels per strip is given by the vector NC. If the panel position in a
strip is not relevant, the panel can alternatively be identified by the single index k that
results from the bijective mapping B(i, j)→ k. As an example, Fig. 2.11 shows a typical
panel arrangement with 3 strips and 3 panels per strip where NS = 3,NC = {3, 3, 3}T
and B(3, 2) = 6.
Panel Properties
The geometric properties of a panel are width b and chord length c as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Normal vector n and surface area A are obtained by the cross product of the diagonal
vectors
n =
rd,1 × rd,2
|rd,1 × rd,2|
A =
1
2
|rd,1 × rd,2|
The panel coordinate system is located at the panel centroid with the first tangential
vector τ 1 passing through the midpoint beetween the two downstream corner points
and the second tangential vector τ 2 forming a right-handed coordinate system with n
and τ 1.
To model the flexibility of the aircraft, 6 degrees of freedom relative to the moving
frame of reference are defined at the panel center: three translations u = {ux, uy, uz}T
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Figure 2.12: Panel Properties
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Figure 2.13: Induction by a Vortex Filament
and three rotations ϕ = {ϕx, ϕy, ϕz}T. In terms of these panel freedoms, the velocity of
the collocation point due to rate of structural deformation becomes
vE =
{
u˙+ ϕ˙×∆c75 on lifting surfaces
u˙ on bodies
where ∆c75 = {∆c75,x,∆c75,y,∆c75,z}T is the offset vector from the panel center to the
collocation point, see Fig. 2.12. The deformation dependent normal vector nE becomes
nE = n+ϕ× n
and the total downwash at the collocation point in terms of the velocity of the moving
frame vR, atmospheric disturbance vG and the panel center degrees of freedom is
d =
{
(vR + u˙+ ϕ˙×∆c75 + vG) · (n+ϕ× n) on lifting surfaces
(vR + u˙+ vG) · (n +ϕ× n) on bodies
(2.2.16)
The only assumption made in this formulation is that rotational deformations in the
moving frame are small.
Biot-Savart Law
The Biot-Savart law describes the velocity induced by a finite length vortex filament.
With the geometric quantities shown in Fig. 2.13, the induced velocity vind at an arbi-
trary point P due to a vortex filament with end pointsA andB and circulatory strength
Γ is
vind =
Γ
4π
r1 × r2
|r1 × r2|2 + δ2|r0|2
(
r0 ·
r1
|r1|
− r0 ·
r2
|r2|
)
(2.2.17)
This formulation employs the desingularization parameter δ introduced by Ramsey
[99] in order to damp excessive induced velocities in close proximity to the vortex fil-
aments. Situations, where r1 and r2 are co-linear and therefore |r1 × r2|2 → 0, can
occur when modelling full aircraft configurations or during roll-up of a flexible wake.
Inspection of the Biot-Savart reveals that the use of potential vortex elements automat-
ically fulfills the farfield boundary condition of Eq. (2.2.15) because
lim
|r1|,|r2|→∞
vind = 0
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and therefore the induced velocity vanishes far away from the vortex singularity. To
obtain the induced velocity of an entire vortex ring, Eq. (2.2.17) is evaluated for all
segments of the ring.
Influence Coefficients and Solution
The potential flow solution is obtained by the method of collocation, e.g. the surface
boundary condition Eq. (2.2.14) must exactly be fulfilled at the control point of all lift-
ing surface and body panels. It results a simultaneous set of NP equations
(∇φ+ vR + vE + vG)k · nk = 0 with k = 1 . . . NP (2.2.18)
where∇φk ·nk is the induced normalwash at panel k due to all singularities in the flow
field. This normalwash can be expressed in terms of the velocity influence coefficients
of the NP bound vortex ring elements akl and of the NW wake vortex ring elements bkl
∇φk · nk =
NP∑
j=1
akjΓP,j +
NW∑
j=1
bkjΓW,j (2.2.19)
with bound vortex ring circulation ΓP,j and wake vortex ring circulation ΓW,j . The
velocity influence coefficient akj represents the normalwash induced by vortex ring j
at collocation point k and is obtained by summing up the contributions of the four ring
segments
akj = nk ·
4∑
m=1
vkj,m(ΓP,j = 1)
assuming unit circulation. The influence coefficients bkl of the wake vortex ring ele-
ments are computed in the same way. If bodies are modelled, additional equations
arise from the requirement, that the sum of vortex ring circulations on every body is
zero. Denoting the number of panels on a body with NPB, this can be written as
NPB∑
j=1
ΓP,j = 0 (2.2.20)
The set of linear equations Eqns. (2.2.18) and (2.2.20) can be rearranged and cast into
matrix notation
AΓP = −d− BΓW (2.2.21a)
TBΓP = 0 (2.2.21b)
where
A =

 a11 a12 . . . a1NP... ... . . . ...
aNP1 aNP2 . . . aNPNP


is the aerodynamic influence matrix (AIC) of the bound vortex ring elements,
ΓP =


ΓP,1
...
ΓP,NP


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is the vector of circulation strength of the bound vortex rings,
d =


(vS + vG)1 · n1
...
(vS + vG)NP · nNP


is the vector of normalwashes at the collocation points due to rigid bodymotion, struc-
tural elasticity and atmospheric disturbance,
B =

 b11 b12 . . . b1NW... ... . . . ...
bNP1 bNP2 . . . bNPNW


is the aerodynamic influence matrix of the vortex rings in the wake,
ΓW =


ΓW,1
...
ΓW,NW


is the vector of circulation strength of the vortex rings in the wake and
TB,ij =
{
1 if panel j is located on body i
0 if panel j is not located on body i
is a selection matrix with one row for each of theNB bodies. Assuming that downwash
d and wake circulation ΓW are known, the equation system (2.2.21) provides NP + NB
equations forNP unknowns and therefore is overdetermined ifNB > 0. To solve for ΓP,
the problem could bemade determined by deleting one of the equations from (2.2.21a).
In that case, the boundary condition of zero-normal flow would be violated on one
arbitrarily chosen panel yielding unphysical results (see Katz and Plotkin [64], page
288). On the other hand, deleting one of Eqns. (2.2.21b) will yield a singular AICmatrix
A because placing only vortex elements on a closed body does not constitute a unique
solution to the Laplace equation. Therefore, in this thesis all NP + NB equations are
retained and a solution minimizing the error norm is determined as follows. First,
Eqns. (2.2.21) are combined into one matrix equation
A˜x = b
and the orthogonal-triangular decomposition (QR) of A˜ is calculated
A˜ = QR =
[
Q1 Q2
] [R1
0
]
= Q1R1
such that Q is a orthonormal square matrix of size (NP+NB) and R is upper triangular
with size (NP+NB)×NP. Thematrix partitioning reflects the fact that the bottom (m−n)
rows of an upper (m × n) triangular matrix consist entirely of zeros. The solution
minimizing ||A˜x− b|| is then computed by solving the back substitution problem
x = R−11 Q
T
1 b
Consequently, the unknown bound circulation is found to be
ΓP = A
−1 (−d− BΓW) (2.2.22)
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if only lifting surfaces are modelled and
ΓP = R
−1
1 Q
T
1
({
−d
0
}
−
[
B
0
]
ΓW
)
(2.2.23)
if also bodies are modelled. For a fixed bound vortex ring layout, A−1 or respectively
R−11 Q
T
1 only need to be computed once. For the sake of legibility of the following
sections, only the notation for the lifting surface case is presented. The reader should
have no problem with adapting it to the additional equation and approximate matrix
inversion required for bodies.
Wake Model
Depending on how the wake elements are treated after leaving the trailing edges, three
different wake models can be distinguished:
1. Prescribed wake (Fig. 2.14(a)): The wake loops leave the trailing edge in the
direction of the chordwise surface tangent and form a flat vortex sheet with a
fixed geometry independent of the motion of the lifting surfaces. This has the
advantage, that the influence coefficients B of the wake only need to be computed
once. If a large number of wake panels is used, e.g. the wake is not truncated after
a number of time steps, then a very large, fully populated matrix will result.
2. Rigid wake (Fig. 2.14(b)): Themost recent column of wake loops always connects
the current position of the trailing edge with the position of the trailing edge
during the previous time step. This orientation remains fixed in inertial space
over time. This option is costly because every time step the influence of the wake
elements on the lifting surfaces must be computed.
3. Free wake with rollup (Fig. 2.14(c)): Similar to the rigid wake, the shed wake
rings are placed on the surface traced by the trailing edge. Rather than remaining
at their initial location, the wake rings are free to move with the local stream
velocity, effectively yielding a force free wake. This is the most costly option
because in addition to the induction on the lifting surfaces the induced velocity
among all wake elements must be determined.
Interaction of Wake with Bodies and Surfaces
When modelling full aircraft configurations, significant effort must be put in the def-
inition of the wake behavior relative to neighboring lifting surfaces and bodies. For
rigid or free wake analysis, this implies monitoring the position of all wake rings rel-
ative to the configuration and defining rules to avoid wake pass-through and piercing
of the surfaces and bodies. A systematic treatment of the topic has been presented by
He et al. [51]. In the present analysis, a prescribed wake model is used and therefore
only the position of the wake relative to the other lifting surfaces and bodies must be
defined a priori. Of particular interest is the inboard part of the wing wake relative to
the fuselage as shown in Fig. 2.15(a). The black part of the wake results from extruding
the trailing edges in the direction of flight. However, this leads to a strong streamwise
vortex passing by close to the fuselage surface and causing unphysically high induced
velocities. To avoid this, the inboard wing wake boundary should be attached to the
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(a) Prescribed
(b) Rigid
(c) Free
Figure 2.14: Types of Wake Models
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(a) Overview
(b) Detail
Figure 2.15: Wake-Body Attachment
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fuselage surface and follow the panel boundaries there (the task of defining this attach-
ment is frequently called “wake stitching”). Insertion of a filler wake between wing
wake and fuselage as depicted in blue in Fig. 2.15(a) yields the desired effect. Typically
the streamwise discretization of the wake does not match the streamwise panel spac-
ing on the fuselage and therefore the filler wake needs a discretization which is union
of the two in order to follow the fuselage panel boundary. As shown in the detail of
Fig. 2.15(b), this leads to series of filler panels inheriting the circulation from one wing
wake panel (the red area signifies panels of identical circulation) and because the in-
terior vortex segments cancel each other out, this is equivalent to a three dimensional
vortex polygon.
Aerodynamic Loads and Induced Drag
Once Eq. (2.2.22) or respectively Eq. (2.2.23) yield the unknown bound circulation ΓP,
the resulting aerodynamic loads can be computed by applying the unsteady Bernoulli
equation Eq. (2.2.12). The differential pressure coefficient across lifting surfaces is ob-
tained by application to the upper and lower sides
∆cp = (cp)l − (cp)u = −
2
V 2∞
((
Dφ
Dt
)
l
−
(
Dφ
Dt
)
u
)
+
(V kin +wl) · (V kin +wl)
V 2∞
−
(V kin +wu) · (V kin +wu)
V 2∞
.
(2.2.24)
The aerodynamic panel force is then acting in the normal direction of the panel
f/q∞ = (∆cpA)n (2.2.25)
and has a component in the direction of the free stream, implying aerodynamic drag.
Because the leading edge suction force cannot be resolved with the vortex lattice me-
thod, this induced drag is overestimated. To overcome this deficiency, only the un-
steady part of the Bernoulli equation, that is the term with the total derivative of the
potential, is retained on lifting surfaces. The remainder of Eq. (2.2.24) is replaced by the
three-dimensional Kutta-Joukowski theorem for vortex lift that yields the steady force
vector f S normal to the panel inflow
f S/q∞ =
2
V∞
Γeff (vR + vE + vG)× r0 (2.2.26)
where r0 is the vector of the lifting vortex on the quarter chord line. The effective circu-
lation Γeff of the lifting vortices is dependent on whether the bound vortex ring element
is located on the leading edge or not, see Fig. 2.16. Introducing the permutation matrix
P , the effective circulation can be written in terms of the vortex loop circulations
Γeff = P ΓP.
Induced drag is determined separately from
fD/q∞ =
2
V∞
Γeff v
∗
ind × r0 (2.2.27)
where v∗ind is the velocity induced by the streamwise segments of the bound vortex
rings and all segments of the vortex rings in the wake. Expressed as a tensor product,
this induced velocity for drag becomes
v∗ind = (AuΓP + BuΓW)i
T + (AvΓP + BvΓW)j
T + (AwΓP + BwΓW)k
T
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Figure 2.16: Effective circulation of the lifting vortex
where Au,v,w and Bu,v,w are the bound and wake influence matrices, respectively, for the
velocity components in the direction of the base vectors i, j, k. Clearly, the induced
drag is a quadratic function of the bound vortex loop circulation.
For the computation of pressure coefficients on body panels, the Kutta-Joukowski theo-
rem for vortex lift is unsuitable. Instead, the steady part of the pressure is computed
using the total velocity in panel coordinates
cp = 1−
(V kin +w) · (V kin +w)
V 2∞
(2.2.28)
w = wind + w¯ (2.2.29)
where wind is the velocity induced by all other vortex rings and w¯ is the tangential
velocity jump, that the vortex ring induces on itself. All velocities here are resolved
in the direction of the panel coordinate system. The tangential velocity jump across a
vortex sheet is related to its vortex sheet strength γ by (see [64])
∆u =
γ
2
and must be determined for both tangential directions τ 1 and τ 2 separately by ap-
plying the following procedure (see also van Staveren [125]). First, a second order
polynomial is fitted to the panel circulation Γ of the target panel and two neighboring
panels along the arc length s connecting the panel centroids:
Γ(s) = a2s
2 + a1s+ a0
Then, the vortex sheet strength in the direction of the arc length s is determined by
differentiating the polynomial to obtain
γ =
∂Γ(s)
∂s
= 2a2s+ a1
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Figure 2.17: Determination of Body Vortex Sheet Strength
Finally, the veclocity jump in the tangential directions becomes
w¯ =
1
2


2a2s+ a1
2b2s+ b2
0

 (2.2.30)
where the letters a and b have been chosen for the polynomial coefficients in the τ 1
and τ 2 direction, respectively, and the normal direction does not experience the dis-
continuity in velocity. The coordinate s must be set to the value of the target panel
centroid.
Care must be taken not to form the polynomial across discontinuities as wakes or lift-
ing surfaces attached to the body. In these cases, two neighboring panels on one side
of the target panel are chosen. As illustration, Fig. 2.17 depicts two different target
panels in blue. In order to determine the cirumferential vortex sheet strength on panel
A, a regulare central difference approach using the green panels is applied whereas on
panel B, the wing intersecting the body requires the forming of an one-sided differ-
ence. For the streamwise vortex sheet strength, in both cases a central difference using
the red panels can be applied.
Total Derivative of the Potential
The total derivative of the potential in Eq. (2.2.13) represents the rate of change of
the potential following a point on the lifting surfaces moving through the fluid. The
velocity-based formulation of the problem Eq. (2.2.14) does not yield the potential on
the lifting surfaces and bodies but the singularity strength and requires only velocity
influence coefficients. In order to avoid the introduction of additional potential influ-
ence coefficients only for the determination of the total derivative of the potential, an
indirect approach is chosen according to Cebeci et al. [18]. As shown in Fig. 2.18, the
disturbance velocity field is integrated in two steps, first along a straight line from far
away upstream to the apex of the body or leading edge of the lifting surface, then from
that point to the panel control point along the body contour or the upper or lower side
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Figure 2.18: Determination of Velocity Potential
of the lifting surface, respectively. Only the velocity induced by the singularities is
taken into account and on bodies the self-induction term according to Eq. (2.2.30) must
be included:
φP = φP0 + (φP − φP0) =
∫ P0
∞
windds+
∫ P
P0
(wind + w¯)ds
Because of the quadratic decline of induced velocity with distance from the body,
the upstream integration is only carried out along a straight line extending ten body
lengths upstream. On the line, a number of control points are distributed in cosine
spacing and the trapezoidal rule is applied to determine the integral value. For lifting
surfaces where the instantaneous local potential jump
∆φP = φPu − φPl
between the lower and upper surface is sought, the freestream integral cancels out and
given a vortex sheet strength γ, the velocity potential jump is obtained by integration
from the leading edge to a point just above and below the sheet
∆φP =
∫ Pu
P0
γ
2
ds−
∫ Pl
P0
−
γ
2
ds =
∫ P
P0
γds
For the vortex ring model, the vortex sheet strength is constant for each panel and the
integration reduces to a summation in the chordwise direction
∆φ(i, j) =
i∑
l=1
γ(l, j) c(l, j) =
=
ΓP(1, j)
c(1, j)
c(1, j) +
i∑
l=2
ΓP(l, j)− ΓP(l − 1, j)
c(l, j)
c(l, j) = ΓP(i, j).
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Therefore the potential jump over a vortex ring element in the lifting surfaces is given
by the ring circulation itself and its total derivative reduces to the simple time deriva-
tive of the vortex ring circulation because we look at the circulation in the moving
frame of reference. Using finite differences in time with a discrete time step denoted
by superscript n, the first order backward expression for the time derivative is(
D∆φP
Dt
)n
≈
ΓnP − Γ
n−1
P
∆t
on lifting surfaces (2.2.31a)(
DφP
Dt
)n
≈
φnP − φ
n−1
P
∆t
on bodies (2.2.31b)
and the second order backward expression is(
D∆φP
Dt
)n
≈
3ΓnP − 4Γ
n−1
P + Γ
n−2
P
2∆t
on lifting surfaces (2.2.32a)(
DφP
Dt
)n
≈
3φnP − 4φ
n−1
P + φ
n−2
P
2∆t
on bodies (2.2.32b)
where ∆t is the time step size. With Eqn. (2.2.25), the load on a panel due to the time
rate of change of the potential becomes
fU/q∞ =
{
− 2A
V 2
∞
(
D∆φP
Dt
)
n on lifting surfaces
− 2A
V 2
∞
(
DφP
Dt
)
n on bodies
(2.2.33)
The total unsteady force f on a vortex ring panel is the sum of Eqn. (2.2.26), (2.2.27)
and (2.2.33)
f/q∞ = (f S + fD + fU) /q∞ (2.2.34)
Due to the mixed formulation on lifting surfaces, the force resulting from the first two
terms act at the center of the quarter-chord line of the panel, whereas the force from the
third term acts at the panel center. On body panels, all forces act at the panel center.
The total unsteady panel momentmwith respect to the panel center is therefore
m/q∞ =
{
(fS + fD) /q∞ ×∆c25 on lifting surfaces
0 on bodies
(2.2.35)
where∆c25 = {∆c25,x,∆c25,y,∆c25,z}T is the offset vector from the center of the quarter
chord line to the panel center, see Fig. 2.12.
A summary of the solution process using the unsteady vortex lattice method is given
in Fig. 2.19. First, the downwash due to rigid body motion, elastic deformation and
gust is determined according to Eq. (2.2.16). Then the downwash induced by the wake
is computed and the linear equations system Eq. (2.2.21) is solved. After that, the
aerodynamic panel loads result from Eqn. (2.2.34) and (2.2.35). Finally, the position of
the body frame of reference is updated, new wake panels are released and if necessary
the wake is deformed according to the local flow velocities. This procedure is repeated
for the desired number of time steps.
2.2.3 Linearized Formulation
A linearized formulation of the unsteady vortex lattice method permits a closed form
solution when the following simplifying assumptions are made:
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Figure 2.19: Solution Steps of the Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method
1. The shape of the wake is prescribed and therefore the wake influence coefficient
matrix B is constant.
2. The body fixed frame of reference is moving in the direction of the positive x-axis
with constant velocity V∞.
3. Induced drag is neglected.
Linearized Downwash
If we assume small perturbations of the panel degrees of freedom u and ϕ about the
steady flow vR = {V∞, 0, 0}T and the reference geometry with normal vectors n =
{nx, ny, nz}
T, we obtain from Eq. (2.2.16) the linearized downwash perturbation of a
panel
δd =
{
vR · (ϕ× n) + (vG + u˙+ ϕ˙×∆c75) · n on lifting surfaces
vR · (ϕ× n) + (vG + u˙) · n on bodies
Expressed in matrix notation, the perturbed downwash vector δd becomes
δd = D1uA + D2u˙A + D3uG (2.2.36)
where D1,D2 and D3 are the downwash matrices due to panel displacement, panel
velocity and atmospheric disturbance and the vectors uA, u˙A and uG are the panel
vectors of displacement, velocity and atmospheric disturbance, respectively. Details of
the construction of the individual terms can be found in Appendix B.1.
Linearized Loads
Assuming that all inflow velocities not related to the rigid body motion are small, e.g.
|vE|, |vG|, |v∗ind| ≪ V∞, the expression for the panel forces and moments on lifting sur-
faces defined by Eqn. (2.2.34) and (2.2.35) simplifies to the matrix equation
fA/q∞ = S1P ΓP + S2 Γ˙P (2.2.37)
where S1 is the Kutta-Joukowski load matrix, P is the permutation matrix to determine
the effective circulation as outlined above and S2 is the load matrix for the total deriva-
tive of the potential. Details of the construction of the individual terms can be found
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in Appendix B.2. On body panels, the linearized expression is significantly more com-
plicated because linearization of Eq. (2.2.29) yields for the steady part of the perturbed
pressure coefficient
δcp = 2
(V kin +w) (δV kin + δw)
V 2∞
.
This implies that the steady state about which the small perturbations occur is coupled
with the linearized incremental unsteady solution. Provided that a steady state solu-
tion is available, the matrix equation for the steady part of the perturbed body panel
load can be written as
(fA/q∞)steady = S2SV (δdτ + (G + Aτ )ΓP + BτΓW) (2.2.38)
where S2 has been introduced above, SV is the panel velocity matrix of the steady state,
G is the circulation gradient matrix and Aτ and Bτ are the tangential velocity aerody-
namic influence matrices of bound vorticity and wake, respectively. The perturbed
tangential velocity at the body panels δdτ is determined from
δdτ = D1τuA + D2τ u˙A + D3τuG (2.2.39)
where D1τ ,D2τ and D3τ are the tangential disturbance matrices due to panel displace-
ment, panel velocity and atmospherice disturbance, repsectively. Details of the con-
struction of the individual terms can be found in Appendix B.3.
The pressure coefficient due to the time derivative of the potential can be written as
(fA/q∞)unsteady = S2
(
(I0P + IP (G + Aτ )) Γ˙P + (I0W + IPBτ ) Γ˙W
)
(2.2.40)
where I0P and I0W are the upstream potential integration matrices for bound vorticity
and wake and IP is the body contour integration matrix. Again, the details of the con-
struction of the individual terms can be found in Appendix B.3.
Wake Transition Matrix
When following the body fixed frame and using a prescribed wake of fixed temporal or
respective spatial extend, the convection of circulation at every time step can be split
into two parts. The fist part is the transfer of the trailing edge circulation on lifting
surfaces into the wake. If we denote an arbitrary discrete time step by the superscript
n, the wake panel adjacent to a trailing edge in strip j will contain the circulation of its
bound trailing edge neighbor from the previous time step n− 1
ΓnW(1, j) = Γ
n−1
P (NC(j), j) (2.2.41)
The second part of the convection occurs in the wake, where a wake panel in strip j
will contain the circulation of the its upstream neighbor from the previous time step
n− 1. Recursively using Eq. (2.2.41), this can be written as
ΓnW(i, j) = Γ
n−1
W (i− 1, j) = Γ
n−i
P (NC(j), j) (2.2.42)
and shows, that at time step n, the circulation value at wake element (i, j) can be related
to the trailing edge circulation at time step n − i. Defining the transport matrices TP
and TW, Eqn. (2.2.41) and (2.2.42) can be cast in matrix notation
Γ
n
W = TPΓ
n−1
P + TWΓ
n−1
W (2.2.43)
where TP is of size (NW × NP) and TW is of size (NW × NW). This equation relates the
wake circulation to the bound circulation.
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State Space Equation for the Wake
To obtain a state space expression for the wake circulation, we must eliminate ΓP from
the wake transport equation. Using Eq. (2.2.22), the expression for the bound circula-
tion at time step (n− 1) becomes
Γ
n−1
P = A
−1
(
−dn−1 − BΓn−1W
)
and can be substituted into Eq. (2.2.43) yielding
Γ
n
W =
(
TW − TPA
−1B
)
Γ
n−1
W − TPA
−1dn−1 (2.2.44)
This is the discrete time state space description of the wake circulation. To obtain a
continuous time equivalent of the state space system, an approximate time integration
scheme must be chosen. To illustrate integration alternatives, Eq. (2.2.44) is written in
terms of the z-transform, the discrete-time counterpart to the Laplace transform (for
details see for instance the textbook by Franklin et al. [37]). The operator z acts as a
forward shift in time by one time step and therefore
zΓW =
(
TW − TPA
−1B
)
ΓW − TPA
−1d
Depending on how the continuous frequency variable s of the Laplace transform is
approximated, three variants of time integration can be identified
s ≈


z−1
∆t
forward rectangular
1
z
z−1
z
backward rectangular
2
∆t
z−1
z+1
bilinear
The time step size is determined by the streamwise discretization of the prescribed
wake and the steady flight velocity ∆t = ∆x/V∞. Choosing for simplicity the forward
rectangular (Euler) integration, the Laplace domain approximation of the wake state
space equation becomes
sΓW =
1
∆t
(
TW − TPA
−1B − I
)
ΓW −
1
∆t
TPA
−1d
and by inverse Laplace transformation, the continuous time domain version
Γ˙W ≈
1
∆t
(
TW − TPA
−1B − I
)
ΓW −
1
∆t
TPA
−1d
is obtained. Application of any of the other two integration methods requires the ad-
ditional inversion of the bracketed term in front of ΓW and yields a continuous time
domain system with the time derivative of the downwash as an extra input parameter.
In typical state space notation, the wake equation can be written as
Γ˙W = A¯ΓW + B¯1d+ B¯2d˙ (2.2.45)
with the state matrix
A¯ =
1
∆t
(
TW − TPA
−1B − I
)
,
and the input matrices
B¯1 = −
1
∆t
TPA
−1
B¯2 = 0
The tabulated coefficients for the other two integration methods can be found in Ap-
pendix B.4. Because the sparse structure of matrix A¯ is only preserved in the case of
forward rectangular integration, this approach is applied in the following. Then be-
cause B¯2 = 0, the subscript of B¯1 is dropped and the notation B¯ is used instead.
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Output Equation
The output equation of the state space system must provide the panel loads accord-
ing to Eqns. (2.2.37), (2.2.38) and (2.2.40). To obtain an expression for the time rate
of change of the bound circulation Γ˙P, we take the time derivative of Eq. (2.2.22) and
substitute Eq. (2.2.45) to find
Γ˙P = −A
−1
(
d˙+ B
(
A¯ΓW + B¯d
))
. (2.2.46)
For lifting surfaces, substitution of this equation together with Eq. (2.2.22) into
Eq. (2.2.37) yields the desired output equation for the state space system
fA/q∞ = C¯ΓW + D¯1d+ D¯2d˙ (2.2.47)
with the output matrix
C¯ = −S1PA
−1B − S2A
−1BA¯
the feedthrough matrix for downwash
D¯1 = −S1PA
−1 − S2A
−1BB¯1
and the feedthrough matrix for the rate of downwash
D¯2 = −S2A
−1 − S2A
−1BB¯2
For body panels, substitution of Eqn. (2.2.45) and (2.2.46) in Eq. (2.2.38) in combination
with Eq. (2.2.40) yields the output equation
fA/q∞ = C¯ΓW + D¯1d+ D¯2d˙+ D¯3δdτ (2.2.48)
with the output matrix
C¯ = −S2
[
SV (G + Aτ )A
−1B − SVBτ
+ (I0P + IP (G + Aτ ))A
−1BA¯− (I0W + IPBτ ) A¯
],
the feedthrough matrix for downwash
D¯1 = −S2
[
SV (G + Aτ )A
−1 + (I0P + IP (G + Aτ ))A
−1BB¯1 − (I0W + IPBτ ) B¯1
]
,
the feedthrough matrix for rate of downwash
D¯2 = −S2 (I0P + IP (G + Aτ ))A
−1
(
I + BB¯2
)
+ (I0W + IPBτ ) B¯2
and the feedthrough matrix for the tangential disturbance velocity
D¯3 = S2SV.
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Aeroelastic Degrees of Freedom
The state space form of the unsteady vortex lattice method can now be formulated in
terms of the typical aeroelastic input vectors for the panel degrees of freedom u¯A
u¯A =


uA
u˙A
u¨A


and gust u¯G
u¯G =
{
uG
u˙G
}
.
Taking the time derivative of the linearized downwash Eq. (2.2.36), the matrix equation
for the rate of linearized downwash becomes
δd˙ = D1u˙A + D2u¨A + D3u˙G. (2.2.49)
For a more compact matrix notation, define the total downwash matrices for panel
freedoms DA and gust DG
DA =
[
D1 D2 0
]
, DG =
[
D3 0
]
,
the rate of downwash matrices for panel degree of freedoms RA and gust RG
RA =
[
0 D1 D2
]
, RG =
[
0 D3
]
,
and total tangential velocity disturbance
DτA =
[
D1τ D2τ 0
]
, DτG =
[
D3τ 0
]
,
to obtain the state space and output equations in terms of panel degrees of freedom
Γ˙W = A¯ΓW +
(
B¯1DA + B¯2RA
)
u¯A +
(
B¯1DG + B¯2RG
)
u¯G (2.2.50)
fA/q∞ =
{
C¯ΓW +
(
D¯1DA + D¯2RA
)
u¯A +
(
D¯1DG + D¯2RG
)
u¯G
C¯ΓW +
(
D¯1DA + D¯2RA + D¯3DτA
)
u¯A +
(
D¯1DG + D¯2RG + D¯3DτG
)
u¯G
2.2.4 Steady and Quasi-Steady Formulations
For the aeroelastic model integration, two special cases of the unsteady vortex lattice
method are required in addition to the unsteady formulation. The first is the case of
steady flow, when effectively the fluid has an infinite amount of time to adjust to the
steady motion and shape of the aircraft. The amount of circulation shed into the wake
becomes constant over time and the wake does not exhibit a streamwise gradient of
circulation. Unless the accurate shape of the steady wake is of interest (e.g. in a free
wake analysis), this implies that the wake discretization can be reduced to one wake
vortex ring element per trailing edge panel. This single row of wake vortex ring is
extended far downstream in order to remove the influence of the starting vortex and
to emulate semi-infinite trailing vortices. As shown in Fig. 2.20, the vortex ring dis-
cretization becomes fully equivalent to horseshoe vortices. In order to fulfill the steady
Kutta-condition of zero circulation on the trailing edge, the circulation of the wake pan-
els must be identical to the trailing edge panel they are attached to. The columns of the
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Γ1 Γ1
Γ2
Γ1 + Γ2
Γ1 + Γ2
Figure 2.20: Equivalency of Vortex Loops and Horseshoe Vortices
wake influence matrix B can therefore be added to the respective column of the bound
influence matrix A, yielding a combined steady state influence matrix AS. The solution
for the bound circulation according to Eq. (2.2.22) simplifies to
ΓP = A
−1
S (−d)
and the aerodynamic loads are the sum of the Kutta-Joukowski vortex lift and the in-
duced drag
f/q∞ = (f S + fD) /q∞.
The linearized formulation for steady state conditions is obtained from the state space
formulation by first setting thewake gradient Γ˙W and rate of downwash d˙ in Eq. (2.2.45)
to zero. The resulting wake circulation
ΓW = −A¯
−1B¯d (2.2.51)
is substituted in the output equation Eq. (2.2.47) or Eq. (2.2.48) and, setting the rate of
downwash d˙ to zero, we obtain the steady load
fA/q∞ =
{(
−C¯ A¯−1B¯ + D¯1
)
d(
−C¯ A¯−1B¯ + D¯1
)
d+ D¯3δdτ
(2.2.52)
This derivation does not require the additional computation of a steady state wake
matrix and provides the consistent limit value of the linearized unsteady formulation
for constant downwash as time approaches infinity.
The second special case that needs to be addressed is so called quasi-steady flow. When
downwash is changing at a constant rate, also the amount of circulation shed into the
wake changes at a constant rate and the wake exhibits a constant streamwise circula-
tion gradient. Using this approach, the time delay of downwash at the empennage of
a full aircraft configuration can be modelled as follows. Analogous to Section 2.1.2, the
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Figure 2.21: Partitions of the Modified Influence Matrices
lever arm of the horizontal tail is lH and the characteristic convection time from wing
to tail is ∆t = lH/V∞. For a given rate of downwash d˙, the induced velocities at the
empennage at time t are caused by the bound circulation Γ∗P at time t−∆t
Γ
∗
P = A
−1
S (−d
∗)
where d∗ is the rate-corrected downwash
d∗ = d−
lH
V∞
d˙.
The induced normalwash on the tail can be expressed with the induction influence
matrix AW→TS , where all influence coefficients are zero except those describing the in-
duction from the wing on the tail. The actual bound circulation is then found from
AW9TS ΓP + A
W→T
S Γ
∗
P = −d (2.2.53)
where AW9TS is the influence matrix without interference from the wing onto the tail.
For clarification, Fig. 2.21 graphically shows the partitions for the modified matrices.
Once the bound circulation is known, the aerodynamic loads are determined as out-
lined for the steady case.
The linearized formulation for quasi-steady conditions is alternatively obtained from
the state space formulation by first taking the time derivative of Eq. (2.2.45) and requir-
ing Γ¨W = 0 . The resulting wake gradient
Γ˙W = −A¯
−1B¯d˙
is substituted back into Eq. (2.2.45) to yield the wake circulation
ΓW = −A¯
−1
(
A¯−1B¯
)
d˙− A¯−1B¯d
Then the output equations Eq. (2.2.47) or (2.2.48) yield the quasi-steady loads
fA/q∞ =
{(
−C¯ A¯−1B¯ + D¯1
)
d+
(
−C¯ A¯−1
(
A¯−1B¯
)
+ D¯2
)
d˙(
−C¯ A¯−1B¯ + D¯1
)
d+
(
−C¯ A¯−1
(
A¯−1B¯
)
+ D¯2
)
d˙+ D¯τδdτ
(2.2.54)
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2.2.5 Incremental Formulation andAnalogy to Rational FunctionAp-
proximation
The state space formulation of the unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM) given by the
state equation Eq. (2.2.45) and output equation Eq. (2.2.47) has been derived in terms
of the total wake circulation ΓW and in the case of a steady state input leads to a non-
zero final value of the state vector. For some applications it is helpful to reformulate
the system in terms of the incremental unsteady contribution of the wake only, leading
to a system that in response to a steady state disturbance returns to zero final state.
To this end, the wake circulation is split into the steady state ΓW,s and unsteady ΓW,s
contributions
ΓW = ΓW,s + ΓW,u
Γ˙W = Γ˙W,s + Γ˙W,u
where ΓW,s and Γ˙W,s are given by Eq. (2.2.51) and by its time derivative, respectively:
ΓW,s = −A¯
−1B¯d
Γ˙W,s = −A¯
−1B¯d˙
The latter term is the rate of change of the wake circulation if for every instant in time
steady flow is assumed. Inserting these expressions in the original state space formu-
lation and rearranging yields the state space equation in terms of the unsteady wake
only
Γ˙W,u = A¯ΓW,u + A¯
−1B¯d˙
fA/q∞ = C¯ΓW,u + (D¯1 − C¯ A¯
−1B¯)d+ D¯2d˙
or written in terms of panel degrees of freedom instead of downwash
Γ˙W,u = A¯ΓW,u + A¯
−1B¯D1u˙A + A¯
−1B¯D2u¨A
fA/q∞ = C¯ΓW,u + (D¯1 − C¯ A¯
−1
B¯)D1uA +
[
(D¯1 − C¯ A¯
−1
B¯)D2 + D¯2D1
]
u˙A + D¯2D2u¨A
Adopting the typical notation used for rational function approximation (RFA) this in-
cremental formulation becomes
x˙A = RxA + E1u˙A + E2u¨A (2.2.55)
fA/q∞ = A0uA + A1u˙A + A2u¨A + DxA
where the individual terms can be identified by comparison of coefficients. Clearly the
unsteady wake contribution is equivalent to the lag states used in the RFA. These lag
states are only driven by the velocity and acceleration of the aerodynamic panels and
decay once the system approaches steady state. Therefore, in contrast to the absolute
wake formulation, the steady state aerodynamic loading is simply obtained by letting
xA = u˙A = u¨A = 0.
2.2.6 Harmonic Formulations
For frequency domain analysis, it is useful to obtain the unsteady aerodynamic loads
for a harmonic variation of the downwash
d = d¯0eiωt
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where d¯0 is the complex downwash amplitude and ω is the oscillatory frequency. In the
following, this approach is referred to as harmonic vortex lattice method (HVLM). One
possible approach is the Laplace transformation of the state space system Eqn. (2.2.45)
and (2.2.47) or (2.2.48) that yields the transfer function
L{fA/q∞} =


C¯
(
s I − A¯
)−1
ΓW(t0) +
(
C¯
(
s I − A¯
)−1
B¯ + D¯1 + s D¯2
)
d(s)
C¯
(
s I − A¯
)−1
ΓW(t0) +
(
C¯
(
s I − A¯
)−1
B¯ + D¯1 + s D¯2
)
d(s)+
+D¯3δdτ (s).
Setting s = iω, the complex unsteady load amplitude becomes f¯A0
f¯A0/q∞ =


(
C¯
(
iω I − A¯
)−1
B¯ + D¯1 + iω D¯2
)
d¯0(
C¯
(
iω I − A¯
)−1
B¯ + D¯1 + iω D¯2
)
d¯0 + D¯3δd¯τ
if the initial wake circulation ΓW(t0) is zero. The computation of the resolvent(
iω I − A¯
)−1
is required for every new oscillatory frequency and renders this approach
computationally very costly.
A more efficient procedure based on a direct frequency domain approach is there-
fore suggested as follows. From the differential equation for the wake circulation
Eqn. (2.2.45) and the expression for the bound circulation Eqn. (2.2.22) it follows, that
these quantities will also be harmonic functions if downwash is harmonic
ΓP = Γ¯P0eiωt
ΓW = Γ¯W0eiωt
where Γ¯P0 and Γ¯W0 are the complex amplitudes of the bound and wake ciculation,
respectively. The wake transport relations can therefore be reformulated in terms of
the exponential function. The transfer of the trailing edge circulation Eq. (2.2.41) into
the wake becomes
Γ¯W0(1, j) eiωt = Γ¯P0(NCP(j), j) eiω(t−∆t)
whereas the downstream transport of the wake circulation Eq. (2.2.42) becomes
Γ¯W0(i, j) eiωt = Γ¯W0(i, j − 1)eiω(t−∆t) = Γ¯P0(NCP(j), j)eiω(t−i∆t).
With these harmonic transport relations, the wake circulation can be fully expressed in
terms of the complex bound circulation amplitude Γ¯P0 at the trailing edge delayed by
complex lag terms. The matrix equation Eq. (2.2.21) can be rewritten to yield
AΓ¯P0eiωt = −d¯0eiωt − BLΓ¯P0eiωt
where the complex delay matrix L has been introduced. The size of L is (NW×NP) and
the lag terms elements using Euler’s notation are
Lkl = e−iωj∆t = cos(ωj∆t)− i sin(ωj∆t)
where k is the linear index of the wake panel, l is the linear index of the trailing edge
panel connected to the strip of wake panel k, and j is the number of time steps wake
panel k is downstream of the trailing edge. Using the linearized downwash matrices
from Eq. (2.2.36), this can be written as
(A+ BL)Γ¯P0eiωt = − ((D1 + iωD2) u¯A0 + D2u¯G0) eiωt (2.2.56)
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where u¯A0 is the complex amplitude of panel freedoms and d¯G0 is the complex gust
amplitude. With Eq. (2.2.37), the unsteady complex loads amplitude f¯A0 becomes
(f¯A0/q∞) e
iωt =


(S1P + iωS2) Γ¯P0eiωt
S2SV
(
δd¯τ0 + (G + Aτ + BτL) Γ¯P0
)
eiωt+
+iωS2 (I0P + IP (G + Aτ ) + (I0W + IPBτ) L) Γ¯P0eiωt
and it is tempting to directly substitute the solution of Eq. (2.2.56). However, to avoid
the inversion of (A + BL) for every new oscillatory frequency, the following efficient
solution procedure can be applied. First, the matrix equation Eq. (2.2.56) is partitioned
into bound vortex panels not on the trailing edge (partition 1) and on the trailing edge
(partition 2) [
C11 C12
C21 C22
]{
Γ¯P0,1
Γ¯P0,2
}
= −
{
d¯0,1
d¯0,2
}
where (A+ BL) has been abbreviated by C and the downwash has been lumped in the
expression d¯0. First, solving for the circulation of the trailing edge vortex ring elements
yields
Γ¯P0,2 =
(
C22 − C21C
−1
11 C12
)−1 (
−d¯0,2 + C21C
−1
11 d¯0,1
)
and the circulation for the remaining bound vortex ring elements is then found to be
Γ¯P0,1 = C
−1
11
(
−d¯0,1 − C12Γ¯P0,2
)
.
Because only the panels on the trailing edge are affected by the delay matrix L, the
partitions C11 and C21 are independent of the oscillatory frequency and partition C11,
that is typically the largest partition of C , needs to be inverted only once. Also by
separating the wake influence coefficient matrix B from the delay matrix L, the influ-
ence coefficients of the wake need to be computed only once, which is seen to be a big
advantage over the approach outlined by Laha [76].
Having the harmonic formulation available also offers as a side effect a systematic
means to optimize the discretization of the wake for time domain application. All
that is needed in addition is the availability of the industry standard doublet lattice
method (DLM), a frequency domain surface panel method based on the acceleration
potential which requires only discretization of the lifting surfaces and no wake defini-
tion (see Albano and Rodden [1]). The DLM is applied to the same surface panel dis-
cretization as the HVLM, obtaining harmonic solutions for a set of downwash modes
at various oscillatory frequencies. The wake discretization of the HVLM, in particular
the streamwise spacing and positioning of the first row of vortex loops relative to the
trailing edge, can then be adjusted until a good match with the acceleration potential
results is achieved. This approach will be demonstrated in the next section.
2.2.7 Numerical Examples
In this section, numerical examples of the computational methods outlined above are
presented and studies of the adjustable key parameters are given. As a test case, the
wing-tail configuration depicted in Fig. 2.22 is derived from the geometry of a typical
high capacity transport category aircraft. The computational grid is generated for a
symmetric half model valid for the analysis of longitudinal motion. In addition to
the grid of vortex ring elements, a grid with identical geometry and discretization is
created for the DLM for validation and reference purposes.
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Figure 2.22: Wing Tail Configuration for Parametric Studies
Wake Modelling
When discretizing the wake, several adjustable parameters have an immediate impact
on the result and the problem size. In order to find the optimal values, parameter
studies are performedwith the harmonic formulation from Section 2.2.6 and the results
are compared with the DLM results.
As a first fundamental validation step, the results of the vortex lattice method (VLM)
and DLM are compared in the steady case, e.g. for reduced frequency k = 0.0 with
the length of the wake set to more than 5 wing spans. The spanwise local load cl llg and
local pitching moment cm llg distributions on the wing and horizontal tail are shown
in Fig. 2.23 and show excellent agreement. The first wake parameter studied is the
non-dimensional time step size τ = ∆tV
c
, which is varied between the values 0.12 and
0.012. This range is equivalent to a spatial discretization between 100% and 10% of
the chord length of the most inboard panel on the trailing edge of the horizontal tail
surface. In Figs. 2.24 and 2.25, the complex spanwise local load cl llg and local pitching
moment cm llg distributions on the wing and horizontal tail are compared for a heav-
ing motion of the aircraft at reduced frequency k = 1.0, respectively. The length of
the wake was fixed to more than 5 wing spans. Clearly, the results are sensitive to
the choice of time step size and only average convergence can be observed with de-
creasing time step size. For the smallest step size, the agreement with the DLM result
is good with light deviations on the inboard part of the lifting surfaces. To overcome
the poor convergence behavior with other means than the computationally expensive
reduction of time step size, Daughaday and Piziali [25] proposed a method that uses
continuous vorticity distributions close to the trailing edges and discrete vortex fila-
ments in the farfield wake (see also Johnson [58]). However, an improved accuracy is
only obtained if the required polynomial fit of the bound circulation includes both past
and future values. For purely harmonic motion this imposes no difficulty, whereas for
non-periodic motion a predictor-corrector approach is required, which complicates the
time-integration significantly. Alternatively, linear doublet panels could be used for the
wake, see Ruiz-Calavera [107] and Geissler [41], but the higher-order doublet panels
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of Wing and Horizontal Tail Load due to Pitch for k = 0.0
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Figure 2.24: Influence of time step size on unsteadywing loads for heaving motion k = 1.0
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Figure 2.25: Influence of time step on unsteady tail loads for heaving motion k = 1
are very complex to evaluate and are not merited by the simplicity of the UVLM.
Instead, a simple but very efficient modification of the UVLM to improve the wake
accuracy is the shift of the wake system closer to the trailing edge (see Katz and Plotkin
[64]). In Fig. 2.26, the complexwing loading for a pitchingmotion at reduced frequency
k = 1 is shown for varying offsets of the first transverse vortices from the trailing edge.
An offset ∆c = 0means that the vortices are placed at the position of the trailing edge
during the previous time step, whereas an offset∆c > 0 indicates a relative shift closer
to the new position of the trailing edge. It can be inferred that shifting the wake closer
to the trailing edge by about 30% of the distance covered during on time step yields
the best agreement with the DLM result.
A further parameter of interest is the required length of the wake. Contrary to heli-
copter aerodynamics where the rotor wake always remains close to the rotor blades,
the wake of a transport category aircraft is left behind the aircraft. From the Biot-Savart
Law Eq. 2.2.17 it becomes apparent, that the wake influence decays quadratically with
the geometric distance and therefore rapidly becomes irrelevant for the aircraft aero-
dynamics. In Fig. 2.27, the impact of relative wake length λ = 2l
b
on the complex aero-
dynamic tail load for a heaving motion at reduced frequency k = 1 is illustrated. It can
be inferred, that for a wake length larger than 2.7 half-spans the results are converged.
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Figure 2.26: Influence of trailing edge vortex position on unsteadywing loads for pitching
motion k = 1
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Figure 2.27: Influence of relative wake length λ = 2l
b
on unsteady tail loads for heaving
motion k = 1
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Constant Rate of Incidence Modelling
To investigate the reliability of the quasi-steady formulations, the wing-tail combi-
nation undergoing a linear increase in angle of attack is examined. As a reference,
the motion is simulated with the unsteady formulation and compared to the lag-in-
downwash and constant-wake-gradient formulations. In a addition, the stability de-
rivatives ∂CL
∂α˙
and ∂CM
∂α˙
are estimated from the generalized harmonic aerodynamic loads
due to heave at very low reduced frequency as outlined by Rodden and Giesing [104]
CL,α˙ = −
ℜ(Qzz) c
h20 S k
2
(2.2.57)
CM,α˙ = −
ℜ(Qθz)
θ0 h0 S k2
(2.2.58)
with the complex generalized vertical force due to heave Qzz, the complex general-
ized pitching moment due to heave Qθz, the generalized heave amplitude h0 and the
generalized pitch amplitude θ0. This approach should be very similar to the constant-
wake-gradient formulation, because for very low reduced frequency the wave length
becomes very large and consequently the slope of the streamwise circulation is ap-
proximately linear in the near-field. In Fig. 2.28, the various lift and moment results
are plotted over non-dimensional time τ = t V
c
. The simulation values are obtained
by subtracting the steady lift and moment due to incidence from the instantaneous lift
and moment and dividing by the constant rate of incidence. After an initial transient,
during which the starting vortex is travelling from the wing to the horizontal tail, the
lift and moment results of the first-order approximations are in very good agreement
with the simulation, except the estimated CL,α˙ value from the harmonic aerodynamic
analysis that appears to be too low. The results from the lag-in-downwash formulation
could be further improved by adapting the lever arm of the horizontal tail.
Validation with Reference Solutions
In Appendix A, the UVLM and HVLM formulations presented above are validated by
comparison to analytical solutions and published results obtained from similar numer-
ical methods.
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2.3 Steady Correction of the UVLM by External Data
The UVLM method was derived based on the assumption of incompressible poten-
tial flow which theoretically limits its applicability to Mach numbers roughly below
M ≤ 0.3. Also the effects of thickness and viscosity cannot be captured. However as
will be shown in this section, the quality and range of applicability of the model can
be improved by correction with high-fidelity steady state aerodynamic data obtained
fromwind tunnel tests or CFD. Themethod used here is derived from the least-squares
algorithm by Brink-Spalink and Bruns [11] and permits the simultaneous correction for
multiple aerodynamic effects.
2.3.1 Formulation of the Correction Problem
Given the steady state aerodynamic influence coefficient (AIC) matrix
Q =
(
−C¯ A¯−1B¯ + D¯1
)
that relates panel downwash to panel forces (see Eq. (2.2.52)), we seek a fully populated
correction matrix ∆Q with minimal weighted norm satisfying the equation
[pc1 p
c
2 . . . p
c
n] = S (Q +∆Q) [d
c
1 d
c
2 . . . d
c
n]
||∆Q./W || → min
W = |Q|
1
2
where pci are the target aerodynamic quantities of the aerodynamic effects to bematched,
S is a summation matrix computing the target quantities from panel forces and dci are
the downwash vectors related to the target aerodynamic effects. The weighting matrix
W is typically chosen to be the absolute value of the uncorrected AIC matrix elements
which results in correction values proportional to the magnitude of the original AIC
elements. From the incremental AIC matrix correction, a fully populated downwash
correction matrix F c can be derived
F c = Q−1 (Q +∆Q)
yielding the corrected UVLM state space model
Γ˙W = A¯ΓW + B˜d
fA/q∞ = C¯ΓW + D˜1d+ D˜2d˙
where
B˜ = −
1
∆t
TPA
−1F c
D˜1 = −S1PA
−1F c +
1
∆t
S2A
−1BTPA
−1
D˜2 = −S2A
−1F c
The appearance of the correction matrix in the term D˜2 illustrates that the correction
with steady state results also affects the unsteady behavior.
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2.3.2 Application
The AMP transport aircraft wing studied by Zingel [140] is chosen to test the credibil-
ity of the correction method presented above. To obtain steady and unsteady aerody-
namic reference results, the CFD code TAU from the German Aerospace Center DLR
is employed. The inviscid version of the code used here solves the unsteady Euler
fluid equations of motion by a multi-grid method. Both local and global time-stepping
schemes on structured and unstructured meshes are available. Details of the TAU code
can be found in the technical specification [28]. Based on the structured surface grid of
the CFD mesh shown in Fig. 2.29(a), a vortex lattice grid is generated on the mean sur-
face of the AMPwing and is depicted in Fig. 2.29(b). Steady state results are generated
(a) CFD Surface Mesh (b) Mean Surface Vortex Lattice Grid
Figure 2.29: Numerical Grids of the AMP Wing
with TAU for a range of incidences −3◦ ≤ α ≤ 3◦ at Mach numbers M=0.2 and M=0.5.
For this choice of parameters, the lift and moment coefficients as shown in Fig. 2.3.2
exhibit linear behavior. From the CFD surface pressures, spanwise lift and moment
distributions and gradients with respect to incidence are derived in a post-processing
step and used as the input to the correction procedure for the UVLM model. The
target of the correction is to match the spanwise lift and moment coefficient due to in-
cidence. After correction of the AIC, an inital downwash problem is solved to correct
the downwash due to twist and camber d0 (see Eq. (2.2.36)) according to the target in-
tercept value at α = 0. The approach used is similar to the shape function mapping
presented in section 2.1.4.
Unsteady simulations are performedwith the TAU code at the sameMach numbers for
heaving motion of the AMP wing at reduced frequency k = 0.6 and zero steady angle
of attack. The amplitude of the heaving motion is set to achieve a maximum dynamic
angle of attack ofmax
(∣∣∣| h˙V ∣∣∣) = 3◦. Results for one heaving cycle are extracted after the
transient response to the motion has decayed and a harmonic flow field is established.
In addition, a quasi-steady CFD solution using the steady polar is constructed based
on the dynamic angle of attack.
The same heaving motion is then simulated using both the original and the corrected
UVLMmodel as well as a quasi-steady VLMmodel. Local lift coefficient and local mo-
ment coefficient in three spanwise sections are compared for the six types of results and
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Figure 2.30: Lift and Moment Coefficient of the AMP Wing (M=0.2 and M=0.5)
are plotted as a function of generalized heaving coordinate in Fig. 2.3.2 for the Mach
number M = 0.2. For this flight condition, effects of compressibility are low and the
incompressible potential flow model should be able to yield good results. The perfect
match of the quasi-steady results from VLM (dashed red line) and CFD (dashed green
line) illustrates the successful correction process. The shift and scaling of the results
relative to the uncorrected VLM (dashed black line) show that both intercept values
and gradients are modified. Looking at the unsteady results it can be inferred that the
steady correction also improves the unsteady behavior of the UVLM. Compared to
the uncorrected UVLM (solid black line), the corrected UVLM (solid red line) result is
affect in three characteristics of the lift and moment hysteresis loop: the loop is shifted
to match the steady intercept value, the size of the minor axis is scaled to match the
steady gradient and the loop is rotated due to the impact on the unsteady load term.
The latter effect is very small. The agreement with the unsteady CFD results (solid
green line) is appreciably good, with minor deviations of the inboard local pitching
moment.
The same exercise is carried out at Mach number M = 0.5, where the effect of com-
pressibility is not negligible. The six types of result are shown in Fig. 2.3.2. Even
though the agreement with unsteady CFD is not as good as in the incompressible case,
the results suggest that the applicability of the incompressible UVLM can be extended
by correction with steady compressible data.
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2.4 Reduction of Model Order by Balanced Truncation
Compact unsteady aerodynamic models suitable for aeroservoelastic analysis and con-
trol law design are typically obtained by RFA of frequency domain AICs as for example
the Minimum State method [63] or Roger’s method [105]. However, one drawback of
the RFA methods is that the approximation typically requires several parameters to be
set by the engineer and therefore obtaining a good approximation can be tedious and
is frequently correlated to experience. In particular, the approximation of large sys-
tem matrices (e.g. right-generalized AIC matrices) can be cumbersome and repeated
approximation with varying sets of fit parameters is computationally expensive.
On the other hand, the generation of time domain unsteady aerodynamic models us-
ing the UVLM is a straightforward procedure that requires less user input. However,
due to the large number of required wake vortex loops, UVLM state space models are
characterized by a high model order, however in conjunction with a sparse systemma-
trix structure. It is therefore desirable to apply amodel order reduction technique, both
physics based and only requiring a limited amount of user interaction.
From an aeroelastician’s point of view, standard Eigenvalue decomposition and subse-
quent modal truncation would be a natural choice for the reduction of dynamic model
order. Unfortunately it has been shown by Rule et al. [108] that the Eigenvalues and
Eigenvectors characterize the internal dynamics of the system and not the mapping of
inputs to outputs. Thus, the quality of the truncated model is not uniformly related
to the number of states retained and modal truncation solely based on the magnitude
or damping of the Eigenvalues in most cases unsuccessful. This conclusion confirms
this author’s findings and to some extend contradicts the good results presented by
Hall [49] and Tang et al. [118]. In [108], it has also been shown that applying balanced
truncation, a method based on controllability and observability concepts from control
theory, can lead to significantly better results. This method will subsequently be out-
lined and applied to the UVLM state space model.
2.4.1 Balanced Truncation
The general form of a linear time-invariant (LTI) system in state space form is:{
x˙
y
}
=
[
A B
C D
]{
x
u
}
(2.4.1)
where A ∈ Rn×n,B ∈ Rn×p,C ∈ Rq×n,D ∈ Rq×p. For the UVLM model, the number of
states n is large, whereas the number of inputs p and outputs q is typically p, q ≪ n.
Balanced realization of a state space system is achieved by determining a similarity
transform {
x˙
y
}
=
[
T−1AT T−1B
CT−1 D
]{
x
u
}
=
[
A B
C D
]{
x
u
}
(2.4.2)
in such a way, that the controllablility Gramian P and observability Gramian Q of the
balanced system become equal and diagonal:
P = Q = Σ =


σ1
σ2
. . .
σn

 . (2.4.3)
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Here, σ denote the Hankel singular values (HSV) of the system, defined as the square
root of the Eigenvalues of the matrix product PQ . Small HSV indicate weak contri-
bution of a state to the system input-output behavior and therefore HSV are a useful
indicator for order reduction. Note that a similarity transform preserves the Eigenval-
ues of a matrix and therefore the internal dynamics of the state space system remain
unchanged. The Gramians are obtained from the solution of the two Lyapunov equa-
tions
AP + PAT + BBT = 0 (2.4.4)
ATQ + QA+ CTC = 0 (2.4.5)
and characterize the system in terms of energy. For a given initial state vector x0 and
zero system input, the output energy of the system in response to the initial conditions
is determined by the observability Gramian:∫ ∞
0
(
yTy
)
dt = xT0Qx0.
Also, the minimal energy that must be input into the system to drive the states from
zero initial value to the state x0 is determined by the controllability Gramian∫ ∞
0
(
uTu
)
dt = xT0 P
−1x0.
There exist several numerical approaches to determine the similarity transform T .
Most straightforward is to compute the LU decomposition of the Gramians,
P = PLPU
Q = QLQU ,
then determine the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix product PUQL
PUQL = USV
T.
and finally obtain T from
T = S
1
2UTP−1L = S
− 1
2V TQU .
States of the balanced system characterized by large HSV are therefore both well ob-
servable and controllable. If the system possesses unstable poles, additional interme-
diate steps are required (for details see for example Antoulas et al. [3]).
The order of the balanced system can then be reduced by truncation, i.e. consideration
of those states only that correspond to HSV larger than a certain magnitude. To this
end, the balanced system is partitioned in primary and secondary states

x˙1
x˙2
y

 =

 A11 A12 B1A21 A22 B2
C 1 C 2 D




x1
x2
u

 (2.4.6)
and the secondary set is truncated to yield the reduced order model{
x˙1
y
}
=
[
A11 B1
C 1 D
]{
x1
u
}
(2.4.7)
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Alternatively, a residualization neglecting the dynamic contribution of the secondary
set of states can be performed yielding the statically equivalent reduced order system
{
x˙1
y
}
=
[
A11 − A12A
−1
22 A21 B1 − A12A
−1
22 B2
C 1 − C 2A
−1
22 A21 D − C 2A
−1
22 B2
]{
x1
u
}
(2.4.8)
The aforementioned direct approach is not feasible for large, sparse systems due to
several reasons. First, the computation of the full system Gramians is computationally
very expensive but required to determine the HSV. Second, the balancing transforma-
tion destroys the sparsity of the UVLM system matrices and therefore the balanced
system demands extensive computer memory. Third, static condensation is only pos-
sible if the system has been fully balanced, i.e. A ∈ Rn×n and T ∈ Rn×n. Therefore
several numerical methods suitable for the approximate balanced truncation of large
scale LTI systems have been conceived. They are based on low-rank approximations
of the Gramians (low-rank square root method (LRSM) and dominant subspace pro-
jection model reduction (DSPMR), for details see Penzl [97]), direct solution for the
Cross-Gramian PQ (for details see Antoulas et al. [3]) or approximation of the domi-
nant Eigenspaces of the products PQ and QP (approximate implicit subspace iteration
with alternating directions (AISIAD), for details see Vasilyev and White [126], Zhou
and Sorensen [139]). None of these methods is entirely straight forward to implement
and therefore an alternative method was developed, that applies balanced truncation
for dense systems to lower order sub-models.
2.4.2 Balanced Truncation of Lower Order Sub-Models
The basic idea behind this approach is the determination of the balancing transfor-
mation matrix Ti and T−1i only for sub-models of the state space system followed by
a transformation of the overall system with the concatenation of the truncated sub-
model transformation matrices. For the UVLM, every sub-model consists of the states
belonging to one wake column, i.e. all wake panels attached to one trailing edge panel.
The order of the sub-model is therefore only the number of wake time steps chosen and
not the product of number of trailing edge panels and wake time steps, permitting the
application of dense system methods. After the similarity transform of the sub-model
has been determined, it can then be truncated to the desired sub-model order and
sorted into an overall transformation matrix.
2.4.3 Application
To validate the order reduction method, balanced realization is, as in section 2.3.2, ap-
plied to the UVLM state space model of the AMP wing. In Fig. 2.29(b), the discretiza-
tion of the bound circulation with ns = 22 spanwise and nc = 24 chordwise panels is
depicted. Not shown is the wake discretization with n = 2200 states corresponding
to a wake length of 100 time steps. The model uses the p = nsnc = 352 panel down-
washes as input and yields q = 132 strip loads as output. To assess the contribution of
each state to the input-output behavior of the system, the complete set of HSV are com-
puted, both for the full model and sub-model approach. In Fig. 2.33, the relative mag-
nitudes σi/σ1 of the first 100 HSV are plotted in semilogarithmic scale and their strong
decay by more than three orders of magnitude for the full model and more than 30
orders of magnitude for the sub-models suggest that a significant reduction of model
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Figure 2.33: First 100 Hankel Singular Values of the AMP Model
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order is possible. To shed light on the physical significance of the balanced states, the
columns of the inverse transformation matrix T−1 can be examined. Whereas the states
of the original system represent discrete circulation values in the wake, the balanced
states can be thought of as weighting factors for distinct wake circulation modes. The
first wake mode of the AMPwing corresponding to the first column of T−1 is depicted
in Fig. 2.34 and, close to the trailing edge, exhibits a spanwise shape similar to the
steady state bound circulation. The next three modes introduce spanwise oscillatory
(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2
(c) Mode 3 (d) Mode 4
Figure 2.34: Wake Mode Shapes of the Total Balanced System
shapes with decreasing wave length. In the streamwise direction, all four modes decay
rapidly.
When applying sub-model balancing, i.e. separate balanced truncation of every wake
column, wake modes as shown in Fig. 2.35 are obtained. The first sub-model wake
mode is similar to the first balancing mode of the full model whereas the higher order
modes introduce streamwise oscillatory shapes of decreasing wave length. Based on
the kinks of the HSV plot, reduced model orders of 5, 10 and 25 are selected and trun-
cation is performed on the balanced realization. The transfer functions of spanwise
lift and moment due to heave, pitch and bending for a reduced frequency range up to
k = 2 are compared to the full order model and depicted as Bode plots in Figs. 2.36-
2.41.
The three types of motion have been selected to compare the influence of uniform,
chordwise varying and spanwise varying downwash, respectively. Owing to the resid-
ualization, all reduced order models match the full order model at zero reduced fre-
quency. The lift andmoment at the inboard section (η = 0.13) are well matched even by
the very low order models throughout the reduced frequency range. At the midwing
(η = 0.54) and outboard sections (η = 0.78), the models of order 5 and 10 show devia-
tions with increasing reduced frequency. Choosing a model order of 25 yields results
indistinguishable from the reference model, which implies an order reduction by more
than 98%. Baker et al. [4] proposed that this high degree of reduction was linked to
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(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2
(c) Mode 3 (d) Mode 4
Figure 2.35: Wake Mode Shapes of of the Balanced Sub-Models
uniform spanwise downwash and therfore the relatively low importance of spanwise
circulation modes. The results shown here suggest that a similar degree of reduction
can also be achieved for spanwise variation of the downwash. The question arises how
the process of order reduction can be automatized to some extend. One option could
be, that the user specifies an error bound on the frequency response
e(ω) = ||G(iω)−G(iω)|| < tol
G(iω) =
(
C (iωI − A)−1B +D
)
u
G(iω) =
(
C
(
iωI − A
)−1
B +D
)
u
and the system is successively truncated until the error bound is reached. Alterna-
tively, the user could supply a minimum relative magnitude of HSV to be retained in
the truncated system
σi
σ1
> tol.
In summary, balanced truncation is an effective means to reduce the problem size of
the linearized UVLM in state space form and allows a physical interpretation of the
retained wake modes. By successive application of the method to sub-models rather
than directly to the full state space system, algorithms for dense matrix systems can
still be applied without excessive memory requirements.
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3.1 Stiffness and Mass Model
The stiffness and mass models are obtained from a detailed finite element representa-
tion of the aircraft structure as depicted in Fig. 3.1(a). Because the number of degrees
of freedom of the full finite element model is too large for efficient aeroelastic analysis
and only a subset of degrees of freedom is necessary to characterize the dynamic be-
havior of the aircraft in the lower frequency band, a static order reduction of the model
according to Guyan is performed (see Link [80]). To this end, the matrix equation of
the static problem is partitioned into two degrees of freedom sets. The first set (de-
noted by the subscript ’a’) is the analysis set at which the external forces are applied,
and the remaining degrees of freedom are collected in the omitted set (denoted by the
subscript ’o’). The equation of static equilibrium can then be written as[
Kaa Kao
Koa Koo
]{
uS,a
uS,o
}
=
{
P a
0
}
(3.1.1)
where K is the stiffness matrix, uS is the vector of nodal deformation and P is the
vector of externally applied forces and moments. From Eq. (3.1.1), the reduced order
static problem can be derived by substituting the lower partition of the equation into
the upper partition, yielding (
Kaa − KaoK
−1
oo Koa
)
uS,a = P a (3.1.2)
where the term in brackets is the statically reduced stiffness matrix. Only load-carrying
structure is modelled in the full finite elementmodel and therefore aircraft mass cannot
be captured by material density and element volume only. Instead, mass distributions
according to the aircraft configuration are obtained from a database and integrated to
yield lumped sectional masses. As shown in Fig. 3.2, these point masses are connected
to the finite element model via frameworks of rigid connectors, where the structural
support points for the rigid connectors must be suitably selected so that the structure
is able to sustain the inertia loads. Typically, the static reduction retains the degrees of
freedom of the lumped masses, and this set will be denoted by the subscript ’g’. Con-
sequently, Mgg and Kgg denote the reduced mass and stiffness matrices, respectively,
and are square matrices of size ng. Defining a general vector of external nodal loads
P g and the vector of nodal degrees of freedom ug, the dynamic equation of motion of
the reduced order model can be written as
Mgg u¨g + Kgg ug = P g (3.1.3)
where structural damping has been neglected. Due to the static condensation, Kgg is a
fully populated matrix whereas Mgg is a block-diagonal matrix containing the inertia
tensors of the lumped masses. In Fig. 3.1(b), the reduced order stiffness and mass
models derived from the full finite element model are depicted, where the size of the
plotted spheres is proportional to the attached lumped masses.
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(a) Finite Element Model
(b) Reduced Order Model
Figure 3.1: Structural Models
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Lumped Mass
Finite Element Model
Rigid Connection
Figure 3.2: Lumped Mass Model
3.2 Modal Decomposition
The normal modes and Eigenfrequencies of the structural model are obtained by solv-
ing the generalized Eigenvalue problem(
λ2Mgg + Kgg
)
Φ = 0
where λ2 andΦ are the squared Eigenvalue and the Eigenvector, respectively. Because
the structure is unconstrained (free-free), there exist six Eigenvalues of zero frequency
for the rigid body modes and ng − 6 Eigenvalues of non-zero frequency for the elas-
tic modes. The resulting mode shape matrix, partitioned into rigid body and elastic
modes, is
Φgh =
[
Φ∗gR ΦgE.
]
where the subscript ’h’ has been introduced to designate the modal space and the as-
terisk indicates that the rigid body shapes are defined about the principal axes of the
aircraft. The deformation at the nodal degrees of freedom can now be approximated by
a linear combination of time-independent Eigenvectors weighted by time-dependent
generalized modal coordinates
ug ≈ Φgh η (3.2.1)
which becomes an exact relation once the complete set of rigid and elastic Eigenvectors
is considered. Substitution of Eq. (3.2.1) into the nodal equation of motion Eq. (3.1.3)
and pre-multiplication with the mode shape matrix yields the modal equation of mo-
tion
Mhhη¨ + Khhη = Q (3.2.2)
Here the generalized mass and stiffness matrix and vector of generalized loads are
Mhh = Φ
T
ghMggΦgh =
[
MRR 0
0 MEE
]
Khh = Φ
T
ghKggΦgh =
[
0 0
0 KEE
]
Q = ΦTghP g =
{
QR
QE
}
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respectively, where the partitioning into rigid and elastic modal contributions has al-
ready been performed. The rigid body modes about the principal axis Φ∗gR are replaced
by rigid body modes ΦgR in the direction of the body axis (xB, yB, zB) and fixed to the
center of gravity as depicted in Fig. 3.3, in order to facilitate the further development
of the equations of motion. This leads to a non-diagonal rigid body part of the gener-
alized mass matrix
MRR = Φ
T
gRMggΦgR =
[
m I3 0
0 JB
]
wherem is the aircraft total mass, I3 is the identity matrix of size 3 and JB is the inertia
tensor in the body axis system, in particular
JB =

 Jx 0 −Jxz0 Jy 0
−Jzx 0 Jz


for a symmetric aircraft.
Typically the elastic mode shapes are mass-normalized and therefore
MEE(i, j) =
{
1 for i = j
0 for i 6= j
KEE(i, j) =
{
λ2i for i = j
0 for i 6= j
where λi is the eigenvalue of the ith mode. To approximate damping effects of the
structure, a generalized damping matrix
Bhh =
[
0 0
0 BEE
]
with modal damping is introduced, e.g.
BEE(i, j) =
{
ζiλi for i = j
0 for i 6= j
where ζi is the modal damping factor in percentage of critical damping, typically a
value of 1% for low frequencymodes and 2% for higher frequencymodes. In summary,
the modal equations of motion[
MRR 0
0 MEE
] {
η¨R
η¨E
}
+
[
0 0
0 BEE
] {
η˙R
η˙E
}
+
[
0 0
0 KEE
] {
ηR
ηE
}
=
{
QR
QE
}
(3.2.3)
describe the linear dynamic behavior of the flexible aircraft with modal damping in an
inertial frame of reference allowing small disturbances in rigid body motion.
3.3 Non-Linear Equations of Motion
The modal equations of motion presented in the previous section are extremely useful
for the analysis of dynamic response and stability phenomena. Owing to their linear-
ity, both time domain and frequency domain approaches can be employed. However,
the restriction to only small scale rigid body motion renders these equations unsuit-
able for the simulation of freely maneuvering flexible aircraft. The set of equations of
motion governing both large-amplitude rigid body motion and small-amplitude struc-
tural dynamicmotionwas derived byWaszak and Schmidt [133], making the following
assumptions:
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1. The aircraft is maneuvering over a flat Earth with constant gravitational acceler-
ation.
2. Structural deformation is assumed sufficiently small and therefore linear elastic
theory is valid.
3. A set of normal vibration modes from a free-free analysis of the structure is avail-
able.
4. The mass of the aircraft is concentrated in a collection of point masses with con-
stant density and negligible rotational inertia.
5. Displacement and displacement rate are co-linear or displacement rate is very
small and therefore their cross product is negligible.
6. The inertia tensor is constant.
These assumptions lead to a set of inertially uncoupled equations, e.g. the coupling of
the rigid body and elastic motion occurs via the external applied loads only. A more
general set of equations of motion also taking into account inertia coupling and rota-
tional inertia of the lumped masses was derived by Reschke [102], where the equations
presented here can be found as a special case.
The frames of reference required for the derivation are shown in Fig. 3.3. Attached
xG
yG
zG
xB
yB
zB
ψ
θ
φ
Figure 3.3: Geodetic and Body Fixed Frame of Reference
to the center of gravity of the aircraft is the body fixed frame of reference B, with the
x-axis forward, y-axis port and z-axis down. Also attached to the center of gravity is
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the geodesic frame of reference G, with the x-axis pointing North, y-axis pointing East
and z-axis pointing down. Frame G is an inertial frame of reference because it does
not rotate with the aircraft. The coordinate transformation from frame G to frame B is
described by three consecutive rotations with the Euler anglesΘT = {φ θ ψ}. The first
rotation is about the zG axis by yaw angle ψ, taking xG to axis k1 and yG to axis k2. The
next rotation is about k2 by pitch angle θ, taking k1 to xB and zG to k3. The final rotation
by bank angle φ about xB takes k2 to yB and k3 to zB. The complete transformation
matrix reads (see for instance Stevens and Lewis [115])
TBG =

 cos θ cosψ cos θ sinψ − sin θ− cos φ sinψ + sin φ sin θ cosψ cosφ cosψ + sinφ sin θ sinψ sin φ cos θ
sin φ sinψ + cosφ sin θ cosψ − sinφ cosψ + cosφ sin θ sinψ cosφ cos θ


(3.3.1)
In order to determine the propagation of the Euler angles, an additional transformation
matrix is required that transforms the angular rates about the body axis ωTB = {p q r}
into rates of the Euler angles Θ˙
T
=
{
φ˙ θ˙ ψ˙
}
. This matrix is found to be (see for instance
Stevens and Lewis [115])
RGB =

1 tan θ sinφ tan θ cos φ0 cos φ − sinφ
0 sinφ
cos θ
cosφ
cos θ

 (3.3.2)
Due to the cosine terms in the denominators of Eq. (3.3.2), the rate transformation
matrix is not defined for pitch angles of ±90◦ and therefore attitude propagation by
quaternions is preferable in case these angular values are attainable by the aircraft.
For transport category aircraft, this magnitude of pitch attitude is not relevant and the
more intuitive Euler angles can be used.
Using Lagrange’s Principle, the well known non-linear force and moment equations
for rigid body motion are obtained
m
(
V˙ B + ωB × V B − TBG(φ, θ, ψ) g0
)
= F B (3.3.3)
JB ω˙B + ωB × JBωB = MB (3.3.4)
and relate the body axis velocities V TB = {u v w} and the angular rates about the body
axis ωTB = {p q r} to the external applied rigid body forces F B and momentsMB and
the constant vector of gravitational acceleration gT0 = {0 0 g0} resolved in the geodetic
system. Denoted by m and JB are the aircraft total mass and constant inertia tensor
about the body axis, respectively. The total rigid body load is obtained from
QR =
{
F B
MB
}
= ΦTgR P g
where ΦgR is the matrix of rigid body mode shapes with respect to the body axis and
P g is the vector of external applied loads also resolved in the body axis system. To
close the problem of rigid body motion, the differential equations governing attitude
and position of the aircraft are
Θ˙ = RGB(φ, θ) ωB (3.3.5)
r˙G = T
T
BG(φ, θ, ψ) V B (3.3.6)
with the aircraft position vector rTG = {rN rE − h}. Equations (3.3.3-3.3.6) are the clas-
sical non-linear flight dynamic equations formulated in body axis for a rigid aircraft
with constant mass.
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The additional equations governing the structural dynamics behavior are the modal
equations of motion for ne elastic modes
MEE η¨E + BEE η˙E + KEE ηE = QE (3.3.7)
where MEE,BEE,KEE are the modal mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively,
ηE is the vector of generalized elastic modal coordinates andQE is the vector of gener-
alized elastic modal forces. It is obtained from
QE = Φ
T
gEP g
where ΦgE is the matrix of elastic mode shapes. Even though it seems intuitive to sim-
ply combine the linear elastic modal equations of motion and the non-linear equations
of rigid body motion, it is the orthogonality of the rigid body modes and elastic modes
that leads to this simple result (the identical finding was reported by De Veubeke [26]
and Canavin and Likins [16]).
3.4 Equation of Loads
To determine the internal structural loads experienced by the airframe, either a defor-
mation (mode displacement) or momentum (force summation) approach is possible. If the
structural deformation of the aircraft ug is known, the internal structural loads Lg can
be determined by
Lg = Kggug. (3.4.1)
Using Eq. (3.2.1) and noticing that rigid body motion does not induce internal struc-
tural loads, this can be expressed in terms of the elastic modal coordinates
Lg = KggΦgE ηE. (3.4.2)
Unfortunately, as demonstrated for instance by Reschke [101], this easily applicable ap-
proach requires a large number of elastic mode shapes in order to obtain good conver-
gence of the internal loads. Therefore, Reschke [102] derived the equations of structural
loads accompanying the inertially uncoupled equations of motion using a momentum
approach. By Newton’s Second Law, the time rate of change of linear and angular mo-
mentum of a mass point equals the total applied forces and moments at the mass point
(see for instance Meirovitch [89])
H˙g = P g,total
where H˙g is the vector of linear and angular rate of momentum of the mass points
and P g,total is the vector of total forces and moments. The latter can be split up into the
contributions
P g,total = Lg + P g
where Lg and P g are the internal elastic nodal load and the external applied load,
respectively. Formulating the rate of momentum vector H˙g for a moving coordinate
system and rearranging yields the desired internal elastic nodal loads
Lg = P g −MgR
{
V˙ B + ωB × V B − TBG g0
ω˙B
}
−MgE η¨E (3.4.3)
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where MgR and MgE are the right-generalized mass matrices of the rigid body modes
and of the elastic modes, respectively, obtained from
MgR = MggΦgR
MgE = MggΦgE.
When the linear modal equations of motion given in Eq. (3.2.2) are used, the equation
of loads simplifies to
Lg = P g −MgR η¨R −MgE η¨E (3.4.4)
due to the fact that an inertial frame of reference is used.
3.5 Small Disturbance Equations
For stability and small-disturbance analysis, the non-linear equations of motion can
be linearized. A steady, symmetric and trimmed flight condition, denoted by the sub-
script 0, is described by the parameters
V TB,0 = {u0 0w0}
V0 =
√
u20 + w
2
0
ωTB,0 = {0 0 0}
Θ
T
0 = {0 θ0 0}
rTG,0 = {rN,0 rE,0 − h0}
and perturbation of the reference condition will be denoted by primed quantities, e.g.
u′, v′, w′ etc.. The linearized force equation becomes
m
(
V˙
′
B − VB,0ω
′
B − G0Θ
′
)
= F ′B (3.5.1)
with the cross product matrix of the steady state velocity
VB,0 =

 0 −w0 0w0 0 −u0
0 u0 0


and the gravitation matrix obtained from linearization of the third column of matrix
TBG in Eq. (3.3.1)
G0 =

 0 g0 cos θ0 0g0 cos θ0 0 0
0 −g0 sin θ0 0

 . (3.5.2)
The linearized moment equation and attitude equations are
JB ω˙
′
B =M
′
B (3.5.3)
Θ˙
′
= RGB,0ω
′
B (3.5.4)
where the linearized rate matrix
RGB,0 =

1 0 tan θ00 1 0
0 0 1
cos θ0

 (3.5.5)
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is the non-linear rate matrix of Eq. (3.3.2) evaluated for Θ0. Finally, the linearized
position equation becomes
r˙′G = T
V
BG,0V
′
B + T
Θ
BG,0Θ
′ (3.5.6)
and requires the lengthy linearization of the full TBG matrix of Eq. (3.3.1) to obtain the
velocity and attitude transformation matrices (see for instance Gupta et al. [47])
T VBG,0 =

 cos θ0 0 sin θ00 1 0
− sin θ0 0 cos θ0

 (3.5.7)
T
Θ
BG,0 =

 0 0 0−V0 sin θ0 0 V0
0 −V0 0


Owing to their linearity, the modal elastic equations of motion in Eq. (3.3.7) remain
unchanged
MEE η¨
′
E + BEE η˙
′
E + KEE η
′
E = Q
′
E (3.5.8)
3.6 Transformation from Inertial to Body-Fixed Coordi-
nates
It will now be shown, how the modal equations of motion Eq. (3.2.2), that are valid for
rigid body motion in an inertial frame of reference can be transformed into the small
disturbance equations of motion derived in the previous section. Themodal rigid body
velocity and position vectors
η˙R =


T˙x
T˙y
T˙z
R˙x
R˙y
R˙z


, ηR =


Tx
Ty
Tz
Rx
Ry
Rz


,
are related to the rigid body states in body fixed coordinates
x˙R =


u
v
w
p
q
r


′
, xR =


rN
rE
−h
φ
θ
ψ


′
via the linear transformation {
η˙R
ηR
}
= TIB,0
{
x˙R
xR
}
(3.6.1)
with the transformation matrix
TIB,0 =


T VBG,0 0 0 T
Θ
BG,0
0 RGB,0 0 0
0 0 I3 0
0 0 0 I3


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whose sub-matrices have been defined in Eqn. (3.3.2) and (3.5.7). In state space form,
the modal equations of motion Eq. (3.2.3) can be written as

η¨R
η˙R
η¨E
η˙E

 = E
−1
A


η˙R
ηR
η˙E
ηE

+ E
−1


QR
0
QE
0

 (3.6.2)
with the state matrices
E =


MRR 0 0 0
0 InR 0 0
0 0 MEE 0
0 0 0 InE


A =


0 0 0 0
InR 0 0 0
0 0 −BEE −KEE
0 0 InE 0

 .
The linear transformation between modal and body fixed rigid body coordinates can
then be applied as a similarity transformation and yields the transformed equation of
motion in terms of the typical flight dynamics parameters

x¨R
x˙R
η¨E
η˙E

 = T
−1E−1 AT


x˙R
xR
η˙E
ηE

+ T
−1E−1


QR
0
QE
0

 (3.6.3)
with the transformation matrix for the complete state vector
T =
[
TIB,0 0
0 I2nE
]
.
To complete the transformation, the gravitation term must be added to the equation

x¨R
x˙R
η¨E
η˙E

 =
(
T−1E−1 AT + A˜
)

x˙R
xR
η˙E
ηE

+ T
−1E−1


QR
0
QE
0

 (3.6.4)
with
A˜ =


0 G˜0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , G˜0 =
[
0 mG0
0 0
]
from Eq. (3.5.2).
In summary, three ways to obtain the small-disturbance equations of motion of the
flexible aircraft relative to a trimmed, symmetrical flight condition are possible:
1. Numerical linearization of the non-linear equations of motion (Eqn.(3.3.3, 3.3.4,
3.3.5, 3.3.6)
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2. Application of the symbolically linearized equations of motion (Eqn.(3.5.1, 3.5.3,
3.5.4, 3.5.6)
3. Transformation of the modal equations of motion and subsequent addition of the
gravitation term (Eq. (3.6.4))
They are presented here in order to support the idea of an integral aircraft model from
which special cases can be consistently derived.
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Subject of this chapter is the interaction of the aerodynamic, structural and mass mod-
els. In the first part, an interconnection method between the aerodynamic and struc-
tural model is developed, which governs the load transfer from the aerodynamic grid
to the nodes of the finite element model and the mapping of the structural deforma-
tions back onto the boundary conditions of the aerodynamic model. The second part
is concerned with the setup of the integral aircraft model, in particular the formation
of the external forces acting on the aircraft. Depending on the choice of aerodynamic
model, different formulations are presented that ensure that no double accounting of
aeroelastic effects occurs.
4.1 Aero-Structural Coupling
In order to perform an aeroelastic analysis, it is necessary to combine structural and
aerodynamic models. Defining the relationship between structural and aerodynamic
variables permits the transfer of displacements and loads between the two domains.
If the two models are geometrically identical, the transfer of displacement and loads
reduces to equating the variables on both domains. However in practice, structural
and aerodynamic models are frequently dissimilar and in the worst case do not have
any geometrical definition points in common. This is due to the fact that structural
analysis focusses on modelling the interior of a flexible body whereas aerodynamic
analysis of the body rather investigates its properties on the surface and the exterior.
In this case, a mathematical relationship must be established, which relates the degrees
of freedom of both domains. It is customary to refer to this task as “splining”1.
As a typical example, consider the aeroelastic model of the wing-tail combination from
Section 2.2.7. The structure is represented by a reduced order model with a limited
number of degrees of freedom defined at the bullet points in Fig. 4.1. The stiffness
matrix relating these nodes is obtained by performing a static reduction on a detailed
finite element model. No connection between neighboring nodes has been plotted to
imply that the stiffness matrix is fully populated owing to the condensation proce-
dure. The structural nodes are located along an axis equivalent to the elastic axis of the
wing. The aerodynamic model consists of control points distributed over the lifting
surface and is to be connected with the structural nodes. One way to achieve this is
by augmentation of the structural model with rigid elements from the structural nodes
to the leading and trailing edges, fitting of a surface spline to the deformation values
and evaluation of the spline at the aerodynamic control points. In the following, an
alternative method to establish the model interconnection is presented based on beam
interpolation elements and rigid connectors. This method will be referred to as FEM-
1Actual spline interpolation is only one of several mathematical options.
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Figure 4.1: Aeroelastic Model of the Wing-Tail Configuration.
SPLINE-method.
4.1.1 Methodology
The FEMSPLINE-method requires three steps to determine the displacement of a node
P on the aerodynamic model in accordance to the given distortion field of the struc-
tural model. First, the point F on the structural model with minimum distance to P
is determined by orthogonal projection on the polygon line connecting the nodes of a
component of the reduced order finite model. Second, the deformation at the projec-
tion point F is obtained by interpolation from the structural deformation field. Finally,
the aerodynamic node P is displaced as if rigidly connected to F . When interpolating
the deformation at the projection point F , the nodes of the reduced order model are
assumed to be connected by virtual finite elements rather than fitting mathematical
functions to the given scattered deformation data. These interpolation elements can
be thought of as finite elements that contain shape functions but neither have mass
nor stiffness. The physical rationale behind using orthogonal projection in conjunction
with rigid lever arms becomes apparent when comparing the interconnection model
with the real aircraft structure. In Fig. 4.2, the structural model of a vertical tail is de-
picted next to an aeroelastic model of the fin employing the FEMSPLINE. It is apparent
that the rigid connectors of the model have a similar orientation as the structural ribs,
thus capturing the high degree of rigidity in that direction and ensuring a physical
load path. In the following, the three procedural steps will be outlined in detail.
Projection on Interpolation Elements
The aerodynamic node P is projected on the polygon line connecting a set of structural
nodes S1, S2, ..., Sn by means of vector analysis. First, the unit vector ai pointing from
Si to Si+1, the distance li from Si to Si+1 and the vector bi pointing from Si to P are
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(a) Typical Vertical Tail Structure (b) FEMSPLINE Interconnection
Figure 4.2: Physical Rationale behind Orthogonal Projection
calculated
li = |rS,i+1 − rS,i|
ai =
1
li
(rS,i+1 − rS,i)
bi =
rP − rS,i
|rP − rS,i|
Then, the scalar product ti = bi ·ai is computed and depending on the value of ti it can
be decided if the projection was successful:
0 < ti < li: The projection was successful and the location of F is rF = rS,i + ti ai. The
non-dimensional coordinate along the axis of the interpolation element i is ξ =
ti/li. This condition is true for node P1 in Fig. 4.3.
ti > li for (i = 1...n− 1): The projection was unsuccessful and F is set to be the last
node Sn. The dimensionless coordinate on the axis of interpolation element n− 1
is consequently ξ = 1.
ti < 0 for (i = 1...n− 1): The projection was unsuccessful and F is set to be the first
node S1. The dimensionless coordinate on the axis of interpolation element 1 is
consequently ξ = 0. This condition is true for node P2 in Fig. 4.3.
ti−1 < 0 and ti > li: The projection was unsuccessful because interpolation elements i
and i − 1 form a convex corner. In that case F is set to be Si. The dimensionless
coordinate on the axis of interpolation element i−1 is ξ = 1 or alternatively ξ = 0
on element i. This condition is true for node P3 in Fig. 4.3.
0 < ti−1 < li−1 and 0 < ti < li: The projection is ambiguous due to the concave corner
formed by interpolation elements i and i−1. Either the first encountered solution
is used or the solution yielding a point F closest to P is chosen (see Beckert [7]).
The dimensionless coordinate on the axis of interpolation element i − 1 is ξ =
ti−1/li−1 or ξ = ti/li on element i. This condition is true for node P4 in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Projection of Aerodynamic Nodes onto the Structural Model
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Figure 4.4: Beam Interpolation Element
Beam Interpolation Element
A general discussion of multi-dimensional interpolation elements can be found in the
Ph.D. thesis by Beckert [7]. For the problem considered here, only one-dimensional,
beam-like interpolation elements, similar to the approach outlined by Preidikman [98],
are employed. In Fig. 4.4 a typical plain beam interpolation element is shown. It sup-
ports the interpolation of 4 parameters along the connection between node A and node
B. The given degrees of freedom at the end points are displacement along the beam
axis u, torsional angle about the beam axis θ, lateral displacement w and bending slope
φ. The values of these freedoms at an arbitrary point between A and B are described
by shape functions valid for a Bernoulli beam element with linear torsion and strain
behavior. The derivation of these shape functions, also known as Hermite polynomi-
als, can for instance be found in the textbook by Link [80]. Denoting the dimensionless
coordinate along the beam as ξ and the length of the beam as l, the shape functions are
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found to be
uuA = 1− ξ uuB = ξ
wwA = 1− 3 ξ
2 + 2 ξ3 wwB = 3 ξ
2 − 2 ξ3
wφA = (ξ − 2 ξ
2 + ξ3) l wφB = (−ξ
2 + ξ3) l
θθA = 1− ξ θθB = ξ
φwA = (−6 ξ + 6 ξ
2)/l φwB = (6 ξ − 6 ξ
2)/l
φφA = 1− 4 ξ + 3 ξ
2 φφB = −2 ξ + 3 ξ
2
(4.1.1)
where for instance uuA is the shape function for displacement along the beam axis u due
to displacement uA at node A. Adopting matrix notation and introducing the variables
v and ψ for lateral displacement and bending slope orthogonal to w and φ, we obtain
the interpolation function for a three-dimensional beam interpolation element
u(ξ) = CA(ξ)uA + CB(ξ)uB (4.1.2)
with the interpolated and end point degrees of freedom vectors
u(ξ) =


u
v
w
θ
φ
ψ


ξ
, uA =


uA
vA
wA
θA
φA
ψA

 , uB =


uB
vB
wB
θB
φB
ψB

 (4.1.3)
and the interpolation matrices for the left and right node evaluated at the target coor-
dinate ξ along the beam axis
CA(ξ) =


uuA 0 0 0 0 0
0 wwA 0 0 0 wφA
0 0 wwA 0 −wφA 0
0 0 0 θθA 0 0
0 0 −φwA 0 φφA 0
0 φwA 0 0 0 φφA


ξ
(4.1.4)
CB(ξ) =


uuB 0 0 0 0 0
0 wwB 0 0 0 wφB
0 0 wwB 0 −wφB 0
0 0 0 θθB 0 0
0 0 −φwB 0 φφB 0
0 φwB 0 0 0 φφB


ξ
.
This relation holds, if uA and uB are given in a cartesian coordinate system with the
origin in point A, x-axis pointing from A to B and the y- and z-axis completing an
arbitrarily oriented right hand system. For practical purposes it is more convenient
to have the expression in global coordinates. If we denote with T the transformation
matrix from the geometry coordinate system, in which nodes A andB are given, to the
beam coordinate system, the modified beam interpolation equation with uA, uB and
u(ξ) now given in the geometric system becomes
u(ξ) = TTCA(ξ)T uA + T
TCB(ξ)T uB (4.1.5)
= C˜A(ξ)uA + C˜B(ξ)uB
The transformation matrix T is found by creating an auxiliary point offset by a fixed
distance from the starting point of the interpolation element and using it to set up a
right hand system according to the aforementioned convention.
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Rigid Connectors
Once the projection point has been determined, the displacement of the aerodynamic
node can readily be expressed in terms of the structural nodes. Assuming a rigid con-
nection, the displacement of the aerodynamic node P in terms of the displacement of
the projection node F is
uP =


1 0 0 0 r3 −r2
0 1 0 −r3 0 r1
0 0 1 r2 −r1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

 uF = R uF (4.1.6)
with the rigid lever arm vector
r =

 r1r2
r3

 = rP − rF.
Therefore, by combining Eqs. (4.1.5) and (4.1.6), we obtain the expression for the dis-
placement transfer matrices GA and GB, that relate the displacement at the aerodynamic
node P to the displacements of the structural nodes A and B forming the relevant in-
terpolation element
uP = R
(
C˜A(ξ)uA + C˜B(ξ)uB
)
(4.1.7)
= GA(ξ)uA + GB(ξ)uB
For a complete aircraft model, all connectivity relations between the structural and
aerodynamic grid are sorted into a global interconnection matrix GAg such that
uA = GAgug (4.1.8)
and therefore the aerodynamic panel degrees of freedom uA can be expressed as a
function of the condensed structural model degrees of freedom ug. In the next section
it will be shown that these matrices are also applicable for the problem of load transfer
from the aerodynamic grid to the structural nodes.
4.1.2 Principle of Virtual Work
For a given load on the structural nodes P A and P B, the virtual work δW due to an
arbitrary displacement of the nodes δuA and δuB must be equal to the virtual work
performed on the aerodynamic node P by its corresponding load fP and virtual dis-
placement δuP (see for instance Megson [88]):
δ(WA +WB) = δWP
δuTAP A + δu
T
B P B = δu
T
P P P
Expressing the virtual displacement of the aerodynamic node by the virtual displace-
ment of the structural nodes, we obtain
δuTAP A + δu
T
B P B = (GA δuA + GB δuB)
TP P
= δuTAG
T
A P P + δu
T
BG
T
B P P
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A
A
Figure 4.5: Wing Aeroelastic Model
and by comparison of the coefficients
P A = G
T
A P P (4.1.9)
P B = G
T
B P P.
Therefore, by using the transpose of the displacement transfer matrices GA and GB for
the transfer of aerodynamic loads to the structural model, virtual work is conserved
across the two domains. For the complete aircraft model, this can be written as
P g = G
T
AgP A (4.1.10)
This property is particularly important for dynamic aeroelastic analysis where any loss
or accumulation of energy due to the coupling method of the models can lead to erro-
neous stability behavior and hence to false prediction of flutter or limit cycle oscilla-
tions.
4.1.3 Numerical Example
To demonstrate and validate the coupling method, the aerodynamic wing model of
the wing-tail configuration from Chapter 2 is connected to a reduced order structural
model of the wing. In Fig. 4.5, the top view of the resulting FEMSPLINE-model is
shown with its rigid connectors linking the panel control points to the chain of inter-
polation elements. Notice that the first three panels of the most inboard and the two
last panels of the most outboard aerodynamic strip of panels can not be projected and
therefore are connected to the first and last structural node, respectively.
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Deformation Transfer
The proper transfer of deformation from the structural model to the aerodynamic
model is validated by mapping a generic deformation similar to a fundamental wing
bending mode. In the upper part of Fig. 4.6(a), a perspective view of the deformed
structural and aerodynamic nodes is given. Comparing vertical translation and twist
angle at the structural nodes with the stripwise mean value of the mapped values on
the aerodynamic model, excellent agreement is found and plotted in Fig. 4.6(b). The
small deviations in twist are due to the streamwise direction used for computing the
mean values of the aerodynamic deformation, which is not in line with the orientation
of the rigid connectors.
Load Transfer
Using the transpose of the deformation transfer matrix, a uniform unit loading of the
aerodynamic grid as depicted in Fig. 4.7(a) is mapped to the structural nodes. The
local integrated shear force and torque along the axis formed by the structural nodes
are compared in Fig. 4.7(b) and again show excellent agreement. The minor deviations
observable in the shear force diagram can be explained as follows. When integrating
the shear load for the wing section AA in Fig. 4.5 based on the structural grid point
forces, the load will additionally include contributions from the forces applied at the
circled aerodynamic control points outside of the intended domain of integration. The
forces at these control points are transferred to the structural node on the cut AA via
the connected interpolation element and cause a larger integral value compared to the
direct integration of the aerodynamic forces. This shows that care must be taken when
quantifying structural loads on the basis of mapped external forces because the splin-
ing method redistributes the external loading in a statically equivalent way. To obtain
the true sectional shear/moment/torque values, the actual external load distribution
should be integrated.
4.2 Model Integration
It will now be shown, how the integral aircraft model must be setup depending on the
aerodynamic approach chosen. To recap, the flexible aircraft equations of motion are:
Equations of motion:
m
(
V˙ B + ωB × V B − TBG(φ, θ, ψ) g0
)
JB ω˙B + ωB × JBωB
= QRR +QRE +QRG +QRadd
Meeη¨e + Beeη˙e + Keeηe = QER +QEE +QEG +QEadd
x˙A − RxA = EAR +EAE +EAG
Attitude and Position:
Θ˙ = RGB(φ, θ) ωB
r˙G = T
T
BG(φ, θ, ψ) V B
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(a) Generic Wing Deformation
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(b) Comparison of Wing Bending and Twist
Figure 4.6: Test Case for Deformation Transfer
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(a) Generic Wing Loading
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(b) Comparison of Integrated Shear and Torque
Figure 4.7: Test Case for Load Transfer
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Without loss of generality, the linear rational function approximation (RFA) notation
Eq. (2.2.55) for the unsteady aerodynamic model is used to allow for a more compact
notation. The vectors QRi and QEi are the generalized external applied loads acting on
the rigid body and elastic modes, due to rigid body motion, elastic deformation, gust
and additional factors (engine thrust, landing gear etc.), respectively. EAi are the cor-
responding driving terms of the aerodynamic lag states. Depending on the intended
use of the flexible aircraft model, many integration scenarios can be imagined. Three
particularly interesting cases are described below.
4.2.1 Model IntegrationwithoutQuasi-steadyAeroelastic Corrections
In this case, the database provides rigid non-linear aerodynamic loads including un-
steady effects for rigid body motion and control surface deflection. The unsteady vor-
tex lattice method (UVLM) model provides in addition to that the aerodynamic loads
due to structural deformation and atmospheric gust:{
QRR +QRC
QER +QEC
}
=
[
ΦTgR
ΦTgE
]
GTAgP
NL(rigid)
A{
QRE
QEE
}
=
[
ΦTgR
ΦTgE
]
GTAgq∞ (A0ηE + A1η˙E + A2η¨E + A1GuG + A2Gu˙G + DxA)
EAE = E1η˙E + E2η¨E
EAG = E2Gu˙G
Because no unsteady rigid body aerodynamics need to be computed, the aerodynamic
lag states are only driven by gust and elasticity and therefore EAR = 0.
4.2.2 Model Integration with Quasi-steady Aeroelastic Corrections
In this case, the database provides rigid non-linear aerodynamic data including un-
steady effects for rigid body motion and control surface deflection, that have been
corrected for quasi-steady aeroelastic effects. The unsteady vortex lattice model there-
fore must only provide the aerodynamic data for unsteady incremental elastic effects
(residual model method (RMM)).{
QRR +QRC
QER +QEC
}
=
[
ΦTgR
ΦTgE
]
GTAgP
NL(qflex)
A{
QRE
QEE
}
=
[
ΦTgR
ΦTgE
]
GTAgq∞ (A0(ηE − ηE0) + A1η˙E + A2η¨E + A1GuG + A2Gu˙G + DxA)
EAE = E1η˙E + E2η¨E
EAG = E2Gu˙G
with
ηE0 = K
−1
EE (QER +QEC +QEadd)
Again, notice that only lag states driven by the elastic modes and gust need to be taken
into account. If the quasi-steady corrections do not include external force effects from
e.g. thrust or landing gears, the term QEadd must be omitted from the computation of
the quasi-steady deflection ηE0.
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4.2.3 Model Integration with Dynamic Incremental Gust
In this case, the database provides the rigid non-linear aerodynamic loads including
unsteady effects for rigid body motion and control surface deflection, corrected for
static aeroelastic effects. Assuming that these forces do not excite significant structural
vibrations, the unsteady vortex lattice model must only provide the aerodynamic data
for the gust effect and the unsteady elastic deformation excited by it and therefore
QER = QEC = EAR = 0.
QRR +QRC = Φ
T
gRG
T
AgP
NL(qflex)
A{
QRE
QEE
}
=
[
ΦTgR
ΦTgE
]
GTAgq∞ (A0ηE + A1η˙E + A2η¨E + A1GuG + A2Gu˙G + DxA)
EAE = E1η˙E + E2η¨E
EAG = E2Gu˙G
The application of this type of model will be demonstrated in the following chapter,
where the wake vortex encounter of a transport aircraft is studied.
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Encounter
Wake vortex sheets created by large transport aircraft can become hazardous for other
(lighter) aircraft following or traversing the flight path of the wake generating airplane.
As sketched in Fig. 5.1, which has been reproduced according to [42], the follower air-
craft can experience high structural loads when laterally traversing the pair of rolled
up wake turbulence. In case of a more trailing flight path, the reaction on the aircraft
can be a loss of altitude or rate of climb if the follower aircraft is flying between the
tip vortices or an imposed rolling moment in case the flight path lies closer to one of
the vortex cores. It is likely that a wake vortex encounter would cause the pilot to take
Structural Load Factors Loss of Altitude/
Rate of Climb
Imposed Roll
Figure 5.1: Hazards of Wake Vortex Encounters (according to [42])
corrective action and compensate for the disturbances of the flight path the aircraft ex-
periences. In a less critical scenario, this could for instance lead to a go-around during
final approach and consequently to a disruption to smooth airport operations and de-
lays in the flight plan. With ever-growing air traffic it is therefore of vital economic
interest to minimize the probability of wake vortex encounters, both from the perspec-
tive of an airport operator and a passengers’ satisfaction minded airline. However,
in the crash of American Airlines flight AA587 in the year 2001, wake vortex turbu-
lence of a leading Boeing 747 and subsequent excessive control input of the pilot of the
following Airbus A300 were deemed to be the root causes of the in-air structural disin-
tegration of the Airbus and tragically recalled the flight safety aspects of wake vortex
encounters [95].
To minimize the likelihood of an aircraft encountering significant wake turbulence, the
air transport safety authorities have established separation minima in the approach
and departure phase as a function of the weight categories of the leading and following
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aircraft. As shown in Fig. 5.2 which has been prepared on the basis of [20], the spacing
can become as large as 8 Nautical Miles in the case of a light category aircraft (MTOW<
7 tons) following the super category Airbus A380-800 aircraft (MTOW > 560 tons). The
Figure 5.2: CAA Wake Turbulence Separation Minima in Nautical Miles – Final Approach
[20]
separation is established to give the wake turbulence time to sink down and dissipate.
This dissipation process is characterized by several phases, during which the pair of
concentrated tip vortices experiences a sequence of instabilities (the first of which is the
famous Crow instability [23]) and eventually forms a chain of decaying vortex rings as
illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
In this chapter, the flexible aircraft modeling approach as outlined in the previous sec-
tions is applied to the flight loads analysis of a wake vortex encounter. The first objec-
tive is to quantify the resulting structural loads on a heavy category aircraft encoun-
tering wake turbulence of an Airbus A380-800. Second, the influence of the chosen
aircraft modelling technique on the structural loads level is analyzed.
5.1 Wake Vortex Model
To study the basic characteristics of flight loads during a wake vortex encounter, a
simple two dimensional analytical model of the wake vortex pair is chosen. An exact
solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for laminar flow is the Lamb-Oseen vortex whose
induced tangential velocity field can be described by
Vθ(r, t) =
Γ
2πr
(
1− e−(
r
rc(t)
)
2
)
(5.1.1)
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Figure 5.3: Phases of Wake Vortex Decay (from [23])
with Γ being the vortex circulation, r the distance of the sensing point to the vortex
core, rc is the vortex core radius and t is the time elapsed since the creation of the
vortex. The Lamb-Oseen vortex differs from the potential vortex in that it exhibits a
continuous, non-singular velocity profile for t > 0 and describes the dissipation of
vorticity due to viscous effects. Inclusion of an additional vorticity aging effect and an
improved vortex core radius model leads to the final expression used by Kloidt [69]:
Vθ(r, t) =
Γ0
2πr
(
1− e−1.2564
r2 cos2(ϕ25)
1310 νt
)
(5.1.2)
where Γ0 is the vortex circulation at the moment of generation, ν is the kinematic vis-
cosity of air and ϕ25 is the sweep angle of the quarter chord line of the generator wing.
This simple model has the following limitations
• the wake is space fixed and disturbance and deformation of the wake vortex pair
by the encountering aircraft are neglected
• the wake topology is fixed and decay mechanisms as the Crow instability are
neglected
• the wake age is constant along its length, i.e. Eq. (5.1.2) is applied along the vortex
length for given t = const.
To determine the vortex strength, the Kutta-Jukowski theorem for vortex lift is applied
to the balance of forces on the generator aircraft
Γ0 =
nzW
ρV sb
(5.1.3)
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Figure 5.4: Contour Lines of Equal Wake Vortex Strength
with the load factor nz, the aircraft weightW , air density ρ, flight speed V and effective
lifting span sb. For wings with elliptical load distribution, the factor s assumes the
value π/4 [10]. For fixed load factor, aircraft mass and span, Fig. 5.4 shows contour
lines of equal vortex strength (or constant product ρV ) as a function of flight altitude
and Mach number based on the standard ISA atmosphere model. It can be inferred
that an aircraft flying landing at typical M = 0.2 at sea level generates a wake vortex
of equal circulatory strength as if cruising with M = 0.68 at 10000 meters altitude.
Because the flight speed of a wake vortex encountering aircraft will be much slower at
sea level (during take-off and approach) than at altitude (during cruise), the additional
angle of attack caused by the wake vortex as the ratio of vortex induced velocity to
flight speed will be higher at sea level. At the same time, the dynamic pressure will be
much lower at sea level. The resulting proportionality for the forces experienced by an
encountering aircraft can be derived as follows
F ∝ ρV 2αind ∝ ρV
2Vind
V
∝ ρV 2
Γ
V
∝ ρV 2
1
ρV 2
≈ const.
and suggests that if aerodynamic non-linearities and Mach number effects are ne-
glected, an encounter at low Mach numbers at sea level is of comparable flight loads
relevance as an encounter at cruising altitude.
5.2 Aircraft Models
Aircraft data required for the modeling of the wake generator, a super category Airbus
A380-800, and the follower aircraft, a heavy category Airbus A340-300, can be found
in Appendix C. The planforms or the two aircraft are compared in Fig. C.1.
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The core model for the follower aircraft is the one typically used in the determination of
maneuver flight loads: a rigid body moving with 6 degrees of freedom combined with
a distributed mass and quasi-steady aerodynamic model corrected by static aeroelastic
factors and increments. Several types of additional incremental models for the wake
vortex effect are investigated to determine the influence of aerodynamic and structural
modelling on the flight loads level derived from the wake vortex encounter. The list of
chosen modelling options can be found in table 5.1. For aerodynamics, either steady
Aerodynamics StructureModel
Steady Unsteady Rigid Quasi-Flex Dynamic
1 × ×
2 × ×
3 × ×
4 × ×
Table 5.1: Incremental Aircraft Models
or unsteady formulations of the vortex lattice method are applied. The structural be-
havior can be either rigid, quasi-flexible or fully dynamic. The reasoning for including
unsteady aerodynamic and dynamic structural behavior, typically not considered for
wake vortex encounters, can be derived from the induced velocity profile of a pair of
Lamb-Oseen vortices. In the upper part of Fig. 5.5, the induced vertical velocity in a
plane perpendicular to both vortices is plotted over the transverse non-dimensional
coordinate x/cref. The strength and distance of the vortices correspond to the wake
of a super category aircraft during approach at sea level. Velocity profiles are given
for several points in time and diffusion of the vortex cores can be observed according
to Eq. (5.1.2). Assuming an encounter speed V , the transverse coordinate can be in-
terpreted as non-dimensional time and a Fast Fourier Analysis (FFT) of the velocity
profiles as a function of reduced frequency k = ωcref/V can be used to compute the
power spectral density (PSD) of the velocity field. The lower part of Fig. 5.5 compares
the resulting PSDs to the spectra resulting from two sine-shaped velocity bursts fitted
to the Lamb-Oseen field at t = 84s and a harmonic velocity field of equal wave length.
The harmonic velocity field exhibits the highest power spectral density confined to
a narrow frequency band. The other spectra have a more broadband character and
compared to the two sine-shaped bursts, the Lamb-Oseen vortices covers a wider range
of frequencies that narrows with increasing diffusion of the vortex cores. From this
comparison it is concluded that the Lamb-Oseen vortex pair is of comparable turbulent
significance as a harmonic or discrete gust and therefore could be investigated with an
unsteady, fully dynamic model as required for gust by the Airworthiness Authorities1.
5.3 Loads Model
Integrated shear loads, bending and torsional moments are computed at monitor sta-
tions on all important aircraft components shown in Fig. 5.6. The direction of integra-
tion on all components is towards the wing center box, e.g. running from the aircraft
nose towards the wing-fuselage joint and in the opposite direction coming from the
empennage. The orientation of the loads coordinate systems on the left hand and right
hand components has been chosen to ensure same sign for the bending and torsional
1see for instance CS 25 Subpart C - Structure § 25.341
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Monitor Station
X
Y
Z
Figure 5.6: Load Monitor Stations and Coordinate Systems
moment in case of up bending of the respective component. Loads transfer from one
component to the next is conducted in one step, i.e. no attachment definitions to redis-
tribute the load over a wider area on the adjacent component are considered. Loads
are computed according to the force summation method Eq. (3.4.3).
The assessment of loads levels is typically carried out by considering both envelopes of
single load quantities over an entire aircraft component (1D-envelopes) and envelopes of
pairs of load quantities at one monitor station of an aircraft component (2D-envelopes).
The latter one is more relevant because structural design must be based on the extreme
values of simultaneous multi-axial loading, for instance torque and bending moment.
5.4 Simplified Autopilot
In order to assess the effect of pilot input during the wake vortex encounter, sim-
ple feedback control loops for longitudinal and lateral aircraft motion were designed.
Starting from the linearized flight mechanical model without structural dynamic de-
grees of freedom as outlined in Chapter 3.5, state space models with output feedback
are formulated
x˙ = Ax+ Bu (5.4.1)
y = Cx
u = −Ky
and a linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR) design process is applied to determine the feed-
back gain matrix K . Details of this time domain method can be found in any modern
control theory textbook as for instance the one by Stevens and Lewis [115]. No par-
ticular effort was invested in the optimization of the feedback matrices as this aspect
is an area of research for itself, see for instance the wake vortex controller design by
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Kloidt [69] or the wake vortex encounter pilot model developed by Höhne et al. [54].
The use of LQR design in conjunction with a control surface actuator model featuring
time delay, rate and travel limitation was still expected to give a relevant tendency in
terms of flight loads.
5.5 Definition of Encounter
As introduced at the beginning of this chapter, the spatial attitude of the wake vortex
pair relative to the flight path of the encountering aircraft is of great of importance to
the classification of the wake vortex encounter. To describe the position of the wake
vortex pair, four parameters have been chosen as illustrated in Fig.5.7. The first param-
∆zV
ΨV
γV
dV
Reference Point
Figure 5.7: Parameters for Wake Vortex Encounter
eter is the lateral distance dV of the center of gravity of the encountering aircraft to the
flight path of the wake generating aircraft. The second parameter is the vertical offset
∆zV of the wake reference point relative to the flight path of the encountering aircraft.
Two angular parameters, heading ΨV and flight path γV , describe the rotation of the
vortex pair relative to the flight path of the encountering aircraft. The wake reference
point location was computed under the constraint that at the start of the simulation
dV = 250m was ensured, a value where the wake vortex is not significantly affecting
the encountering aircraft yet. The other parameters were varied over the ranges tabu-
lated in Tab. 5.2. They describe a pass-by below, directly through and above the wake
ΨV [◦] 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
γV [◦] -5 0 5
∆zV [m] -5 0 5
Table 5.2: Parameter Ranges for Wake Vortex Encounter
vortex pair, with flight directions leading to both symmetric and asymmetric encoun-
ters with the wake of a climbing, descending and level flying aircraft.
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5.6 Simulation and Data Processing
Themodels as outlined here and in the previous chapters are implemented in the scien-
tific computing environment MATLABTM& SIMULINKTM . To determine the initial con-
ditions for the time integration, trim solutions for level flight are computed using the
freeware TrimMod toolbox by Buchholz [14] and subsequently a state space description
of the model is obtained by linearization about the equilibrium point. The integration
of the equations of motion is performed using the Dormant-Prince-method with adap-
tive stepsize, a member of the Runge-Kutta-family of solvers for ordinary differential
equations.
The use of the unsteady vortex lattice method as outlined in Section 2.2 in conjunction
with a prescribedwakemodel leads to a discrete time representationwith variable time
step size. It is the fixed spatial wake discretization ∆x that in combination with chang-
ing flight speed V leads to the variable time step ∆t = ∆x/V at which SIMULINKTM
will automatically update the output of the UVLMmodel.
5.7 Results and Discussion
5.7.1 Anatomy of the Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Encounter
To develop an understanding of the sequence of loads acting on the aircraft during
pass-through of a wake vortex pair, time histories of the incremental total aircraft aero-
dynamic forces and moments are examined for both symmetric and asymmetric en-
counters. In Fig. 5.8, the lift coefficient CL and pitching moment coefficient CM are
plotted versus simulation time t. The time traces were obtained from a simulation with
Model 1 at MachM = 0.3, altitude h = 0 and encounter parameters ΨV = 90◦, γV = 0◦
and ∆zV = 0. Looking at the fixed path trajectory, the aircraft experiences increasing
positive lift and negligible pitching moment when approaching the first wake vortex.
Lift reaches its first maximumwhen the wing root crosses the first vortex core and then
steeply drops to negative lift until the wing tip also crosses the first core. During pen-
etration of the first vortex, the aircraft experiences an increasing nose down pitching
moment reaching a minimum at the point when the center of gravity of the aircraft
passes the first vortex core. It follows a steep increase in pitching moment with a nose
up maximum when the wing tip crosses the first vortex core. While the horizontal tail
plane is approaching the first vortex core, the negative lift is decreasing and the pitch-
ing moment changes to a nose down direction. Vortex-traversal of the horizontal tail
plane increases the negative lift and leads to strong maximum in pitch-upmoment. Lift
continues to decrease when the wing starts traversing the second vortex core, accom-
panied by a rise of the nose-up pitching moment. The absolute maximum of nose-up
pitching moment is reached when the center of gravity passes the second vortex. At
about the same time, lift is steeply jumping from negative to positive values. After
the wing has crossed the second vortex, lift is dropping to small negative values until
the traversal of the horizontal tail causes a brief increase. The pitching moment drops
to zero during the traversal of the wing, then again rises until the tail plane traversal
causes a steep nose down effect, eventually followed by a decay of the vortex induced
effect.
Time traces for an asymmetric encounter with parameter ΨV = 30◦ are shown in
Fig. 5.9. In addition to the coefficients presented for the symmetric encounter, also
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rolling moment Cl and yawing moment coefficient Cn are plotted versus simulation
time t. Here the lift experienced by the aircraft is significantly smaller than in the sym-
metric case (around 30-60%) whereas pitching moment is of comparable magnitude.
Rolling and yawing moments are 30-60% smaller than the pitching moment. Rolling
and yawing moment both exhibit strong doublets with a peak to peak amplitude be-
tween 0.6 and 1.1 attained in less than 0.5 seconds.
5.7.2 Influence of Encounter Type on Flight Loads
In a first step, the sensitivity of component integrated loads and translational accel-
eration to the type of encounter is studied. Single-quantity loads envelopes for all
63 combinations of parameters given in Tab. 5.2 are computed with Model 1 at Mach
M = 0.3 and altitude h = 0. Both, simulations with autopilot switched on and off are
considered. The lead time for the vortex decay is set to 120 seconds, corresponding
to a separation distance of roughly 5 nautical miles, a value below the recommended
minimum spacing of 6 nautical miles given in Fig. 5.2. The time histories of shear, mo-
ment and torque over the entire aircraft are then processed to obtain ensemble max-
imum and minimum values at each monitor station together with the corresponding
encounter type and simulation time. The results for open loop and closed loop simula-
tions can be found in tables D.1-D.18 in Appendix D.1. For the axis convention of the
loads quantities, the reader is referred to Fig. 5.6.
Inspection of the tables reveals that no uniquely critical encounter for all load quan-
tities on all aircraft components can be determined. Instead, the wing and the front
vertical fuselage are for example most stressed during encounters with high azimuth
angleΨV whereas the most severe loads on horizontal and vertical tail and lateral fuse-
lage can be found for low ΨV . Maximum wing shear and bending moment are found
for a not inclined wake (θV = 0◦), whereas on the other components a tilted wake is
more significant. Direct pass through of the wake with ∆zV = 0 generates the highest
loads on all components except on the vertical tail where flying under the wake puts
the surface closer to the concentrated vorticity. Use of the autopilot which forces the
aircraft to pursue its undisturbed flight path has a different effect depending on the
component. On the wing, the overall loads bandwidth is shifted to more negative val-
ues, e.g. the maximum values are decreased and the minimum values become more
negative, in particular at the outer wing due to aileron deflection. On the horizontal
tail, the autopilot increases the loads bandwidth due to the strong elevator commands
in both directions. On the vertical tail, use of the rudder lowers the maximum torque
values significantly and the minimum values are bigger in magnitude. On the rear
fuselage, the loads are consistently larger in magnitude due to the autopilot.
In tables D.19-D.28 of Appendix D.2, envelope values for maximum and minimum
translational acceleration are presented. These quantities are of interest for the instal-
lation of equipment and on the fuselage can also serve as an indication of passenger
strain during the wake vortex encounter.
Two dimensional envelopes of shear and bending moment plotted against torque, re-
spectively, can be found in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 and illustrate the influence of azimuth
angle ΨV on the combination of loads while wake elevation and offset are kept zero.
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The monitor stations chosen are the root sections of the lifting surfaces and the fuse-
lage station behind the wing center section. On the wing, increasing the azimuth angle
enlarges both types of envelopes up to the point where dominantly only torque con-
tinues to rise. Torque reaches the maximum atΨV = 70◦ and then drops off. The upper
left quadrant of the bending moment against torque envelope at ΨV = 70◦ illustrates a
typical situation during the encounter where neither bending moment nor torque as-
sume extremal values but appear in extreme combination. On the horizontal tail, the
azimuth sensitivity is not pronounced beyond ΨV = 50◦ and the maxima in shear and
bending are very closely spaced. The situation is different on the vertical tail, where the
envelopes significantly change their shape and area with azimuth angle. On the fuse-
lage it is noticeable that all envelopes are bounded in one direction of shear or bending
moment, i.e. changing the azimuth only widens the envelope along the torque axis
and stretches it along one direction of the other axis.
5.7.3 Influence of Aircraft Modeling on Flight Loads
After this general assessment of the encounter type and its impact on flight loads and
accelerations of the aircraft components, selected encounters are simulated using all
four types of incremental aircraft models given in Table 5.1. Time histories of the in-
tegrated shear, bending moment and torque for the monitor stations described in the
previous section can be found in Figs. 5.13 - 5.17. For the symmetric components wing
and horizontal tail, curves for both the left and right hand side component are given
as dotted and solid lines, respectively. All loads values are normalized with the max-
imum positive value obtained with Model 1. Compared to Model 1, including quasi-
static structural flexibility in Model 2 leads to a light alleviation of shear and bending
moment levels on all components whereas torque is hardly affected. An exception is
the vertical tail where increased torque peak values can be found. If instead structural
dynamic behavior is assumed inModel 3, the transient loads become dominated by the
component vibrational response with amplitudes significantly exceeding the levels of
the quasi-static and rigid models. On the vertical tail where the dominant vibrational
frequency is higher than the time scales of the wake vortex induced loads, the expected
oscillatory behavior about a mean value approximately described by the quasi-static
model solution can be observed. Also interesting to note is that dynamic torque on
the fin closely follows the quasi-static values before passage of the first wake vortex
filament excites a torsional vibration. When in addition to the structural dynamics
also unsteady aerodynamics are included in Model 4, the dynamic effect on loads is
diminished compared toModel 3 with quasi-steady aerodynamic assumption. Besides
the reduced amplitude, also slightly different phasing and frequency of vibration are
visible (see for instance shear on the horizontal tail).
Exemplarily, vertical and lateral load factors at the aircraft center of gravity and at the
cockpit derived with the different models are given in Figs. 5.18 - 5.19. Again all load
factors are normalized with the maximum positive value obtained with Model 1. At
the center of gravity, acceleration levels of all models are comparable. The models
containing structural dynamics induce small amplitude vibrations longitudinally and
laterally, signifying that the elastic behavior couples into the rigid body motion. At
the cockpit, the structural dynamic effect of the flexible fuselage is felt dramatically
with steady aerodynamics where peak load factors differ from the quasi-static and
rigid approach by factors of 2 and more. Including unsteady aerodynamics reduces
the effect of dynamic amplification of accelerations.
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Figure 5.13: Effect of Aircraft Model on Wing Loads for a ΨV = 70
◦ Encounter
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Figure 5.14: Effect of Aircraft Model on Horizontal Tail Loads for a ΨV = 70
◦ Encounter
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Figure 5.15: Effect of Aircraft Model on Vertical Tail Loads for a ΨV = 30
◦ Encounter
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Figure 5.16: Effect of Aircraft Model on Vertical Fuselage Loads for a ΨV = 70
◦ Encounter
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Figure 5.17: Effect of Aircraft Model on Lateral Fuselage Loads for a ΨV = 70
◦ Encounter
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Figure 5.18: Effect of Aircraft Model on CG Load Factor for Ψ = 70◦ Encounter
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Figure 5.19: Effect of Aircraft Model on Load Factor at the Cockpit for Ψ = 70◦ Encounter
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
The purpose of integral modeling of flexible aircraft is to provide a model simultane-
ously satisfying the requirements coming from the fields of static and dynamic flight
loads analysis and aeroelasticity. It enables a multidisciplinary approach to aircraft
design and analysis tasks that customarily are carried out in a segregated manner, for
instance combined design of control laws for both trajectory and structural vibration
control or analysis of flight loads during maneuvers in combination with atmospheric
disturbances.
Aim of this thesis is the provision of a new approach to integral modeling. Starting
points are industry standard models for maneuver loads and gust loads. The focus is
put on the development of the aerodynamic model, which combines a database ap-
proach for steady non-linear aerodynamic loading with the steady and unsteady po-
tential based vortex lattice method.
The reason for including the aerodynamic database in the model rather than opting
for a purely numerical aerodynamic approach is the advantage of having non-linear,
compressible, viscous aerodynamic data validated by flight test accessible at very low
computational cost. Bymeans of a mapping procedure, the aerodynamic strip loads re-
trieved from the database are distributed onto a reference surface grid that at the same
time serves as the discretized representation of the aircraft for the numerical aerody-
namic method. The mapping procedure uses force shape functions borrowed from
incompressible airfoil theory to translate sectional loads into a chordwise distribution
of discrete forces in the plane and normal to the lifting surfaces. Compared to an ap-
proach where an equivalent downwash distribution for the vortex lattice method lead-
ing to matched sectional loads is sought for, the method presented here is also able to
resolve the in-plane forces and is independent of the numerical aerodynamic method.
The idea of a common reference surface grid facilitates the use of a single intercon-
nection method between aerodynamic grid and structural grid for both database and
numerical part of the aerodynamic model. This ensures consistent load paths in the
structure and from a process point of view removes the need to maintain and ver-
ify two different approaches. Because the industry standard interconnection method
contained in the finite element package MSC.Nastran only supports two degrees of
freedom (lift and pitching moment), a new method based on finite interpolation ele-
ments with rigid orthogonal connectors is applied. It supports all 6 nodal degrees of
freedom for the aero-structural coupling and is ideally suited for the application with
condensed finite element models. From a process point of view, it allows a highly au-
tomatized build up of the aircraft component interconnections without the need for
coordinate system or spline axis definitions.
For the unsteady aerodynamic part of the model, a different route compared to typical
aeroelastic time domain analysis is taken. Instead of starting out with frequency do-
main aerodynamic forces coming from the industry standard doublet lattice method
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and subsequently transforming these into the time domain by rational function ap-
proximation (RFA), a direct time domain approach is chosen. The reason for that de-
cision is the frequently tedious RFA process, the better accessibility of a time domain
model to physical interpretation and the ability to include geometrical non-linear ef-
fects. The unsteady vortex lattice method constitutes a good trade-off between numer-
ical accuracy and computational performance and despite of its limitation to potential,
incompressible flow is a good means to introduce aerodynamic unsteadiness into an
aircraft simulation model. This thesis contributes in several aspects to the established
unsteady vortex lattice method:
1. A comprehensive presentation of the non-linear and linearizedmathematical for-
mulation in the time domain for both lifting surfaces and non-lifting bodies is
given. This includes the treatment of different wake types and the interaction of
wakes and bodies.
2. Consistent quasi-steady and steady formulations are derived from the full un-
steady method including different rate of incident approximations.
3. A correction method for the unsteady method based on steady aerodynamic ref-
erence data is proposed and verified with computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
4. The linearized formulation is cast in discrete time state space form and consis-
tently transformed to continuous time using the z-transform.
5. An incremental formulation of the method is derived where the wake only con-
tains the unsteady part of the solution. This formulation is then cast into the
notation typically used for RFA which simplifies the introduction of the method
into existing software as replacement to the RFA.
6. To answer the need for fast and compact models, balanced truncation is applied
to the state space formulation. The new element is the application of the balanced
order reduction to each wake column rather than to the entire model which per-
mits the application of dense matrix methods despite of the large original model
size.
7. In order to obtain a truly integral model for both time and frequency domain, the
consistent harmonic formulation of the unsteady vortex lattice method is derived
and a new approach to solving the resulting equation system with inversion of
only frequency dependent partitions of the system matrix is presented.
The time and frequency domain implementation of the method is validated using a
combination of analytical and numerical reference results on lifting surfaces and bod-
ies.
To complete the flexible aircraft model, the equations of motion for the fully flexible
aircraft with non-linear rigid body formulation are presented and means to obtain lin-
earized representations for small disturbance analysis are discussed.
As a typical field of application for the integral model, a flight loads study of wake
vortex encounters is performed in which the sensitivity of aircraft component loads
to the way the encountering aircraft traverses the wake is determined. No encounter
is equally critical for all aircraft components and loads quantities, but the comparison
of results obtained with different types of incremental aerodynamic models shows a
wide variance of loads and acceleration levels.
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Future recommended work in continuation of this thesis can be divided into modeling
and application aspects. In terms of modeling, the following enhancements could be
pursued:
1. Introduction of compressibility would expand the applicability of the UVLM to
moderate subcritical Mach numbers. Relevant publications however, for instance
the paper by Hernandes and Soviero [53], suggest a significant increase of com-
plexity of the method.
2. The correction of the UVLM with steady aerodynamic data could be performed
continuously during the simulation based on output of the aerodynamic database.
3. The number of required wake elements in the UVLM could be reduced by in-
troducing higher order wake elements. This would decrease the model size and
increase the permissible time step.
4. The influence of steady-state wake shape on the harmonic airloads could be stud-
ied by first performing a free-wake steady state computation and subsequently
derive the influence coefficients for the harmonic problem from the deformed
wake.
5. The UVLM could be integrated into a geometrical non-linear analysis where
the aerodynamic influence coefficients are continuously updated according the
shape of the aircraft.
6. Balanced truncation using sparse matrix methods could be applied to the entire
UVLM state space formulation rather than to the wake columns only. This should
lead to a further decrease in model size.
The following applications based on the presented model are proposed for studies:
1. A more detailed wake vortex encounter analysis with respect to flight loads
should be performed using a realistic flight control system and a pilot reaction
model. The wake vortex effect could be enhanced by either
• including the deformation of the Lamb-Oseen vortex due to the velocity in-
duced by the encountering aircraft
• introduction of a higher fidelity wake model
• use of a database velocity field obtained by LIDAR measurement or CFD
2. Multi-objective design optimization with flight loads and aeroelastic constraints
could be performed using the model.
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A Validation of the Vortex Lattice
Method
A.1 Lifting Surfaces
The validation of the VLM for finite lifting surfaces is carried out on a typical transport
aircraft wing (AMP wing, see Zingel [140]) by comparison with the Doublet Lattice
Method (DLM) as developed by Albano and Rodden [1], the industry’s standard tool
for frequency domain aerodynamics. In Fig. A.1, the wing discretization used for both
methods with 14 chordwise and 37 spanwise panels is shown together with the wake
discretization for the VLM. The wake step size is set to 25% chord length of the largest
wing panel and the wake extends 3 wing semi-spans in the downstream direction.
For the validation of the VLM for 2D thin airfoils, two different approaches can be
chosen. Either a rectangular wing with very high aspect ratio is modelled and the lift
and moment of a strip at midspan where the 3D effect is small are compared to the
analytical results. Or a rectangular wing with very high aspect ratio is modelled with
only one spanwise vortex element and the velocity induced by the streamwise vortex
filaments is omitted. Both approaches yield similar results and subsequently a panel
grid with 10 chordwise vortex loops and a wake extending more than 70 chord lengths
is employed.
A.1.1 Steady 3D Solution
Steady state results of the AMP wing are shown in Fig. A.2 together with results
of the DLM, which for zero reduced frequency is equivalent to the VLM. The plots
show the spanwise local load kzl/lg and moment distributions kml/lg versus the non-
dimensional spanwise coordinate η = 2y/b for an angle of attack α = 1◦ and a Mach
numberM = 0.5. The agreement is perfect and validates the steady state implementa-
tion including the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction.
A.1.2 Unsteady 2D Solutions
Analytical solutions for the unsteady aerodynamic loading of a thin airfoil in incom-
pressible potential flow are well known and can be found for instance in Bisplinghoff
et al. [8]. In the following, these analytical solutions are used to validate the unsteady
VLM in both frequency and time domain. For the frequency domain validation, the
HVLM as described in 2.2.6 is used and for the time domain validation, the normal
time stepping procedure is applied.
Analytically, a thin airfoil undergoing harmonic vertical translation with amplitude
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h and pitching motion about midchord with amplitude α experiences the complex
lift coefficient cl = l/(q∞c) and complex moment coefficient about midchord cm =
m/(q∞c
2)
h = h¯ eikτ α = α¯ eikτ
cl
2h¯/c
= 2πikC(k)− πk2
cl
α¯
= πik + πC(k)(ik + 2)
cm
2h¯/c
= πikC(k)
cm
α¯
=
1
8
k2π −
1
2
ikπ + πC(k)(
1
2
ik + 1)
Here k = ωc/2V is the reduced frequency with respect to semichord, τ = tc/2V is the
nondimensional time and C(k) is the complex unsteady lift deficiency function, also
known as Theodorsen function.
A thin airfoil travelling in a harmonic vertical gust field with amplitudewG experiences
the complex lift and moment coefficient about mid chord
wG = w¯Ge
ik(τ−ξ)
cl
w¯G/V
= 2πS(k)
cm
w¯G/V
= πS(k)
Here ξ = 2x/c is the nondimensional position on the airfoil (−1 < ξ < 1) and S(k) is
the complex gust load function, also known as Sears function.
Comparison plots for these three harmonic cases are depicted in Fig. A.3. The numer-
ical results agree very well with the analytical solutions up to reduced frequencies of
k = 5, both for rigid body motion and gust. There is a slight trend of increased dis-
agreement towards the higher reduced frequencies, but no effort has been made to
optimize the number of chordwise panels, wake step size or wake trailing edge offset.
In the time domain, two important analytical solutions are given for a thin airfoil un-
dergoing a step change of angle of attack and entering a sharp-edged gust. For the
angle of attack step, the transient lift coefficient was derived by Wagner [130] and can
be approximated as (see Bisplinghoff et al. [8])
cl(τ)
cl(τ →∞)
= φ(τ)
φ(τ) ≈ 1− 0.165 e−0.0455τ − 0.335 e−0.3τ
in terms of Wagner’s function φ(τ). In addition, Jones [59] provided approximations
for elliptical wings with finite aspect ratio, for Λ = 6 the result is
φ(τ)Λ=6 ≈ 1− 0.3694 e
−0.324τ
The lift transient due to airfoil entering a sharp edged gust was derived by Küssner
[72] and can be approximated as (see Bisplinghoff et al. [8])
cl(τ)
cl(τ →∞)
= ψ(τ)
ψ(τ) ≈ 1− 0.5 e−0.130τ − 0.5 e−τ
in terms of Küssner’s function ψ(τ).
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Figure A.3: Validation of HVLM with Analytical Solutions
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In Fig. A.4, the time domain results of the VLM are compared to the analytical solu-
tions. For the angle of attack step case with finite aspect ratio, a rectangular wing with
Λ = 6 was simulated and not an elliptical wing as assumed by Jones. The simulation
results agree very well with the analytical results for small values of τ . In the inter-
mediate time frame (τ < 5), small discrepancies can be perceived in the sense that the
UVLM lift grows slower than analytically predicted. For larger time values the curves
converge.
A.1.3 Unsteady 3D Solutions
Analogously to the 2D case, total wing lift and moment coefficients for heaving and
pitching motion as well as harmonic vertical gust are shown for the AMP wing in
Fig. A.5. The lateral axis used for pitching motion running through the moment refer-
ence point at 50% of the wing root chord is shown in Fig. A.1. The HVLM results are
comparted to DLM results and again show very good agreement for reduced frequen-
cies based on the aerodynamic mean chord of the wing k = ωlA/V up to 2. To illustrate
the small magnitude of discrepancy, the spanwise local load kzl/lg and moment distri-
butions kml/lg for a reduced frequency k = 2 are plotted versus the non-dimensional
spanwise coordinate η = 2y/b in Fig. A.6. The agreement with DLM is less favorable
on the inboard part of the wing, where HVLM overpredicts lift andmoment. To ensure
that this discrepancy is not due to wrong implementation of the method of images for
the left half of the wing, results are recomputed with a full model but only confirm the
previous findings.
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Figure A.5: Validation of HVLM with Doublet Lattice Method (AMP Wing Totals)
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Figure A.7: Surface Grid of Ellipsoid with Aspect Ratio 4
A.2 Validation of Bodies
The validation of the VLM for bodies is carried out on a ellipsoid with aspect ratio
a/b = 4. The surface panel discretization with 40 panels in the longitudinal and 20
panels in the circumferential direction is shown in Fig. A.7. Because the body is as-
sumed to be non-lifting, no wake modelling is required.
A.2.1 Steady 3D Solution
Exact solutions for ellipsoids in steady, axial, incompressible potential flow can be
found in for instance Schlichting and Truckenbrodt [110]. The pressure distribution
in the streamwise direction is given by the relation
cp(ξ) = 1− A
2 1− ξ
2
1−
[
1−
(
b
a
)2]
ξ2
where a and b are the major and minor equatorial radius, respectively, A is a tabulated
function with A ≈ 1.08 for a/b = 4, and ξ = x
a
is the non-dimensional coordinate along
the longitudinal body axis. The VLM pressure results for α = 0◦ are plotted together
with the analytical results in Fig. A.8(a).
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Again, the agreement with exact theory is very good. Steady and unsteady numerical
solutions for ellipsoids in incompressible potential flow were published by Geissler
[40]. He employed a boundary element method with sources in the shape of truncated
cones to represent body of revolutions and derived the solution for non-slender bodies
at incidence and undergoing finite amplitude motion. In Fig. A.8(b), the VLM results
for the ellipsoid at an angle of attack of α = 15◦ are compared to Geissler’s results on
the upper, lower and side of body. The agreement on the upper and lower body is
excellent, on the side of the body a small discrepancy is visible. This could be due to
the required interpolation of pressures of the VLM on the horizontal cut as the cut is
also a panel boundary.
A.2.2 Unsteady 3D Solution
Geissler’s [40] unsteady results for the heave and pitch motion of the ellipsoid are
compared to the HVLM results in Fig. A.9. The steady angle of attack is α0 = 0◦, the
reduced frequency based on the body length is k = 2ωa/V = 1 and the pitching axis
is located at the center of the body. Heave and pitch amplitude were both set to unity.
Shown are the real and imaginary parts of the pressure distribution on the top of the
body. The overall agreement is very good with the HVLM slightly underpredicting the
suction peaks at the tips of the body compared to Geissler’s method.
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B Linearized Formulation of the
Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method
The linearized formulation of the unsteady vortex lattice method as introduced in
Chapter 2.2.3 requires the construction of several matrices and vectors, which will be
described in detail below.
B.1 Linearized Downwash
The linearized downwash equation Eq. (2.2.36)
δd = D1uA + D2u˙A + D3uG
contains the normalwash matrix D1 due to panel displacement
D1 =


d1,1 0 . . . 0
0 d1,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . d1,NP

 with dT1,k =


0
0
0
n× vR


k
,
the normalwash matrix D2 due to panel velocity
D2 =


d2,1 0 . . . 0
0 d2,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . d2,NP

 with dT2,k =
{
n
∆c75 × n
}
k
.
and the normalwash matrix D3 due to atmospheric gust
D3 =


d3,1 0 . . . 0
0 d3,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . d3,NP

 with dT3,k = −nk.
For body panels, the last three elements of d2,k are set to zero as the collocation point
is the panel centroid. Panel displacements and velocities at the panel centroid are col-
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lected in the vectors uA and u˙A, respectively:
uA =


u1
ϕ1
...
uNP
ϕNP


with uk =


ux
uy
uz


k
, ϕk =


ϕx
ϕy
ϕz


k
u˙A =


u˙1
ϕ˙1
...
u˙NP
ϕ˙NP


with u˙k =


u˙x
u˙y
u˙z


k
, ϕ˙k =


ϕ˙x
ϕ˙y
ϕ˙z


k
and the panel gust disturbances are assembled in the gust vector uG
uG =


uG,1
...
uG,NP

 with uG,k =


uG,x
uG,y
uG,z


k
where the gust velocities must be specified at the panel collocation point and resolved
in the directions of the body axis system.
B.2 Linearized Loads of Lifting Surface Panels
The linearized load of lifting surface panels given in Eq. (2.2.37)
fA/q∞ = S1P ΓP + S2 Γ˙P
contains the load matrix S1 from linearization of the Kutta-Joukowski theorem
S1 =
2
V 2∞


s1,1 0 . . . 0
0 s1,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . s1,NP

 with s1,k =
{
vR × r
(vR × r)×∆c25
}
k
the load matrix S2 for the total derivative of the potential
S2 = −
2
V 2∞


s2,1 0 . . . 0
0 s2,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . s2,NP

 with s2,k =


An
0
0
0


k
.
and the permutation matrix P to obtain the effective panel circulation where
Pi,j =
{
1 if i=j
−1 if panel j is the upstream neighbor of panel i.
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The panel forces and moments with respect to the panel centroid are collected in the
total panel load vector fA
fA =


f 1
m1
...
fNP
mNP


with f k =


fx
fy
fz


k
, mk =


mx
my
mz


k
B.3 Linearized Loads of Body Panels
The linearized steady load of body panels given in Eq. (2.2.38)
fA/q∞ = S2SV (δdτ + (G + Aτ )ΓP + BτΓW)
contains the panel velocity matrix SV of the steady state
SV =


sV,1 0 . . . 0
0 sV,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . sV,NP

 with sTVk =
{
(vR + vind + v¯)0 · τ 1
(vR + vind + v¯)0 · τ 2
}
k
and δdτ is the vector of tangential disturbance velocities on the body panels derived
from
δdτ = D1τuA + D2τ u˙A + D3τuG
with the tangential disturbance matrix D1τ due to panel displacement
D1τ =


D1τ,1 0 . . . 0
0 D1τ,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . D1τ,NP

 with D1τ,k =
[
0 0 0 (τ 1 × vR)
T
0 0 0 (τ 2 × vR)
T
]
k
the tangential disturbance matrix D2τ due to panel velocity
D2τ =


D2τ,1 0 . . . 0
0 D2τ,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . D2τ,NP

 with D2τ,k =
[
−τT1 0 0 0
−τT2 0 0 0
]
k
and the tangential disturbance matrices D3τ due atmospheric velocity
D3τ =


D3τ,1 0 . . . 0
0 D3τ,2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . D3τ,NP

 with D3τ,k =
[
τT1
τT2
]
k
Further on, G is the circulation differentiation matrix containing the derivative coeffi-
cients in the two tangential directions multiplied by 0.5. To illustrate its construction,
assume the application of a standard central difference scheme. Denoting the target
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panel by (i, j) and placing the origin of the arc length at the target panel centroid, the
coefficients of the second order polynomial for the circulation in the direction of τ 1 (the
i-direction) is determined by the equation system:

Γi−1,j
Γi,j
Γi+1,j

 =

||r50i,j − r50i−1,j||2 −||r50i,j − r50i−1,j || 10 0 1
||r50i+1,j − r50i,j||
2 ||r50i+1,j − r50i,j|| 1




ai,j
bi,j
ci,j


where the distance between the panel centroids has been chosen as an approximate arc
length. If a higher degree of accuracy is required, the arc length should be determined
along line segments from the first panel centroid to the mid point of the common panel
edge of the two panels and from there to the panel centroid of the second panel. The
desired vortex sheet strength at the target panel is the first derivative of the second
order polynomial evaluated at the arc length origin, therefore
γτ1,i =
{
0 0 1
}||r50i,j − r50i−1,j ||2 −||r50i,j − r50i−1,j || 10 0 1
||r50i+1,j − r50i,j ||
2 ||r50i+1,j − r50i,j || 1

−1


Γi−1,j
Γi,j
Γi+1,j


The derivative in the τ 2 (the j-direction) is formed analogously and both gradient vec-
tors are sorted into the overall gradient matrix G such that
γ = 2GΓP with γ =


γτ1,1
γτ2,1
...
γτ1,NP
γτ2,NP


.
The tangential aerodynamic influence matrices Aτ and Bτ provide the induced tangen-
tial velocity of the bound vortex loops and wake, respectively:
vind,τ = AτΓP + BτΓW with vind,τ =


vind,τ1,1
vind,τ2,1
...
vind,τ1,NP
vind,τ2,NP


.
The unsteady panel load due to the time derivative of the potential is given in Eq. (2.2.40)
fA/q∞ = S2
(
(I0P + IP (G + Aτ )) Γ˙P + (I0W + IPBτ ) Γ˙W
)
and contains the upstream potential matrix I0P and I0W for bound and wake panels,
which can be determined from
I0P = IT∞Ax
I0W = IT∞Bx
Here we have introduced the trapezoidal integration vector for the induced velocity
along the straight line extending upstream from the body apex
T T∞ =
1
2


||rS,2 − rS,1||
||rS,2 − rS,1||
...
||rS,N−1 − rS,N−3||
||rS,N − rS,N−1||


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P50,2
P50,1
PS,NPS,N-1PS,N-2
Figure B.1: Upstream Integration for the Potential
which applies trapezoidal integration to scalar values given at N control points PS,i
distributed on a straight line extending upstream from the body apex as depicted in
Fig. B.1. The two aerodynamic influence matrices Ax and Bx provide the induced ve-
locities at these control points in the direction of the straight line and the unit vector I
contains as many elements as there are body panels.
Finally, IP is the body contour integration matrix
IP =
1
2


IP,11 0 . . . 0
IP,21 IP,22 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
IP,N1 IP,N2 . . . IP,NN


where the first row element IP,11 contains the trapezoidal integration coefficients from
the apex to the first body panel centroid and subsequent rows are a copy of the preced-
ing row plus the integration coefficients describing the integration from the previous
panel centroid to the next one.
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B.4 Discrete to ContinuousTimeConversions of theWake
State Equation
In Section 2.2.3, the state space equation for the wake circulation was introduced as
Γ˙W = A¯ΓW + B¯1d+ B¯2d˙
and depending on the choice of approximation for the continuous time Laplace variable
s, the coefficients of the state space equation assume different values. In the following
tables, the continuous time coefficients resulting from three different types of numeri-
cal time integration are given in terms of the discrete time coefficients.
Forward Rectangular: s ≈ z−1
∆t
A¯ 1
∆t
(TW − TPA
−1B − I )
B¯1 −
1
∆t
TPA
−1
B¯2 −
Backward Rectangular: s ≈ 1
∆t
z−1
z
A¯ 1
∆t
(TW − TPA
−1B)
−1
(TW − TPA
−1B − I )
B¯1 −
1
∆t
(TW − TPA
−1B)
−1
TPA
−1
B¯2 (TW − TPA
−1B)
−1
TPA
−1
Bilinear: s ≈ 2
∆t
z−1
z+1
A¯ 2
∆t
(TW − TPA
−1B + I )
−1
(TW − TPA
−1B − I )
B¯1 −
2
∆t
(TW − TPA
−1B + I )
−1
TPA
−1
B¯2 (TW − TPA
−1B + I )
−1
TPA
−1
As mentioned before, only the forward rectangular integration (Euler-integration) pre-
serves the sparse structure of the state matrix A¯ and from a computer memory point
of view is the most feasible solution. To illustrate the low impact of this choice on
the unsteady aerodynamic loading, the transfer function from heaving motion onto
lift and pitching moment about the leading edge of a rectangular wing of aspect ra-
tio 6 is shown in Fig. B.2. With increasing reduced frequency, the forward rectangular
approximation yields a higher magnitude and phase angle than the bilinear approx-
imation. At the highest reduced frequency examined here, the error in magnitude is
less than 3% and the difference in phase angle is lower than 4%. In terms of model size,
the forward rectangular approximation in this example requires only 1% of computer
memory compared to the bilinear model.
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Figure B.2: Impact of Discrete to Continuous Time Transformations on the Transfer Func-
tion of a Rectangular Wing (AR=6) in Heaving Motion
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C Aircraft Data
Length 73 m
Wing Span 79 m
Height 24 m
Mass 386 t
Approach Speed 146 kt (75 m/s)
Approach Mach 0.22
Wing Sweep (25% chord) 34◦
Table C.1: Leading Aircraft: Airbus A380-800
Length 73 m
Wing Span 60 m
Height 17 m
Mass 209 t
Wing Sweep (25% chord) 30◦
Table C.2: Follower Aircraft: Airbus A340-300
Figure C.1: Planform View of Airbus Aircraft
167
D Envelopes for Wake Vortex
Encounter
This appendix contains the tabulated results from the parametric wake vortex en-
counter study using Model 1 from Chapter 5. Given are flight loads and acceleration
envelopes of all main structural components for simulations with and without autopi-
lot. All values are normalized by the maximum positive value obtained on the respec-
tive components for simulations without autopilot. For every envelope point, a case
key using the convention AxxEyyHzzz is given where xx is the wake azimuth angle
ψV [DEG], yy is the elevation angle γV [DEG] and zzz is the vertical wake offset ∆zV
[m].
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D.1 Integrated Loads
D.1.1 Wing Envelopes
STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 2.79 92.91 A80E00H000 100.00 A70E00H000 100.00 A70E-5H000
2 3.12 86.45 A80E00H000 98.66 A70E00H000 94.57 A70E-5H000
3 3.70 95.25 A80E00H000 95.96 A70E00H000 90.07 A70E-5H000
4 4.40 97.28 A80E00H000 92.48 A70E00H000 88.03 A70E-5H000
5 5.07 100.00 A80E00H000 88.94 A70E00H000 88.12 A70E-5H000
6 5.40 97.63 A80E00H000 87.14 A70E00H000 85.51 A70E-5H000
7 6.22 94.98 A80E00H000 82.85 A70E00H000 76.84 A70E-5H000
8 7.71 93.88 A90E00H000 74.43 A70E00H000 63.05 A70E-5H000
9 8.94 92.38 A90E00H000 67.52 A70E00H000 54.42 A70E-5H000
10 9.80 98.76 A80E00H000 60.32 A70E00H000 42.19 A70E-5H000
11 11.13 95.15 A80E00H000 51.75 A70E00H000 38.20 A70E-5H000
12 12.91 86.19 A80E00H000 41.49 A70E00H000 30.25 A70E-5H000
13 14.69 71.89 A80E00H000 33.05 A70E00H000 24.49 A60E-5H000
14 16.47 61.18 A80E00H000 26.36 A70E00H000 20.28 A60E-5H000
15 18.27 50.70 A80E00H000 21.84 A60E00H000 16.63 A60E-5H000
16 19.38 45.42 A80E00H000 19.56 A60E00H000 14.85 A60E-5H000
17 19.82 50.26 A60E00H000 16.25 A60E00H000 10.26 A80E05H000
18 21.07 44.85 A70E00H000 12.38 A60E00H000 8.51 A80E05H000
19 23.08 38.84 A60E00H000 6.95 A60E00H000 6.63 A80E05H000
20 24.63 29.58 A60E00H000 3.91 A60E00H000 4.48 A80E05H000
21 25.79 21.48 A60E00H000 2.27 A60E00H000 2.94 A80E05H000
22 26.90 15.57 A60E00H000 1.17 A60E00H000 1.89 A80E05H000
23 27.84 9.45 A60E00H000 0.60 A60E00H000 0.79 A80E05H000
24 28.64 5.69 A60E00H000 0.30 A60E00H000 0.42 A30E00H000
Table D.1: Wing Maximum Envelope
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STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 2.79 97.07 A80E00H000 99.99 A90E00H000 96.00 A70E-5H000
2 3.12 90.74 A80E00H000 98.36 A90E00H000 90.83 A70E-5H000
3 3.70 95.50 A80E00H000 95.37 A90E00H000 86.71 A70E-5H000
4 4.40 93.69 A80E00H000 91.67 A90E00H000 84.88 A70E-5H000
5 5.07 96.45 A80E00H000 87.83 A90E00H000 85.06 A70E-5H000
6 5.40 94.81 A80E00H000 85.88 A90E00H000 82.54 A70E-5H000
7 6.22 91.63 A80E00H000 81.12 A90E00H000 74.31 A70E-5H000
8 7.71 91.04 A90E00H000 72.57 A90E00H000 61.31 A70E-5H000
9 8.94 89.72 A90E00H000 65.53 A70E00H000 53.06 A70E-5H000
10 9.80 96.16 A80E00H000 59.08 A90E00H000 41.58 A70E-5H000
11 11.13 93.07 A90E00H000 50.90 A90E00H000 37.71 A70E-5H000
12 12.91 84.80 A90E00H000 40.91 A90E00H000 29.99 A70E-5H000
13 14.69 72.73 A90E00H000 32.29 A90E00H000 23.38 A60E-5H000
14 16.47 61.42 A90E00H000 25.49 A60E00H000 19.53 A60E-5H000
15 18.27 50.07 A90E00H000 21.16 A60E00H000 16.12 A60E-5H000
16 19.38 43.77 A80E00H000 18.97 A60E00H000 14.28 A60E-5H000
17 19.82 48.43 A60E00H000 15.78 A60E00H000 10.15 A80E05H000
18 21.07 43.18 A70E00H000 12.05 A60E00H000 8.45 A80E05H000
19 23.08 37.51 A60E00H000 6.80 A60E00H000 6.66 A80E05H000
20 24.63 28.73 A60E00H000 3.85 A60E00H000 4.38 A80E05H000
21 25.79 20.98 A60E00H000 2.25 A60E00H000 2.90 A80E05H000
22 26.90 15.32 A60E00H000 1.16 A60E00H000 1.87 A80E05H000
23 27.84 9.36 A60E00H000 0.60 A60E00H000 0.78 A80E05H000
24 28.64 5.66 A60E00H000 0.30 A60E00H000 0.39 A30E00H000
Table D.2: Wing Maximum Envelope (Closed Loop)
STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 2.79 -32.54 A80E00H000 -26.32 A90E00H000 -84.30 A70E00H000
2 3.12 -32.04 A80E00H000 -25.94 A90E00H000 -85.08 A70E00H000
3 3.70 -28.85 A80E00H000 -25.25 A90E00H000 -86.36 A70E00H000
4 4.40 -27.23 A80E00H000 -24.37 A90E00H000 -87.54 A70E00H000
5 5.07 -23.44 A80E00H000 -23.50 A90E00H000 -87.58 A70E00H000
6 5.40 -21.08 A80E00H000 -23.08 A90E00H000 -83.97 A70E00H000
7 6.22 -19.46 A90E00H000 -22.01 A90E00H000 -79.18 A70E00H000
8 7.71 -20.39 A90E00H000 -19.96 A90E00H000 -73.42 A70E00H000
9 8.94 -20.84 A90E00H000 -18.24 A90E00H000 -66.38 A70E00H000
10 9.80 -19.85 A90E00H000 -17.04 A90E00H000 -44.31 A70E00H000
11 11.13 -20.37 A90E00H000 -15.39 A90E00H000 -41.11 A70E00H000
12 12.91 -20.53 A90E00H000 -13.32 A90E00H000 -35.08 A70E00H000
13 14.69 -20.56 A90E00H000 -11.14 A90E00H000 -29.27 A70E00H000
14 16.47 -20.07 A90E00H000 -8.92 A90E00H000 -26.56 A60E00H000
15 18.27 -19.06 A90E00H000 -6.71 A90E00H000 -26.26 A60E00H000
16 19.38 -17.44 A90E00H000 -6.81 A70E00H000 -26.22 A60E00H000
17 19.82 -15.50 A90E00H000 -5.28 A70E00H000 -10.47 A70E00H000
18 21.07 -14.26 A90E00H000 -4.35 A70E00H000 -8.64 A70E00H000
19 23.08 -12.43 A90E00H000 -2.62 A70E00H000 -6.60 A80E00H000
20 24.63 -10.48 A70E00H000 -1.51 A70E00H000 -4.41 A80E00H000
21 25.79 -7.81 A70E00H000 -0.91 A70E00H000 -2.82 A80E00H000
22 26.90 -6.08 A70E00H000 -0.48 A70E00H000 -1.73 A80E00H000
23 27.84 -3.70 A70E00H000 -0.27 A70E00H000 -0.86 A80E00H000
24 28.64 -2.37 A70E00H000 -0.14 A70E00H000 -0.51 A60E00H000
Table D.3: Wing Minimum Envelope
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STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 2.79 -36.83 A80E00H000 -29.31 A90E00H000 -83.87 A70E00H000
2 3.12 -36.20 A80E00H000 -28.87 A90E00H000 -84.55 A70E00H000
3 3.70 -33.07 A80E00H000 -28.05 A90E00H000 -85.82 A70E00H000
4 4.40 -31.38 A80E00H000 -27.03 A90E00H000 -86.99 A70E00H000
5 5.07 -27.58 A80E00H000 -26.02 A90E00H000 -87.07 A70E00H000
6 5.40 -25.21 A80E00H000 -25.53 A90E00H000 -83.51 A70E00H000
7 6.22 -22.60 A90E00H000 -24.30 A90E00H000 -78.72 A70E00H000
8 7.71 -23.22 A90E00H000 -21.96 A90E00H000 -72.34 A70E00H000
9 8.94 -23.54 A90E00H000 -20.01 A90E00H000 -65.35 A70E00H000
10 9.80 -22.62 A90E00H000 -18.62 A90E00H000 -44.45 A70E00H000
11 11.13 -23.04 A90E00H000 -16.67 A90E00H000 -41.24 A70E00H000
12 12.91 -22.93 A90E00H000 -14.31 A90E00H000 -35.19 A70E00H000
13 14.69 -22.63 A90E00H000 -11.90 A90E00H000 -29.34 A70E00H000
14 16.47 -21.83 A90E00H000 -9.48 A90E00H000 -26.07 A60E00H000
15 18.27 -20.52 A90E00H000 -7.56 A70E00H000 -25.83 A60E00H000
16 19.38 -18.60 A90E00H000 -7.59 A70E00H000 -25.84 A60E00H000
17 19.82 -16.51 A90E00H000 -5.94 A70E00H000 -10.77 A70E00H000
18 21.07 -15.16 A90E00H000 -4.82 A70E00H000 -8.88 A70E00H000
19 23.08 -13.80 A70E00H000 -2.83 A70E00H000 -6.78 A80E00H000
20 24.63 -11.67 A70E00H000 -1.60 A70E00H000 -4.52 A80E00H000
21 25.79 -8.53 A70E00H000 -0.94 A70E00H000 -2.89 A80E00H000
22 26.90 -6.48 A70E00H000 -0.49 A70E00H000 -1.76 A80E00H000
23 27.84 -3.83 A70E00H000 -0.27 A70E00H000 -0.87 A80E00H000
24 28.64 -2.39 A70E00H000 -0.14 A70E00H000 -0.50 A60E00H000
Table D.4: Wing Minimum Envelope (Closed Loop)
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D.1.2 Horizontal Tail Envelopes
STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 1.16 100.00 A40E-5H000 100.00 A40E-5H000 100.00 A80E05H000
2 1.68 99.76 A40E-5H000 88.97 A40E-5H000 99.02 A80E05H000
3 2.70 96.67 A40E-5H000 67.93 A40E-5H000 93.23 A80E05H000
4 3.89 83.97 A30E-5H000 46.59 A40E-5H000 68.69 A80E05H000
5 5.26 67.93 A30E-5H000 26.38 A40E-5H000 45.08 A90E-5H000
6 6.64 50.04 A40E-5H000 11.55 A40E-5H000 28.67 A90E-5H000
7 7.83 31.41 A40E-5H000 3.62 A40E-5H000 14.96 A90E-5H000
8 8.79 13.99 A40E-5H000 0.71 A40E-5H000 5.63 A90E-5H000
9 9.35 6.06 A40E-5H000 0.09 A80E-5H000 1.98 A90E05H000
Table D.5: Horizontal Tail Maximum Envelope
STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 0.00 104.98 A40E-5H000 103.90 A50E-5H000 123.38 A70E05H000
2 0.52 104.70 A40E-5H000 92.01 A50E-5H000 123.04 A70E05H000
3 1.54 101.16 A40E-5H000 69.65 A50E-5H000 115.34 A70E05H000
4 2.73 106.06 A30E00H-10 47.29 A50E-5H000 85.81 A70E05H000
5 4.10 69.72 A40E-5H000 26.47 A50E-5H000 297.15 A30E00H-10
6 5.48 50.37 A50E-5H000 11.50 A50E-5H000 43.32 A70E05H000
7 6.67 31.05 A50E-5H000 3.62 A50E-5H000 16.78 A90E05H000
8 7.63 14.06 A50E-5H000 0.70 A50E-5H000 8.83 A30E00H010
9 8.20 6.13 A50E-5H000 0.10 A80E-5H000 2.17 A70E05H000
Table D.6: Horizontal Tail Maximum Envelope (Closed Loop)
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STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 1.16 -100.22 A60E00H000 -83.47 A50E00H000 -61.22 A70E-5H000
2 1.68 -97.68 A60E00H000 -72.60 A50E00H000 -61.00 A70E-5H000
3 2.70 -88.70 A60E00H000 -52.98 A50E00H000 -57.06 A70E-5H000
4 3.89 -71.47 A50E00H000 -34.56 A50E00H000 -42.72 A70E-5H000
5 5.26 -53.45 A50E00H000 -18.58 A50E00H000 -29.32 A80E-5H000
6 6.64 -36.25 A50E00H000 -7.84 A50E00H000 -18.12 A70E-5H000
7 7.83 -21.49 A50E00H000 -2.43 A50E00H000 -10.33 A70E-5H000
8 8.79 -9.71 A50E00H000 -0.43 A50E00H000 -5.58 A50E-5H000
9 9.35 -3.80 A50E00H000 -0.11 A90E-5H000 -2.30 A60E-5H000
Table D.7: Horizontal Tail Minimum Envelope
STN Y [m] TZ [%] Case MX [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 0.00 -116.80 A60E00H000 -97.91 A60E00H000 -69.33 A70E-5H000
2 0.52 -114.36 A60E00H000 -84.83 A60E00H000 -69.10 A60E-5H000
3 1.54 -104.16 A60E00H000 -61.58 A60E00H000 -64.58 A70E-5H000
4 2.73 -84.56 A60E00H000 -39.60 A60E00H000 -48.21 A60E-5H000
5 4.10 -176.11 A30E00H-10 -20.78 A60E00H000 -56.86 A70E00H-10
6 5.48 -41.42 A60E00H000 -8.48 A60E00H000 -19.83 A70E-5H000
7 6.67 -23.66 A60E00H000 -2.50 A60E00H000 -11.13 A70E-5H000
8 7.63 -10.46 A60E00H000 -0.39 A70E-5H000 -5.73 A50E-5H000
9 8.20 -3.72 A50E00H000 -0.11 A90E05H000 -2.36 A50E-5H000
Table D.8: Horizontal Tail Minimum Envelope (Closed Loop)
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D.1.3 Vertical Tail Envelopes
STN Z [m] TY [%] Case MX [%] Case MZ [%] Case
1 0.00 100.00 A30E00H000 100.00 A30E-5H-10 100.00 A30E05H000
2 0.64 93.45 A30E-5H-10 87.30 A30E-5H-10 76.52 A30E05H000
3 1.64 87.66 A30E-5H-10 67.82 A30E-5H-10 71.05 A30E05H000
4 2.64 79.08 A30E-5H-10 50.44 A30E-5H-10 47.03 A40E05H000
5 3.54 71.31 A30E-5H-10 35.58 A30E-5H-10 31.15 A40E05H000
6 4.57 60.17 A30E-5H-10 21.91 A30E-5H-10 15.49 A40E05H000
7 5.37 51.02 A30E-5H-10 12.82 A30E-5H-10 13.46 A40E-5H000
8 5.96 37.59 A30E-5H-10 8.17 A30E-5H-10 5.04 A40E00H-10
9 6.55 32.29 A30E-5H-10 4.11 A30E-5H-10 5.60 A40E00H-10
10 7.35 18.35 A30E-5H-10 0.71 A30E05H-10 3.15 A40E00H-10
11 8.00 5.55 A30E-5H-10 0.14 A80E05H000 2.07 A30E05H-10
Table D.9: Vertical Tail Maximum Envelope
STN Z [m] TY [%] Case MX [%] Case MZ [%] Case
1 0.00 99.17 A30E-5H010 90.23 A30E-5H-10 70.22 A30E05H000
2 0.64 89.81 A30E-5H010 79.06 A30E-5H-10 51.64 A40E05H000
3 1.64 79.39 A30E-5H-10 61.77 A30E-5H-10 46.89 A40E05H000
4 2.64 71.65 A30E-5H-10 46.19 A30E-5H-10 28.20 A40E05H000
5 3.54 65.47 A30E-5H-10 32.97 A30E-5H-10 18.26 A50E05H000
6 4.57 55.82 A30E-5H-10 20.40 A30E-5H-10 12.24 A40E-5H000
7 5.37 47.64 A30E-5H-10 12.11 A30E-5H-10 12.41 A40E-5H000
8 5.96 35.35 A30E-5H-10 7.74 A30E-5H-10 5.48 A40E-5H000
9 6.55 30.54 A30E-5H-10 3.80 A30E-5H-10 6.64 A40E-5H000
10 7.35 17.62 A30E-5H-10 0.69 A30E-5H010 4.03 A40E-5H000
11 8.00 5.18 A30E05H-10 0.16 A90E00H000 1.98 A30E05H-10
Table D.10: Vertical Tail Maximum Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
176 D Envelopes for Wake Vortex Encounter
STN Z [m] TY [%] Case MX [%] Case MZ [%] Case
1 0.00 -20.78 A80E00H000 -15.13 A90E00H000 -55.24 A40E-5H010
2 0.64 -18.22 A90E00H000 -12.58 A90E00H000 -59.57 A30E05H-10
3 1.64 -14.82 A80E00H000 -9.10 A90E00H000 -59.17 A30E05H-10
4 2.64 -11.80 A80E00H000 -6.27 A90E00H000 -45.02 A30E05H-10
5 3.54 -8.64 A80E00H000 -3.82 A90E00H000 -30.00 A40E05H-10
6 4.57 -5.91 A80E00H000 -2.31 A90E00H000 -23.30 A40E05H-10
7 5.37 -4.48 A80E00H000 -1.46 A90E00H000 -15.35 A40E05H-10
8 5.96 -3.26 A90E00H000 -0.96 A90E00H000 -10.03 A50E05H-10
9 6.55 -2.46 A90E00H000 -0.57 A90E00H000 -8.17 A50E05H-10
10 7.35 -1.87 A50E05H-10 -0.23 A90E00H000 -4.12 A30E-5H-10
11 8.00 -1.27 A40E05H-10 -0.05 A90E00H000 -3.34 A40E-5H000
Table D.11: Vertical Tail Minimum Envelope
STN Z [m] TY [%] Case MX [%] Case MZ [%] Case
1 0.00 -30.95 A80E00H000 -23.73 A90E00H000 -56.11 A50E00H000
2 0.64 -28.64 A90E00H000 -19.73 A90E00H000 -48.11 A40E00H000
3 1.64 -22.21 A80E00H000 -14.24 A90E00H000 -48.47 A40E00H000
4 2.64 -18.08 A90E00H000 -9.83 A90E00H000 -41.21 A30E05H-10
5 3.54 -12.73 A80E00H000 -5.89 A90E00H000 -32.24 A30E05H-10
6 4.57 -8.73 A80E00H000 -3.55 A90E00H000 -29.43 A30E05H-10
7 5.37 -6.62 A30E05H-10 -2.24 A90E00H000 -20.20 A30E05H-10
8 5.96 -4.87 A90E00H000 -1.47 A90E00H000 -13.28 A40E05H-10
9 6.55 -3.67 A90E00H000 -0.89 A90E00H000 -10.73 A40E05H-10
10 7.35 -3.77 A40E05H-10 -0.36 A90E00H000 -4.50 A40E05H-10
11 8.00 -2.63 A30E05H-10 -0.09 A90E00H000 -4.15 A50E05H-10
Table D.12: Vertical Tail Minimum Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
D.1 Integrated Loads 177
D.1.4 Fuselage Envelopes
STN X [m] TZ [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 3.34 16.75 A90E00H000 0.35 A50E-5H000
2 5.69 53.05 A90E00H000 1.36 A50E-5H000
3 8.08 62.49 A90E00H000 4.46 A90E00H000
4 10.20 69.42 A90E00H000 8.08 A90E00H000
5 12.32 74.74 A90E00H000 12.11 A90E00H000
6 14.44 82.37 A90E00H000 16.40 A90E00H000
7 16.56 90.49 A90E00H000 21.23 A90E00H000
8 18.68 100.00 A90E00H000 26.48 A90E00H000
9 20.80 95.09 A90E00H000 32.21 A90E00H000
10 22.93 91.17 A90E00H000 37.80 A90E00H000
11 25.32 81.42 A90E00H000 43.60 A90E00H000
12 27.97 37.36 A90E00H000 100.00 A80E00H000
13 30.89 36.75 A90E00H000 84.51 A80E00H000
14 33.81 41.13 A90E00H000 69.82 A80E00H000
15 36.46 46.82 A90E00H000 57.61 A60E00H000
16 38.85 44.26 A90E00H000 51.23 A60E00H000
17 40.98 39.49 A90E00H000 46.04 A80E05H000
18 43.10 36.41 A90E00H000 41.34 A80E05H000
19 45.75 34.32 A90E00H000 35.28 A80E05H000
20 47.87 32.44 A90E00H000 30.61 A80E05H000
21 50.60 43.06 A60E-5H000 24.59 A80E05H000
22 53.02 58.12 A60E-5H000 19.12 A80E05H000
23 54.76 65.87 A60E-5H000 14.99 A80E05H000
24 56.34 70.07 A60E-5H000 11.04 A80E05H000
25 57.76 -1.38 A90E00H000 2.92 A30E00H000
26 59.66 -5.21 A30E-5H000 1.01 A30E00H000
27 60.68 -2.73 A30E-5H000 0.51 A30E00H000
Table D.13: Fuselage Maximum Vertical Envelope
2010–37
178 D Envelopes for Wake Vortex Encounter
STN X [m] TZ [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 3.34 19.95 A90E00H000 0.36 A50E-5H000
2 5.69 61.02 A90E00H000 1.46 A50E-5H000
3 8.08 71.84 A90E00H000 5.23 A90E00H000
4 10.20 79.67 A90E00H000 9.39 A90E00H000
5 12.32 85.65 A90E00H000 14.02 A90E00H000
6 14.44 94.04 A90E00H000 18.94 A90E00H000
7 16.56 102.96 A90E00H000 24.45 A90E00H000
8 18.68 113.07 A90E00H000 30.42 A90E00H000
9 20.80 108.54 A90E00H000 36.92 A90E00H000
10 22.93 102.64 A90E00H000 43.29 A90E00H000
11 25.32 88.09 A90E00H000 49.98 A90E00H000
12 27.97 41.91 A90E00H000 103.38 A90E00H000
13 30.89 41.56 A90E00H000 87.35 A90E00H000
14 33.81 43.74 A90E00H000 73.20 A90E00H000
15 36.46 47.94 A90E00H000 62.95 A60E00H000
16 38.85 50.03 A90E00H000 56.20 A60E00H000
17 40.98 45.71 A90E00H000 50.31 A60E00H000
18 43.10 38.78 A90E00H000 45.09 A80E05H000
19 45.75 32.39 A90E00H000 38.44 A80E05H000
20 47.87 36.64 A90E00H000 33.20 A80E05H000
21 50.60 46.41 A60E-5H000 26.33 A80E05H000
22 53.02 61.17 A60E-5H000 19.95 A80E05H000
23 54.76 69.06 A60E-5H000 15.19 A80E05H000
24 56.34 74.07 A60E-5H000 10.91 A80E05H000
25 57.76 33.58 A30E00H000 6.66 A30E00H000
26 59.66 53.79 A30E00H000 2.29 A30E00H000
27 60.68 26.06 A30E00H000 1.19 A30E00H000
Table D.14: Fuselage Maximum Vertical Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
D.1 Integrated Loads 179
STN X [m] TZ [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 3.34 -11.48 A40E05H-10 -0.18 A40E05H-10
2 5.69 -25.79 A90E00H000 -0.97 A40E05H-10
3 8.08 -31.41 A90E00H000 -2.45 A90E00H000
4 10.20 -34.82 A90E00H000 -4.29 A90E00H000
5 12.32 -37.32 A90E00H000 -6.31 A90E00H000
6 14.44 -40.83 A90E00H000 -8.46 A90E00H000
7 16.56 -43.58 A90E00H000 -10.83 A90E00H000
8 18.68 -48.39 A90E00H000 -13.36 A90E00H000
9 20.80 -50.09 A90E00H000 -16.12 A90E00H000
10 22.93 -47.59 A90E00H000 -19.10 A90E00H000
11 25.32 -44.55 A90E00H000 -22.19 A90E00H000
12 27.97 -207.35 A60E00H000 -29.28 A90E00H000
13 30.89 -217.91 A70E00H000 -26.37 A90E00H000
14 33.81 -183.41 A80E00H000 -23.42 A90E00H000
15 36.46 -176.11 A90E00H000 -20.38 A90E00H000
16 38.85 -165.19 A90E00H000 -18.23 A60E-5H000
17 40.98 -148.06 A90E00H000 -18.62 A60E-5H000
18 43.10 -133.34 A90E00H000 -18.55 A60E-5H000
19 45.75 -116.00 A80E00H000 -17.58 A60E-5H000
20 47.87 -95.62 A80E00H000 -16.24 A60E-5H000
21 50.60 -82.53 A60E00H000 -13.67 A70E-5H000
22 53.02 -81.14 A60E00H000 -10.24 A70E-5H000
23 54.76 -84.02 A80E05H000 -7.47 A70E-5H000
24 56.34 -95.23 A80E05H000 -5.49 A70E-5H000
25 57.76 -23.49 A30E00H000 0.45 A30E-5H000
26 59.66 -35.23 A30E00H000 0.16 A30E-5H000
27 60.68 -17.43 A30E00H000 0.08 A30E-5H000
Table D.15: Fuselage Minimum Vertical Envelope
2010–37
180 D Envelopes for Wake Vortex Encounter
STN X [m] TZ [%] Case MY [%] Case
1 3.34 -11.38 A90E00H000 -0.16 A40E05H-10
2 5.69 -30.30 A90E00H000 -0.85 A90E00H000
3 8.08 -36.70 A90E00H000 -2.87 A90E00H000
4 10.20 -40.66 A90E00H000 -5.01 A90E00H000
5 12.32 -43.58 A90E00H000 -7.38 A90E00H000
6 14.44 -47.61 A90E00H000 -9.88 A90E00H000
7 16.56 -50.95 A90E00H000 -12.65 A90E00H000
8 18.68 -56.28 A90E00H000 -15.61 A90E00H000
9 20.80 -58.13 A90E00H000 -18.82 A90E00H000
10 22.93 -55.63 A90E00H000 -22.27 A90E00H000
11 25.32 -49.98 A90E00H000 -25.88 A90E00H000
12 27.97 -203.57 A60E00H000 -34.63 A90E00H000
13 30.89 -213.54 A70E00H000 -31.35 A90E00H000
14 33.81 -178.59 A80E00H000 -28.02 A90E00H000
15 36.46 -170.76 A90E00H000 -24.59 A90E00H000
16 38.85 -166.72 A90E00H000 -21.35 A90E00H000
17 40.98 -153.79 A90E00H000 -20.47 A60E-5H000
18 43.10 -131.54 A90E00H000 -20.16 A60E-5H000
19 45.75 -108.67 A80E00H000 -18.95 A60E-5H000
20 47.87 -96.21 A60E00H000 -17.46 A60E-5H000
21 50.60 -96.10 A60E00H000 -14.85 A70E-5H000
22 53.02 -96.92 A60E00H000 -11.26 A70E-5H000
23 54.76 -98.79 A70E00H000 -8.36 A70E-5H000
24 56.34 -103.74 A80E05H000 -6.18 A70E-5H000
25 57.76 -50.92 A30E00H000 -4.45 A30E00H000
26 59.66 -80.31 A30E00H000 -1.52 A30E00H000
27 60.68 -38.64 A30E00H000 -0.80 A30E00H000
Table D.16: Fuselage Minimum Vertical Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
D.1 Integrated Loads 181
STN X [m] TY [%] Case MZ [%] Case MX [%] Case
1 3.34 15.97 A30E05H000 0.59 A40E-5H000 3.04 A40E-5H000
2 5.69 25.07 A30E05H000 2.17 A30E05H000 4.17 A40E-5H000
3 8.08 28.17 A30E05H000 4.72 A30E05H000 4.54 A50E-5H000
4 10.20 29.27 A30E05H000 7.21 A30E05H000 5.09 A30E05H000
5 12.32 28.86 A30E05H000 9.76 A30E05H000 5.55 A30E05H000
6 14.44 30.63 A30E05H000 12.19 A30E05H000 7.23 A30E05H000
7 16.56 29.02 A40E00H000 14.48 A30E05H000 7.70 A30E00H000
8 18.68 30.02 A50E00H000 16.29 A30E05H000 8.28 A30E00H000
9 20.80 26.85 A50E00H000 17.94 A30E05H000 8.90 A30E00H000
10 22.93 25.32 A50E00H000 19.25 A30E05H000 9.70 A30E00H000
11 25.32 26.95 A40E05H-10 20.51 A30E05H000 10.35 A30E00H000
12 27.97 96.92 A70E05H000 100.00 A70E05H000 97.97 A70E00H000
13 30.89 95.96 A70E05H000 88.29 A70E00H000 98.37 A70E00H000
14 33.81 100.00 A70E05H000 75.77 A70E00H000 98.50 A30E00H000
15 36.46 93.15 A70E05H000 65.55 A70E00H000 98.73 A30E00H000
16 38.85 89.04 A70E05H000 56.39 A70E00H000 99.14 A30E00H000
17 40.98 85.32 A70E00H000 48.56 A70E00H000 99.69 A30E00H000
18 43.10 82.15 A70E00H000 41.00 A70E00H000 100.00 A30E00H000
19 45.75 78.30 A70E00H000 31.37 A70E00H000 99.51 A30E00H000
20 47.87 74.58 A70E00H000 24.65 A70E00H000 99.37 A30E00H000
21 50.60 69.85 A70E00H000 16.41 A70E00H000 97.97 A30E00H000
22 53.02 64.48 A70E00H000 11.68 A60E05H000 96.59 A30E00H000
23 54.76 59.52 A70E00H000 10.35 A40E00H000 95.43 A30E00H000
24 56.34 28.55 A40E-5H000 10.22 A40E00H000 72.26 A70E05H000
25 57.76 8.44 A30E00H000 0.42 A30E05H000 0.35 A30E05H-10
26 59.66 3.71 A30E05H000 0.13 A30E05H000 0.13 A40E00H000
27 60.68 2.51 A30E05H000 0.01 A60E00H000 0.08 A40E00H000
Table D.17: Fuselage Maximum Lateral Envelope
2010–37
182 D Envelopes for Wake Vortex Encounter
STN X [m] TY [%] Case MZ [%] Case MX [%] Case
1 3.34 17.24 A30E05H000 0.58 A40E-5H000 2.59 A50E05H-10
2 5.69 28.88 A30E00H000 2.33 A30E05H000 4.09 A40E05H-10
3 8.08 30.42 A30E05H000 5.12 A30E00H000 4.52 A40E05H-10
4 10.20 31.60 A30E05H000 7.80 A30E05H000 5.61 A30E05H000
5 12.32 30.87 A30E05H000 10.53 A30E05H000 6.20 A30E00H000
6 14.44 33.12 A30E05H000 13.10 A30E05H000 8.01 A30E00H000
7 16.56 30.91 A40E00H000 15.47 A30E05H000 8.51 A30E00H000
8 18.68 31.44 A50E00H000 17.36 A30E05H000 9.15 A30E00H000
9 20.80 25.99 A50E00H000 19.05 A30E05H000 9.72 A30E00H000
10 22.93 26.16 A30E00H000 20.39 A30E05H000 10.58 A30E00H000
11 25.32 29.26 A40E05H-10 21.75 A30E05H000 11.27 A30E00H000
12 27.97 102.48 A70E05H000 105.43 A70E05H000 109.37 A30E00H000
13 30.89 101.39 A70E05H000 92.76 A70E05H000 109.57 A30E00H000
14 33.81 105.90 A70E05H000 79.51 A70E05H000 109.47 A30E00H000
15 36.46 97.34 A70E05H000 68.20 A70E05H000 109.47 A30E00H000
16 38.85 93.64 A70E05H000 58.58 A70E05H000 109.63 A30E00H000
17 40.98 89.04 A70E05H000 50.39 A70E05H000 109.88 A30E00H000
18 43.10 85.13 A70E05H000 42.58 A70E05H000 110.07 A30E00H000
19 45.75 80.63 A70E05H000 32.72 A70E05H000 109.32 A30E00H000
20 47.87 76.13 A70E05H000 25.90 A70E05H000 108.60 A30E00H000
21 50.60 71.12 A70E00H000 17.73 A40E-5H010 106.43 A30E00H000
22 53.02 65.60 A70E00H000 12.83 A40E-5H010 104.20 A30E00H000
23 54.76 60.51 A70E00H000 9.48 A60E05H000 102.61 A30E00H000
24 56.34 31.09 A40E00H000 10.63 A40E00H000 78.73 A70E05H000
25 57.76 9.08 A30E00H000 0.43 A30E05H000 0.38 A30E05H000
26 59.66 3.80 A30E05H000 0.14 A30E05H000 0.13 A30E05H000
27 60.68 2.62 A30E05H000 0.02 A60E00H000 0.08 A30E05H000
Table D.18: Fuselage Maximum Lateral Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
D.2 Accelerations 183
D.2 Accelerations
D.2.1 Wing Envelopes
STN Y [m] Max. NZ [%] Case Min. NZ [%] Case
1 1.46 36.63 A60E00H000 -2.46 A80E00H000
2 2.79 39.07 A60E00H000 -5.87 A80E00H000
3 3.12 39.64 A60E00H000 -6.49 A80E00H000
4 3.7 40.63 A60E00H000 -7.64 A80E00H000
5 4.4 41.85 A60E00H000 -9.00 A80E00H000
6 5.07 43.01 A60E00H000 -10.31 A80E00H000
7 5.4 43.57 A60E00H000 -10.96 A80E00H000
8 6.22 44.99 A60E00H000 -12.56 A80E00H000
9 7.71 47.59 A60E00H000 -15.50 A80E00H000
10 8.94 49.69 A60E00H000 -17.88 A80E00H000
11 9.8 51.19 A60E00H000 -19.59 A80E00H000
12 11.13 54.04 A70E00H000 -22.65 A70E00H000
13 12.91 58.71 A70E00H000 -27.59 A70E00H000
14 14.69 63.39 A70E00H000 -32.54 A70E00H000
15 16.47 68.07 A70E00H000 -37.47 A70E00H000
16 18.27 72.77 A70E00H000 -42.44 A70E00H000
17 19.38 75.71 A70E00H000 -45.54 A70E00H000
18 19.82 76.84 A70E00H000 -46.74 A70E00H000
19 21.07 80.13 A70E00H000 -50.21 A70E00H000
20 23.08 85.40 A70E00H000 -55.77 A70E00H000
21 24.63 89.47 A70E00H000 -60.07 A70E00H000
22 25.79 92.54 A70E00H000 -63.30 A70E00H000
23 26.9 95.44 A70E00H000 -66.37 A70E00H000
24 27.84 97.92 A70E00H000 -68.97 A70E00H000
25 28.64 100.00 A70E00H000 -71.19 A70E00H000
Table D.19: Wing Acceleration Envelope
2010–37
184 D Envelopes for Wake Vortex Encounter
STN Y [m] Max. NZ [%] Case Min. NZ [%] Case
1 1.46 36.02 A60E00H000 -3.05 A80E00H000
2 2.79 38.30 A60E00H000 -6.58 A80E00H000
3 3.12 38.85 A60E00H000 -7.21 A80E00H000
4 3.7 39.84 A60E00H000 -8.32 A80E00H000
5 4.4 41.02 A60E00H000 -9.67 A80E00H000
6 5.07 42.15 A60E00H000 -10.96 A80E00H000
7 5.4 42.71 A60E00H000 -11.59 A80E00H000
8 6.22 44.11 A60E00H000 -13.17 A80E00H000
9 7.71 46.65 A60E00H000 -16.05 A80E00H000
10 8.94 48.72 A60E00H000 -18.40 A80E00H000
11 9.8 50.19 A60E00H000 -20.07 A80E00H000
12 11.13 52.66 A70E00H000 -23.59 A70E00H000
13 12.91 57.24 A70E00H000 -28.56 A70E00H000
14 14.69 61.83 A70E00H000 -33.52 A70E00H000
15 16.47 66.40 A70E00H000 -38.49 A70E00H000
16 18.27 71.01 A70E00H000 -43.50 A70E00H000
17 19.38 73.88 A70E00H000 -46.60 A70E00H000
18 19.82 75.00 A70E00H000 -47.82 A70E00H000
19 21.07 78.21 A70E00H000 -51.30 A70E00H000
20 23.08 83.37 A70E00H000 -56.90 A70E00H000
21 24.63 87.35 A70E00H000 -61.22 A70E00H000
22 25.79 90.35 A70E00H000 -64.48 A70E00H000
23 26.9 93.58 A70E00H000 -67.55 A70E00H000
24 27.84 96.59 A70E00H000 -70.17 A70E00H000
25 28.64 99.14 A70E00H000 -72.39 A70E00H000
Table D.20: Wing Acceleration Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
D.2 Accelerations 185
D.2.2 Horizontal Tail Envelopes
STN Y [m] Max. NZ [%] Case Min. NZ [%] Case
1 0.55 88.33 A80E05H000 -26.12 A90E00H000
2 1.11 88.36 A80E05H000 -26.12 A90E00H000
3 1.16 88.43 A80E05H000 -26.15 A90E00H000
4 1.68 88.90 A80E05H000 -26.62 A90E00H000
5 2.7 89.80 A80E05H000 -27.53 A90E00H000
6 3.89 90.90 A80E05H000 -28.56 A90E00H000
7 5.26 92.14 A80E05H000 -29.77 A90E00H000
8 6.64 93.98 A30E-5H000 -31.10 A90E05H000
9 7.83 96.62 A30E-5H000 -33.08 A30E-5H010
10 8.79 98.73 A30E-5H000 -35.65 A80E00H000
11 9.35 100.00 A30E-5H000 -37.79 A80E00H000
Table D.21: Horizontal Tail Acceleration Envelope
STN Y [m] Max. NZ [%] Case Min. NZ [%] Case
1 0.55 93.14 A90E00H000 -46.79 A90E00H000
2 1.11 93.14 A90E00H000 -46.79 A90E00H000
3 1.16 93.21 A90E00H000 -46.86 A90E00H000
4 1.68 93.75 A90E00H000 -47.46 A90E00H000
5 2.7 95.25 A30E05H-10 -48.66 A90E00H000
6 3.89 98.66 A30E05H-10 -50.10 A90E00H000
7 5.26 102.58 A30E05H-10 -51.74 A90E00H000
8 6.64 106.49 A30E05H-10 -53.38 A90E00H000
9 7.83 109.90 A30E05H-10 -56.12 A80E00H000
10 8.79 112.61 A30E05H-10 -60.10 A80E00H000
11 9.35 114.25 A30E05H-10 -62.47 A80E00H000
Table D.22: Horizontal Tail Acceleration Envelope (Closed Loop)
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D.2.3 Vertical Tail Envelopes
STN Z [m] Max. NY [%] Case Min. NY [%] Case
1 0 40.05 A60E00H000 -32.68 A30E00H000
2 0.64 44.31 A60E00H000 -34.29 A30E00H000
3 1.64 50.98 A60E00H000 -36.79 A30E00H000
4 2.64 58.40 A70E05H000 -39.35 A30E00H000
5 3.54 65.11 A70E05H000 -44.26 A80E00H000
6 4.57 72.78 A70E05H000 -50.88 A80E00H000
7 5.37 78.70 A70E05H000 -55.99 A80E00H000
8 5.96 83.46 A70E00H000 -59.80 A80E00H000
9 6.55 88.32 A70E00H000 -63.61 A80E00H000
10 7.35 94.74 A70E00H000 -68.72 A80E00H000
11 8 100.00 A70E00H000 -72.93 A80E00H000
Table D.23: Vertical Tail Acceleration Envelope
STN Z [m] Max. NY [%] Case Min. NY [%] Case
1 0 42.16 A60E00H000 -30.88 A30E00H000
2 0.64 46.67 A60E00H000 -31.98 A30E00H000
3 1.64 53.73 A60E00H000 -34.04 A70E00H000
4 2.64 60.80 A60E00H000 -39.80 A80E00H000
5 3.54 67.72 A60E00H000 -45.76 A80E00H000
6 4.57 75.69 A60E00H000 -52.53 A80E00H000
7 5.37 81.95 A70E00H000 -57.74 A80E00H000
8 5.96 86.97 A70E00H000 -61.65 A80E00H000
9 6.55 92.03 A70E00H000 -65.56 A80E00H000
10 7.35 98.70 A70E00H000 -70.78 A80E00H000
11 8 104.21 A70E00H000 -75.04 A80E00H000
Table D.24: Vertical Tail Acceleration Envelope (Closed Loop)
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D.2.4 Fuselage Envelopes
STN X [m] Max. NZ [%] Case Min. NZ [%] Case
1 3.34 100.00 A90E00H000 -38.69 A90E00H000
2 5.69 95.51 A90E00H000 -34.47 A90E00H000
3 8.08 90.95 A90E00H000 -30.21 A90E00H000
4 10.2 86.93 A90E00H000 -26.41 A90E00H000
5 12.32 82.87 A90E00H000 -22.61 A90E00H000
6 14.44 78.84 A90E00H000 -18.82 A90E00H000
7 16.56 74.78 A90E00H000 -15.02 A90E00H000
8 18.68 70.75 A90E00H000 -11.39 A90E00H000
9 20.8 67.32 A90E00H000 -8.25 A90E00H000
10 22.93 64.08 A70E00H000 -5.32 A90E00H000
11 25.32 63.75 A70E00H000 -3.00 A90E00H000
12 27.97 63.49 A70E00H000 -0.99 A90E00H000
13 30.89 63.19 A70E00H000 -0.03 A70E-5H000
14 33.81 62.89 A70E00H000 -0.36 A90E00H000
15 36.46 62.86 A80E00H000 -1.75 A90E00H000
16 38.85 63.59 A90E00H000 -3.20 A90E00H000
17 40.98 64.87 A90E00H000 -4.49 A90E00H000
18 43.1 66.13 A90E00H000 -6.04 A90E00H000
19 45.75 68.80 A80E05H000 -8.91 A90E00H000
20 47.87 72.04 A80E05H000 -11.19 A90E00H000
21 50.6 76.23 A80E05H000 -14.46 A90E00H000
22 53.02 79.93 A80E05H000 -18.19 A90E00H000
23 54.76 82.60 A80E05H000 -21.00 A90E00H000
24 56.34 85.01 A80E05H000 -23.54 A90E00H000
25 57.76 87.19 A80E05H000 -25.85 A90E00H000
26 59.66 90.10 A80E05H000 -28.89 A90E00H000
27 60.68 91.65 A80E05H000 -30.54 A90E00H000
Table D.25: Fuselage Vertical Acceleration Envelope
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STN X [m] Max. NZ [%] Case Min. NZ [%] Case
1 3.34 112.18 A90E00H000 -46.15 A90E00H000
2 5.69 106.27 A90E00H000 -41.27 A90E00H000
3 8.08 100.26 A90E00H000 -36.32 A90E00H000
4 10.2 94.92 A90E00H000 -31.96 A90E00H000
5 12.32 89.60 A90E00H000 -27.57 A90E00H000
6 14.44 84.25 A90E00H000 -23.18 A90E00H000
7 16.56 78.94 A90E00H000 -18.79 A90E00H000
8 18.68 73.75 A90E00H000 -14.56 A90E00H000
9 20.8 69.07 A90E00H000 -10.83 A90E00H000
10 22.93 64.38 A90E00H000 -7.33 A90E00H000
11 25.32 62.46 A70E00H000 -4.39 A90E00H000
12 27.97 62.73 A70E00H000 -2.08 A90E00H000
13 30.89 62.99 A70E00H000 -4.49 A90E00H000
14 33.81 63.29 A70E00H000 -6.93 A90E00H000
15 36.46 64.15 A30E05H-10 -9.87 A90E00H000
16 38.85 66.72 A30E05H-10 -12.61 A90E00H000
17 40.98 69.03 A30E05H-10 -15.09 A90E00H000
18 43.1 71.34 A30E05H-10 -17.99 A90E00H000
19 45.75 74.22 A30E05H-10 -22.35 A90E00H000
20 47.87 76.49 A30E05H-10 -25.82 A90E00H000
21 50.6 79.43 A30E05H-10 -30.60 A90E00H000
22 53.02 82.93 A90E00H000 -35.89 A90E00H000
23 54.76 86.23 A90E00H000 -39.68 A90E00H000
24 56.34 89.27 A90E00H000 -43.12 A90E00H000
25 57.76 92.01 A90E00H000 -46.25 A90E00H000
26 59.66 95.64 A90E00H000 -50.41 A90E00H000
27 60.68 97.59 A90E00H000 -52.62 A90E00H000
Table D.26: Fuselage Vertical Acceleration Envelope (Closed Loop)
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STN X [m] Max. NY [%] Case Min. NY [%] Case
1 3.34 90.15 A30E05H000 -53.97 A70E00H000
2 5.69 90.15 A30E05H000 -49.71 A70E00H000
3 8.08 90.00 A30E05H000 -45.44 A70E00H000
4 10.2 89.85 A30E05H000 -41.47 A70E00H000
5 12.32 89.85 A30E05H000 -38.68 A40E-5H010
6 14.44 89.71 A30E05H000 -38.68 A40E-5H010
7 16.56 89.56 A30E05H000 -38.68 A40E-5H010
8 18.68 89.56 A30E05H000 -38.68 A40E-5H010
9 20.8 89.41 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
10 22.93 89.26 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
11 25.32 89.12 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
12 27.97 89.12 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
13 30.89 88.97 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
14 33.81 88.82 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
15 36.46 88.68 A30E05H000 -38.82 A40E-5H010
16 38.85 88.53 A30E05H000 -42.35 A30E00H000
17 40.98 88.38 A30E05H000 -47.21 A30E00H000
18 43.1 88.38 A30E05H000 -52.06 A30E00H000
19 45.75 88.24 A30E05H000 -58.24 A30E00H000
20 47.87 88.24 A30E05H000 -64.71 A30E00H000
21 50.6 88.09 A30E05H000 -73.09 A30E00H000
22 53.02 88.09 A30E05H000 -80.44 A30E00H000
23 54.76 87.94 A30E05H000 -85.74 A30E00H000
24 56.34 93.97 A60E00H000 -90.59 A30E00H000
25 57.76 100.00 A60E00H000 -95.00 A30E00H000
26 59.66 107.94 A60E00H000 -100.74 A30E00H000
27 60.68 112.21 A60E00H000 -103.82 A30E00H000
Table D.27: Fuselage Lateral Acceleration Envelope
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STN X [m] Max. NY [%] Case Min. NY [%] Case
1 3.34 63.53 A30E00H000 -52.65 A70E00H000
2 5.69 57.79 A30E00H000 -48.53 A70E00H000
3 8.08 52.06 A30E00H000 -44.26 A70E00H000
4 10.2 47.06 A30E00H000 -40.59 A70E00H000
5 12.32 42.06 A30E00H000 -36.91 A70E00H000
6 14.44 37.21 A30E00H000 -33.09 A70E00H000
7 16.56 32.65 A30E00H000 -29.41 A70E00H000
8 18.68 30.59 A30E00H000 -25.74 A70E00H000
9 20.8 32.06 A30E00H000 -25.59 A30E-5H010
10 22.93 33.68 A30E00H000 -26.32 A30E-5H010
11 25.32 35.59 A30E00H000 -27.21 A30E-5H010
12 27.97 38.38 A30E00H000 -28.09 A30E-5H010
13 30.89 41.62 A30E00H000 -28.97 A30E-5H010
14 33.81 45.74 A30E00H000 -30.00 A30E-5H010
15 36.46 50.15 A30E00H000 -32.65 A30E05H-10
16 38.85 53.97 A30E00H000 -36.62 A30E00H000
17 40.98 57.50 A30E00H000 -42.50 A30E00H000
18 43.1 61.03 A30E00H000 -48.38 A30E00H000
19 45.75 65.44 A30E00H000 -55.74 A30E00H000
20 47.87 71.03 A30E00H000 -62.35 A30E00H000
21 50.6 78.38 A30E00H000 -71.03 A30E00H000
22 53.02 84.85 A30E00H000 -78.68 A30E00H000
23 54.76 91.62 A60E00H000 -84.26 A30E00H000
24 56.34 98.68 A60E00H000 -89.26 A30E00H000
25 57.76 105.00 A60E00H000 -93.82 A30E00H000
26 59.66 113.38 A60E00H000 -99.85 A30E00H000
27 60.68 117.94 A60E00H000 -103.09 A30E00H000
Table D.28: Fuselage Lateral Acceleration Envelope (Closed Loop)
2010–37
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